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Abstrakt 
Předmetem této práce je studium struktury a evoluce rostlinného genomu pomocí 

celogenomových sekvenačních dat a fylogenomických přístupů. Autor se během svého 

doktorandského studia podílel na pěti odborných publikacích, které tvoří jádro dizertační 

práce. 

První část práce je zaměřena na malou rostlinnou čeleď mokřadkovité (Limnanthaceae) z řádu 

brukvotvaré (Brassicales), která má pouze dva rody a osm druhů. Pomocí sekvenačních dat s 

nízkým pokrytím jsme zrekonstruovali fylogenetické vztahy a charakterizovali repetitivní 

sekvence těchto genomů. Trojrozměrná fluorescenční in situ hybridizace prokázala, že pět 

chromozomových párů v interfázních jádrech druhů rodu Limnanthes zaujímá Rablovu 

polarizovanou konfiguraci. Genomy čeledi Limnanthaceae byly zkoumány jako potenciální 

modelové systémy. 

Druhá část práce se zabývá diploidizací genomu v tribu Microlepidieae (Brassicaceae), který 

obsahuje přibližně 17 rodů a 60 druhů vyskytující se v Austrálii a na Novém Zélandu. Tribus 

Microlepidieae vykazuje rozdílné tempo diploidizace genomu a rozsáhlou morfologickou 

konvergenci. Analýzou fylogenetických vztahů a morfologických znaků v tomto tribu jsme 

poskytli fylogenomický důkaz, že rozdílné tempo post-polyploidní diploidizace je spojeno s 

intratribovou kladogenezí, morfologickou disparitou a změnou životních forem. Také jsme 

ukázali, že rychlejší diploidizace genomu je pozitivně korelovaná s evolucí chloroplastových 

genů. Na základě nových fylogenomických poznatků, byla revidována taxonomie rodů 

Arabidella, Cuphonotus a Lemphoria. 

Třetí část je věnována evoluční historii proteinu KINETOCHORE NULL2 (KNL2) a jeho funkci při 

depozici CENH3 (centromerická varianta histonu H3). Ukázali jsme, že gen KNL2 prošel třemi 

nezávislými dávnými duplikacemi, a to u kapradin, trav a dvouděložných rostlin. 

Neklasifikované geny KNL2 mohou být rozděleny do dvou kladů: αKNL2 a βKNL2 u 

dvouděložných rostlin a γKNL2 a δKNL2 u trav. Potvrzená centromerická lokalizace βKNL2 a 

mutační analýza naznačují, že se protein účastní depozice nového CENH3 do centromery, 

podobně jako αKNL2. Navíc jsme zjistili, že mutant KNL2 by mohl být využit k indukci 

haploidních rostlin. Nově identifikovaný βKNL2 se tak může stát nástrojem pro získání 

haploidů u huseníčku i zemědělských plodin. 

  



 

 
 

Abstract 
The subject of this thesis is the study of the plant genome structure and evolution using whole 

genome sequencing data and phylogenomic approaches. The author’s doctoral studies 

resulted in five publications that form the thesis framework. 

The first part addresses the knowledge gap in the meadowfoam family (Limnanthaceae), one 

of the small families in the order Brassicales, which harbors only two genera and eight species. 

Using low coverage sequencing data, we reconstructed phylogenetic relationships and 

characterized the repeatomes of Limnanthaceae genomes. A three-dimensional fluorescence 

in situ hybridization analysis demonstrated that the five chromosome pairs in interphase 

nuclei of Limnanthes species adopt the Rabl-like configuration, a special interphase 

chromosome arrangement. We examined the Limnanthaceae genomes as a potential model 

system for 3D genome organization. 

The second part focuses on the genome diploidization in the crucifer tribe Microlepidieae 

(Brassicaceae), which contains c. 17 genera and 60 species endemic to Australia and New 

Zealand. The tribe Microlepidieae exhibits differently paced genome diploidization and 

extensive morphological convergence. By analyzing phylogenetic relationships and 

morphological characters in this tribe, we provided clear phylogenomic evidence that 

differently paced post-polyploid diploidization was associated with intra-tribal cladogenesis, 

morphological disparity, and life-form transitions. We also showed that faster genome 

diploidization is positively correlated with the evolution of chloroplast genes. The taxonomic 

limits of Arabidella, Cuphonotus, and Lemphoria were revisited based on phylogenomic 

findings.  

The third part focuses on the evolutionary history of KINETOCHORE NULL2 (KNL2) protein and 

its function in CENH3 (centromeric histone H3 variant) loading. We showed that the KNL2 

gene underwent three independent ancient duplications in ferns, grasses, and eudicots. The 

unclassified KNL2 genes could be divided into two clades: αKNL2 and βKNL2 in eudicots, and 

γKNL2 and δKNL2 in grasses. The confirmed centromeric localization of βKNL2 and mutant 

analysis suggested that the protein participates in the loading of new CENH3 into the 

centromere, similarly to αKNL2. Moreover, we reported that a KNL2 mutant could be used as 

a haploid inducer. Thus, the newly identified βKNL2 may become the subject of manipulations 

to obtain haploids in Arabidopsis thaliana and crop species.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The structure and organization of genomes are the fundamental characteristics of every living 

organism. With technical advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) and long read 

sequencing approaches, we have witnessed an enormous change in the understanding of the 

evolution and structure of plant genomes in recent years. These sequencing approaches have 

revealed the genomic diversity in exquisite detail and led to many insights into plant genome 

function and evolution. 

This thesis summarizes the author's contributions to the fields of the plant genome structure and 

evolution using whole genome sequencing data and phylogenomic approaches. The thesis is 

divided into introduction, literature review, aims of the thesis, brief results of work conducted 

along with the published articles, and conclusions. The literature review focuses on plant 

genome structure and organization, polyploidy and post-polyploid diploidization, sequencing 

technologies and their applications.  

The thesis presents three different but interrelated phylogenomic projects. The first project 

focused on genomes and repeatomes of the meadowfoam family (Limnanthaceae), one of the 

genomically underexplored families in the order Brassicales. The Limnanthaceae harbors only 

two genera, Limnanthes and Floerkea. The genus Limnanthes (meadowfoams) has seven 

species, while the genus Floerkea contains only one species (F. proserpinacoides, false 

mermaidweed), all native to North America. Limnanthaceae has a rather basal position within 

the Brassicales, being placed between the Setchellanthaceae (Setchellanthus caeruleus) and the 

large clade consisting of the core Brassicales and four small families (Edger et al., 2018). Given 

the knowledge gap extending from the Caricaceae (the papaya genome, Carica papaya) to the 

Brassicaceae, the phylogenetic position within the Brassicales, low chromosome numbers, 

annual herbaceous life history and seed availability make the Limnanthaceae potentially 

attractive for gaining more insights into genome evolution of the Brassicales. Here, we have 

applied phylogenomic approaches to reconstruct phylogenetic relationships and characterize 

the repeatomes of Limnanthaceae genomes using low-coverage whole genome sequencing data. 

We have also used the de novo identified repeats to analyze interphase chromosome 

organization in this family for the first time. 

In the second project, we focused on the post-polyploid evolution in the tribe Microlepidieae 

from the mustard family (Brassicaceae). Angiosperm genome evolution was marked by many 

clade-specific whole genome duplication (WGD) events. The Microlepidieae is one of several 

tribe-level clades in Brassicaceae formed after an ancestral allotetraploidization. The ancestral 
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allotetraploidization was followed by speciation events and different levels of genome 

diploidization resulting in the extant diversity of about 17 genera and 60 species endemic to 

Australia and New Zealand. Here, we reconstructed phylogenetic relationships in this tribe 

using complete chloroplast sequences, entire 35S rDNA units, and abundant repetitive 

sequences. The four recovered intra-tribal clades mirror the varied diploidization of 

Microlepidieae genomes, suggesting that the intrinsic genomic features underlying the extent 

of diploidization are shared among genera and species within one clade. In addition, we showed 

that faster genome diploidization is positively correlated with mean morphological disparity 

and evolution of chloroplast genes (plastid–nuclear genome coevolution). Our results along 

with the close phylogenetic relatedness to Arabidopsis thaliana (hereafter Arabidopsis) make 

Microlepidieae an excellent model system to investigate the evolutionary consequences of post-

polyploid genome evolution. 

In the third project, we identified a new KINETOCHORE NULL2 gene (KNL2, also termed 

M18BP1) in Arabidopsis and reconstructed the evolutionary history of the KNL2 gene in plants 

using phylogenomic approaches. Centromeres are specific chromosomal regions where 

kinetochore protein complexes assemble in mitosis and meiosis to attach chromosomes to the 

spindle microtubules. Centromere identity is specified epigenetically by the presence of the 

histone H3 variant termed CENH3 (also named CENP-A in mammals) which triggers the 

assembly of a functional kinetochore. KNL2 plays a crucial role in new CENH3 deposition 

after replication. In most metazoan genomes, only one KNL2 gene was identified containing 

the characteristic SANTA (SANT-associated) domain. Here, we reconstructed the evolutionary 

history of the KNL2 gene in the plant kingdom. Our results indicated that the KNL2 gene in 

plants underwent three independent ancient duplications, namely in ferns, grasses and eudicots. 

Additionally, we demonstrated that previously unclassified KNL2 genes could be divided into 

two clades αKNL2 and βKNL2 in eudicots and γKNL2 and δKNL2 in grasses, respectively. 

KNL2s of all clades encode the conserved SANTA domain, but only the αKNL2 and γKNL2 

groups additionally encode the CENPC-k motif. The confirmed centromeric localization of 

βKNL2 and mutant analysis suggested that the protein participates in the loading of new 

CENH3, similarly to αKNL2. Taken together, our results provide new insights into the 

evolutionary diversification of the plant kinetochore assembly gene KNL2 and suggest that the 

plant-specific duplicated KNL2 genes are involved in centromere and kinetochore assembly.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Plant genome structure and organization 

The plant nuclear genome is organized into discrete chromosomes, consisting of DNA, histone, 

and other associated proteins. Each non-replicated chromosome and metaphase chromatid 

consists of a linear and unbroken DNA molecule (Heslop-Harrison & Schwarzacher, 2011), 

and structural features of chromosomes, such as centromeres, telomeres, and nucleolar 

organizer region (NOR), are conserved (Figure 1). In contrast, genome size and chromosome 

numbers in plants have tremendous diversity, with approximately a 2400-fold range from 65 

Mbp/1C to 150 Gbp/1C and a 300-fold range from n = 2 to n = 600 chromosomes, respectively 

(Bennett & Leitch, 2005; Zonneveld et al., 2005; Bennett & Leitch, 2011; Fleischmann et al., 

2014). The genome size variation is primarily caused by the proliferation of repetitive DNA 

sequences and whole genome duplication (WGD) events. Along with the nuclear genome, the 

plant cell also contains mitochondrial, chloroplast or plastid genomes, and these organellar 

genomes may influence the organization and evolution of the nuclear genome.  

 

Figure 1. The organization and features of a plant chromosome. Top: A fluorescent light micrograph of 

a metaphase chromosome stained blue with the DNA-binding fluorochrome 4′,6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (DAPI). In situ hybridization shows the location of two tandemly repeated DNA sequences 

detected as red and green fluorescence. Bottom: Diagram of the structure of a metaphase chromosome 

with two chromatids. Adapted from Heslop-Harrison and Schwarzacher (2011). 
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2.1.1 Repetitive sequences  

Genome sizes across flowering plants vary from 65 Mbp/1C in Lentibulariaceae (Fleischmann 

et al., 2014) to 150 Gbp/1C in Paris japonica (Bennett & Leitch, 2011). Whereas the number 

of coding genes is relatively similar in plant genomes, the variation in the number of non-coding 

sequences and repetitive elements largely influenced the size and evolution of plant genomes. 

Complex plant genomes are heavily occupied by various types of repetitive sequences (Figure 

2), including mobile elements (transposable elements, TEs) dispersed throughout the 

chromosome, and tandem repeats (satellite repeats) that comprise most of the heterochromatic 

chromosomal regions. Although TEs and tandem repeats are the two main groups of repetitive 

elements, low copy repeats (LCRs) and other types of repetitive sequences also exist in plant 

genomes (Bailey et al., 2001). 

 

Figure 2. Nuclear genome composition and repetitive sequences classification. Adapted from Biscotti et 

al. (2015). 
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Transposable elements 

Transposable elements (TEs) are fragments of DNA that can insert into new chromosomal 

locations. TEs were discovered in maize by Barbara McClintock more than 70 years ago as 

these elements are responsible for the sector of altered pigmentation on mutant kernels. Later, 

TEs had been identified in the genomes of Drosophila melanogaster, yeast (Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae), Escherichia coli, Caenorhabditis elegans and humans (Feschotte et al., 2002). 

Although TEs are the largest component of repetitive sequences of most eukaryotes, active 

elements comprise only a tiny fraction of the TE complement of plant genomes and most other 

genomes. Epigenetic mechanisms, such as RNA interference or DNA methylation, are possible 

pathways to silence TE activity. 

The plant genome may be viewed as an ecosystem occupied by diverse communities of TEs, 

and TEs are not randomly distributed in the genome. TEs may exhibit various levels of 

preference on insertion within certain compartments of the genome, following a balancing act 

of facilitating propagation while mitigating deleterious effects on host cell function (Sultana et 

al., 2017). The distribution and accumulation of TEs may also be influenced by natural selection 

and genetic drift (Bourque et al., 2018). Therefore, some TEs are more likely to be retained in 

certain genomic locations than others. Thus, the diversity of TEs in a genome is modified by 

properties intrinsic to the elements and evolutionary forces acting at the level of the host 

genomes.  

The first TE classification system was proposed by David J. Finnegan based on the DNA or 

RNA intermediate replication mechanism (Finnegan, 1989). Based on the different 

transposition mechanisms, TEs can be divided into Class I TEs (retrotransposons) and Class II 

TEs (DNA transposons). Retrotransposons insert into a new genomic location via RNA 

intermediate, called the "copy-paste" replication mechanism (Figure 3), which can result in an 

increased copy number of a retrotransposon (Wicker et al., 2007). Retrotransposons are 

generally the major contributor to the repetitive sequence content in plant genomes because of 

their replication mechanism. Two high-copy Class I TE superfamilies, Copia and Gypsy, are 

generally prevalent in plant genomes (Macas et al., 2015; Wicker et al., 2018). DNA 

transposons move to a new genomic location via DNA intermediate, termed the "cut-paste" 

mechanism (Figure 3). Terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) and a transposase enzyme are two 

unique features of most DNA transposons (Wicker et al., 2007). 
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Figure 3. Class I and II transposons and mechanisms of their amplification integration. Adapted from 

Agren (2014).  

Later, Wicker et al. (2007) proposed the first unified hierarchical classification system for TE 

by considering the transposition mechanisms, sequence similarities, and structural relationships. 

Therefore, TE can be further divided into subclasses, orders and superfamilies (Figure 4). 

Following this classification system, retrotransposons can be divided into five orders, including 

long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs), 

DIRS-like elements, Penelope-like elements (PLEs), and short interspersed nuclear elements 

(SINEs). The DNA transposons can be divided into two subclasses: subclass I is spread through 

classic conservative transposition (cut-and-paste), and subclass II elements spread through a 

rolling-circle replicative transposition mechanism using a rolling circle replication protein and 

a helicase (Kapitonov & Jurka, 2001).  

LTR retrotransposons usually comprise the largest portion of the TEs in plant genomes (Macas 

et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017; Neumann et al., 2019). Moreover, two superfamilies, Ty1/copia 

and Ty3/gypsy, occupied the major proportion of LTR retrotransposons (Neumann et al., 2019). 

Although the LTR retrotransposons are diverse, their structure is highly conserved. The 

presence of long terminal repeats (LTRs) at both ends is a common feature of LTR 

retrotransposons. Most LTR retrotransposons have a primer binding site (PBS) downstream of 

the 5' LTR and a polypurine tract (PPT) upstream of the 3' LTR. The central part contains two 

open reading frames (ORFs) for the gag gene and polyprotein pol. The gag gene encodes a 

structural protein essential for the assembly of viral-like particles, while the pol gene encodes 
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four proteins, including a protease (PR), a ribonuclease H (RH), a reverse transcriptase (RT), 

and an integrase (INT). Copia and gypsy LTR retrotransposons differ in the arrangement of the 

protein domains encoded within the pol gene. Recently, based on phylogenetic analyses of the 

three most conserved polyprotein domains (RT, RH, and INT), a comprehensive LTR 

retrotransposons classification system was proposed (Neumann et al., 2019), dividing 

Ty1/copia into 16 lineages and Ty3/gypsy into two major lineages (chromovirus and non-

chromovirus). In addition, a comprehensive database of retrotransposon protein domains 

(REXdb) was established for repetitive sequence analysis provided a unified annotation of LTR 

retrotransposons in plant genomes (Neumann et al., 2019; Novák et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 4. Classification system for transposable elements (TEs). Adapted from Wicker et al. (2007). 
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Role of TEs in plant genomes 

Transposition is an important mechanism of genome expansion that is counteracted by the 

removal of DNA via deletion over time. The balance of the two mechanisms is a major driving 

force of plant genome evolution (Schubert & Vu, 2016; Bourque et al., 2018). As the insertion 

and removal of TEs are usually imprecise, these processes may influence adjacent sequences. 

If these events occur at a high frequency, the host genome can accumulate a vast amount of 

duplication and reshuffling, including genes and regulatory sequences. For example, Pack-

MULE transposable elements in rice contain fragments derived from more than 1 000 cellular 

genes (Jiang et al., 2004). TEs also induce genomic structural variation even without mobile 

activity, as recombination events can occur between the highly homologous TEs sequences at 

distant positions within the genome and result in large-scale inversions, deletions and 

duplications (Bennetzen & Wang, 2014). 

Although TEs have been considered junk DNA for a long time, there is growing evidence that 

TE insertion can provide the raw material for the emergence of protein-coding genes and non-

coding RNAs (Naville et al., 2016; Joly-Lopez & Bureau, 2018). For example, TEs can donate 

their genes to the host genome by adding exons to the existing host genes. In line with Barbara 

McClintock’s predictions, TEs could be a rich source of material for the modulation of 

eukaryotic gene expression. Indeed, TEs can insert into promoters and enhancers, transcription 

factor binding sites, insulator sequences, and repressive elements (Chuong et al., 2017). For 

example, the methylation level of a LINE retrotransposon, in the intron of the homeotic gene 

DEFICIENS, controls whether or not the plants bear oil-rich fruit (Ong-Abdullah et al., 2015). 

Tandem repeats 

Tandem repeats (TRs) are DNA sequence motifs that contain adjacent repeating units. TRs are 

usually ubiquitous in plant genomes. A single TR can make up to 36% of a nuclear genome 

(Ambrozová et al., 2011). Based on the monomer length, TRs are typically classified as 

microsatellites (simple sequence repeats, SSRs), minisatellites, and satellite DNA (satDNA). 

SSRs are widely detected in plant species (Gemayel et al., 2010). For example, the dimer motifs 

are more frequent in green algae, bryophytes, and ferns, whereas the trimer motifs are more 

frequent in flowering plants (Victoria et al., 2011). Satellite DNAs are long arrays of tandemly, 

head to tail, arranged highly conserved motifs (repeat units, monomers). The monomer length 

of satellite DNAs can be as short as simple sequence repeats (<10 bp) or reach over 5 kb (Gong 

et al., 2012; Heckmann et al., 2013), but they are usually hundreds of nucleotides long 

(Vondrak et al., 2020). The satellite DNAs located preferentially in heterochromatic regions, 
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mainly in (peri)centromeric or subtelomeric regions (Mehrotra & Goyal, 2014; Zhang et al., 

2017; Li et al., 2018), while the micro- and minisatellites located both in euchromatin and 

heterochromatin regions (Garrido-Ramos, 2015; Garrido-Ramos, 2017).  

TRs are extremely unstable and mutation rates of TRs are usually much higher than those in 

other parts of the genome (Gemayel et al., 2010). Most mutations in TRs are repeat 

polymorphisms that occur when the number of the repeated unit changes, not by point mutations 

(Gemayel et al., 2010). In other words, most of these changes consist of the addition or deletion 

of complete repeat units, while additions or deletions of part of one unit are very rare. In plants, 

the famous Bur-0 IIL1 defect in Arabidopsis that generates a detrimental phenotype is caused 

by the expansion of triplet TTC/GAA in the intron of IIL1 gene (Sureshkumar et al., 2009).  

There are two models for explaining the mechanisms of TRs expansions or contractions: strand-

slippage replication and recombination (Figure 5) (Paques et al., 1998; Gemayel et al., 2010). 

Briefly, strand-slippage replication occurs during the replication of the TRs when there is 

mispairing between the template and nascent DNA strands. If the template strand is looped out, 

then contraction of the TR occurs, whereas if the nascent strand loops out, then an expansion 

will result. Recombination events, including unequal crossing over and gene conversion, can 

also lead to contraction and expansion of TR sequences. 

Although satellite DNAs are a general component of plant genomes, their sequence 

composition is highly variable even within one species (Gong et al., 2012). Centromeric 

satellite DNAs, localized in centromeric regions, are rapidly evolving DNA sequences in plant 

species (Henikoff et al., 2001; Gong et al., 2012; Melters et al., 2013). A comprehensive 

comparative analysis of several hundred species including plants and animals showed no 

sequence conservation in centromeric TRs (Melters et al., 2013). 
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Figure 5. The simplified illustrations of two major mechanisms of tandem repeat (TR) expansions and 

contractions. (A) Replication slippage. (B) Recombination. Adapted from Gemayel et al. (2010). 

2.1.2 Centromere 

The centromere is the specialized chromosomal region that provides the site of assembly for 

the kinetochore, which interacts with spindle microtubules. Centromeres are responsible for 

accurate chromosome segregation and stabilization and ensure equal division of genetic 

material between daughter cells during mitosis and meiosis. Despite the fundamental role of 

centromeres two different types, monocentromere and holocentrmere, are observed across 

plants (Figure 6). Most plant species possess monocentric chromosomes, forming primary 

contraction on chromosomes in metaphase. However, the centromere sizes are remarkably 

diverse among eukaryotes. The budding yeast have point centromeres, and the length of their 

DNA sequences is 125 base pairs (bp), while in many plants, centromeres contain several 

megabase pairs (Mbp) of repeats (Henikoff et al., 2001; Cheng et al., 2002; Talbert et al., 2002; 

Cleveland et al., 2003; Nagaki et al., 2003; Jin et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2004). In contrast, 

holocentric chromosomes lack primary constriction and are attributed to a kinetochore activity 

along almost the entire chromosome length during mitosis and meiosis (Steiner & Henikoff, 

2014; Neumann et al., 2015; Marques & Pedrosa-Harand, 2016; Schubert et al., 2020). 
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Figure 6. Summary of the different mono- and holocentromere types in plant species. Adapted from 

Schubert et al. (2020). 

A specialized histone H3 variant, CENH3, is a hallmark of active centromeres in plants (Talbert 

et al., 2002; Zhong et al., 2002; Naish et al., 2021), which is called CID in Drosophila (Malik 

et al., 2002), Cse4p in budding yeast (Meluh et al., 1998), and CENP-A in humans (Palmer et 

al., 1991). The function of the CENH3 is conserved among different species, but the CENH3 

protein and centromeric DNA sequences differ even between closely related species (Henikoff 

et al., 2001; Malik & Henikoff, 2002; Jiang et al., 2003; Lamb et al., 2004; Melters et al., 2013; 

Lermontova et al., 2014; Lermontova et al., 2015). In general, the plant centromere contains 

ubiquitous and abundant repetitive DNA sequences, including satellite repeats, transposons, 

and retrotransposons (Ananiev et al., 1998; Heslop-Harrison et al., 1999; Cheng et al., 2002; 

Jin et al., 2004; Nagaki et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2007). Centromeric satellite 
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repeats usually comprise megabase-sized arrays of simple tandem repeats, and some of them 

exhibit higher-order repeat (HOR) structures. These satellite DNAs are often intermingled by 

LTR retrotransposons. As CENH3 presents exclusively in active or functional centromeres, in 

recent years, chromatin immunoprecipitation following high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) 

technology has been widely used to characterize centromeric DNA sequences (Gong et al., 

2012; Bloom, 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; 

Robledillo et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2021), which significantly facilitated the understanding 

of the centromere and kinetochore function.  

Kinetochores are multi-protein complexes that connect chromosomes to microtubules of the 

mitotic and meiotic spindles. Kinetochore complexes assemble on the centromeric chromatin, 

in which CENH3/CENP-A specifies the position of the kinetochore. The kinetochore can be 

divided into several sub-complexes (Figure 7), including the constitutive centromere-

associated network (CCAN) and the KMN-network (KNL1, MIS12, and NDC80 complexes) 

(McKinley & Cheeseman, 2016; Pesenti et al., 2016). The KMN-network is recruited to the 

kinetochore via the CCAN complex, and the NDC80 complex of the KMN-network directly 

interacts with microtubules (McKinley & Cheeseman, 2016; Hara & Fukagawa, 2018). The 

KMN network also has spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) functions that complete the 

assembly of the entire kinetochore complex (Varma & Salmon, 2012). In plants, CENH3 

nucleosomes directly bind to two inner kinetochore proteins, CENP-C and KNL2 (M18BP1) 

(Dawe et al., 1999; Lermontova et al., 2013; Sandmann et al., 2017). While CENH3-containing 

nucleosomes bind to CENP-C and KNL2, CENP-C interacts with the MIS12 complex, which 

associates with the NDC80 complex. The major kinetochore components, including KNL1, 

KNL2, CENP-C, MIS12, and NDC80, are conserved in plants (Dawe et al., 1999; Talbert et 

al., 2004; Sato et al., 2005; Du & Dawe, 2007; Lermontova et al., 2013). 
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Figure 7. A model of basic kinetochore structure in plants. The main structure of the kinetochore is 

formed of constitutive centromere-associated network (CCAN) and the KMN (KNL1, MIS12, and 

NDC80 complexes. Adapted from Hara and Fukagawa (2020). 

KNL2 function 

The correct assembly of the kinetochore complex requires the deposition of CENH3 at the 

centromeric region, depending on CENH3 assembly factors and chaperones (Silva & Jansen, 

2009), centromeric repeats transcripts (Bobkov et al., 2018; Talbert & Henikoff, 2018), and the 

epigenetic modification of the centromeric chromatin (Bergmann et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012). 

KNL2 (M18BP1) plays a crucial role in new CENH3 deposition after replication (Figure 7). 

M18BP1 in vertebrates is part of the Mis18 complex, including Mis18α and Mis18β. However, 

Mis18α and Mis18β have not yet been identified in plants. The KNL2 proteins identified so far 

contain the SANTA (SANT-associated) domain (Zhang et al., 2006), a protein module of ~90 

amino acids. The function of the SANTA domain has remained obscure for a long time. For 

instance, deleting the SANTA domain in Arabidopsis KNL2 has not impaired its targeting to 

centromeres (Lermontova et al., 2013) nor disrupted its interaction with DNA (Sandmann et 

al., 2017). A conserved CENPC-k motif, which is highly similar to the CENPC motif of the 

CENP-C protein (Sugimoto et al., 1994; Talbert et al., 2004; Kato et al., 2013), was identified 

on the C-terminal part of the KNL2 homologs in a broad spectrum of eukaryotes (Kral, 2015). 

The importance of this domain for the centromeric targeting of KNL2 was demonstrated in 

Arabidopsis (Sandmann et al., 2017), Xenopus (French et al., 2017) and chicken (Hori et al., 
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2017). Moreover, direct binding of CENPC-k to CENH3 nucleosomes was shown (French et 

al., 2017; Hori et al., 2017). KNL2 in eutherian mammals lacks a CENPC-k motif (Kral, 2015), 

and centromeric localization of human KNL2 may be achieved by directly binding the SANTA 

domain to CENP-C (French & Straight, 2019). Depletion of KNL2 in different organisms 

causes defects in CENH3 assembly (Fujita et al., 2007; Lermontova et al., 2013). For instance, 

knockout of M18BP1 and other components of the Mis18 complex in human HeLa cells with 

RNAi abolished centromeric recruitment of newly synthesized CENP-A, leading to 

chromosome missegregation and interphase micronuclei (Fujita et al., 2007). The homozygous 

knl2 mutant of Arabidopsis is viable despite reduced CENH3 levels and mitotic and meiotic 

abnormalities resulting in reduced growth rate and fertility (Lermontova et al., 2013). The fact 

that the knl2 mutant CENH3 is still localized at the centromeres suggests that this is not the 

only mechanism responsible for the centromeric loading of CENH3 in plants. Taken together, 

although KNL2 protein homologs have been identified in different organisms as components 

of the CENH3 loading machinery, they differ considerably in the composition of their 

functional domains, interacting partners, and localization timing in the mitotic cell cycle.  

2.1.3 Telomere  

Telomeres are the key components of the chromosome, which solve the "end-protection" 

problem by distinguishing the ends of chromosomes from DNA damage and the "end-

replication" problem by facilitating the complete replication of chromosomal ends via DNA 

replication machinery and telomerase. In addition, telomeres may also involve in a process 

called interstitial telomere loops (ITLs) or telomere position effects over long distances (TPE-

OLD) (Robin et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016), which could influence gene expression over much 

larger distances. Telomere length in plants is maintained by telomerase, a specialized reverse 

transcriptase. Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) enzyme that minimally contains a 

telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) protein subunit, which provides catalytic activity, and 

a long noncoding telomerase RNA subunit, a small part of which serves as a template for 

synthesis of short sequence motifs of telomeric DNA (Greider & Blackburn, 1987; Shakirov et 

al., 2022). Telomere function relies on the proper length of the telomeric DNAs and telomere-

binding protein complexes.  

The telomeric repeat sequence is relatively conserved across kingdoms, represented by the 

TTAGGG motif (human-type) in animals (Moyzis et al., 1988) and TTTAGGG 

motif(Arabidopsis-type)in plants (Richards & Ausubel, 1988). However, there are several 

switch-points identified in the divergence of telomeric motifs during the evolution of land plants 

(Figure 8) (Schrumpfová et al., 2016; Peška & Garcia, 2020), including the carnivorous plant 

Genlisea hispidula (TTCAGG/TTTCAGG) (Tran et al., 2015), the genus Cestrum (Solanaceae; 
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TTTTTTAGGG) (Peška et al., 2015), and plants from the Asparagales order with either a 

vertebrate-type telomere repeat TTAGGG (Sýkorová et al., 2003) or the genus-specific 

CTCGGTTATGGG repeat in Allium [onion, garlic species; (Fajkus et al., 2016)]. In addition, 

telomeric repeats also vary in red algae, green algae and Glaucophytes (Figure 8). For example, 

in addition to the Arabidopsis-type of telomeric motif, the Chlamydomonas-type 

(TTTTAGGG), human-type (TTAGGG), and a novel TTTTAGG repeat have been described 

in algae (Schrumpfová et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 8. Summary of the telomeric motifs in land plants (A) and green algae (B). Adapted from 

Schrumpfová et al. (2016). 
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Telomeric repeats are not observed exclusively at the end of plant chromosomes. In fact, 

telomeric repeats are present in multiple internal sites of chromosomes in many plant species 

(Figure 9) (Fuchs et al., 1995; Majerová et al., 2014; Aksenova & Mirkin, 2019). Such 

sequences are named Interstitial Telomeric Repeats (ITRs) and can be divided into two major 

groups: heterochromatic ITRs and short ITRs (Aksenova & Mirkin, 2019). Heterochromatic 

ITRs are large blocks of telomeric repeats that mainly occupy centromeric or pericentromeric 

regions, while short ITRs are usually distributed at various positions in chromosomes. 

Although we observed ubiquitous ITRs across plants, the mechanisms for the ITRs at 

intrachromosomal sites are not fully understood. One possible mechanism is that most short 

ITRs resulted from the insertion of telomeric repeats when a double-stranded break in DNA 

was repaired by non-homologous end joining with possible telomerase recruitment (Jia & Chai, 

2018). Other possible mechanisms of heterochromatic ITRs formation could be the 

chromosomal rearrangements involving telomeric regions, transposition of telomeric repeats 

by mobile elements or heterologous recombination (Fuchs et al., 1995; Souza et al., 2016). In 

addition, it may be hypothesized that the ITRs evolved by similar mechanisms to the dynamic 

satellite DNA sequences due to the telomeric motif as a particular kind of minisatellites.  

ITRs have long been regarded as junk DNA associated with chromosomal rearrangements and 

aberrations. However, during the last decade, accumulated data changed our understanding that 

ITRs may involve telomere maintenance, genome-wide regulation of gene expression, and 3D 

genome structure (Wood et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2015; Shay, 2018). For example, large blocks 

of ITRs such as heterochromatic ITRs are supposed to confer even more fragility and contribute 

to genome evolution (Bolzan, 2012). 
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Figure 9. Fluorescence in situ localization of the telomeric repeats in Brassicaceae species. In Ballantinia 

antipoda, the telomere repeats (red) hybridize preferentially to centromeres, whereas minor signals at 

chromosome termini are less prominent on mitotic (A) and pachytene (B) chromosomes. (C) Localization 

of 35S rDNA (red signals) and interstitial telomeric repeats (green signals) in Cardamine cordifolia. 

Adapted from Majerová et al. (2014) and Mandáková et al. (2016). 

2.1.4 Nucleolar organizer region and rDNA  

Nucleolar organizer regions (NORs) are chromosomal landmarks that consist of tandemly 

repeated sequences of ribosomal RNA genes. Only loci with active rRNA transcription and 

processing during the interphase can form a nucleolus. The nucleolus is a prominent nuclear 

condensate that plays a central role in ribosome biogenesis. In eukaryotes, ribosomal RNA 

genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase I into a large primary precursor, which is then 

processed into the 18S, 5.8S, and 26S rRNAs (Turowski & Tollervey, 2015). The amount of 

active rRNAs varies with cellular demand for ribosome production and protein synthesis. In 

interspecific hybrids or allopolyploid species, the NORs of one (sub)genome can be dominant 

over the NORs of another (sub)genome, which is referred to as "nucleolar dominance" (Jiang 

& Gill, 1994; Pikaard, 2000; McStay, 2006; Tucker et al., 2010; Borowska-Zuchowska et al., 

2020). Nucleolar dominance is an epigenetic phenomenon that describes the expression of 35S 
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rRNA genes inherited from one progenitor due to the silencing of the other progenitor’s rRNA 

genes. For example, in A. suecica, the allotetraploid hybrid of Arabidopsis and A. arenosa, the 

Arabidopsis-derived rRNA genes are silenced (Preuss et al., 2008). Nucleolar dominance is 

primarily regulated by epigenetic conditions, such as DNA methylations and histone 

modifications (Pikaard, 2000; Tucker et al., 2010).  

In eukaryotes, two types of rDNA are present, including 35S (in plants) / 45S (in animals) 

rDNA encoding 18S-5.8S-26S rRNA genes, and 5S rDNA encoding 5S rRNA (Garcia et al., 

2017). The 35S rDNA unit usually has 8 - 14 kb containing coding regions, internal transcribed 

spacers (ITS), and intergenic spacers (IGS). In most plants, the chromosomal loci of 18S-5.8S-

26S rRNA genes are separated from the 5S rRNA genes (Separated or S-type arrangement). In 

rare cases, they are linked in the same unit (Linked or L-type arrangement) (Sone et al., 1999; 

Garcia et al., 2009; Garcia & Kovarik, 2013). As there are several thousand rDNA units in plant 

genomes, the concerted evolution process may maintain the integrity and homogeneity of 35S 

and 5S rDNA units (Eickbush & Eickbush, 2007). Frequent whole genome duplication (WGD) 

or hybridization events have been attributed to the variability of rDNA and the presence of 

multiple rDNA loci. However, after polyploidization events, concerted evolution has been 

observed in allopolyploids, and a single type of rDNA is commonly found (Wendel et al., 1995; 

Volkov et al., 1999; Kotseruba et al., 2003; Bao et al., 2010; Weiss-Schneeweiss et al., 2012). 

Moreover, even in recently formed polyploids, the paternally inherited rDNA genes and loci 

were eliminated, and the pattern of concerted evolution was observed, such as in the trigenomic 

allopolyploid Cardamine × schulzii (Zozomová-Lihová et al., 2014). To explain the concerted 

evolution process, there are two scenarios, namely stochasticity and driven by selection 

(Zozomová-Lihová et al., 2014). For instance, whether the maternal or paternal parents donated 

them, Melampodium polyploids homogenized the same parental rDNA repeats (Weiss-

Schneeweiss et al., 2012). In contrast, cotton (Wendel et al., 1995) and rice (Bao et al., 2010) 

polyploids homogenized to alternative progenitor diploids in different allopolyploid derivatives.  

2.1.5 Organellar genomes 

Many pieces of evidence support the idea that the chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes are 

remnants of their prokaryotic endosymbiont genomes (Archibald, 2009; Green, 2011). Indeed, 

many cyanobacterial genes have been transferred to the host cell nucleus, and their products 

are targeted back to the chloroplast. In addition, some of them were lost because their products 

were no longer needed, and some nuclear genes were recruited to the chloroplast service by 

adding the appropriate target sequences. Thus, a steady stream of organelle DNA appears to be 

bombarding the nucleus and integrating into the nuclear genome. Large amounts of chloroplast 
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DNA were found in plant nuclear genomes, and even the rice genome had a complete 

mitochondrial genome integrated into one of its chromosomes (Huang et al., 2005; Kleine et 

al., 2009).  

The mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has important role in plants, which is to encode essential 

components of the mitochondrial electron transfer chain (Gualberto & Newton, 2017). In 

addition, the mtDNA can also encode a few proteins involved in the assembly of functional 

respiratory complexes. Although the number of mitochondrial genes is generally conserved, 

the size of the mtDNA varies over more than a 100-fold range in plants. For instance, the 

angiosperm mtDNA size varies significantly, between 200 and 700 kb, and can be as large as 

11 Mb in Silene conica (Sloan et al., 2012). The non-coding sequences that are not conserved 

across species contribute significantly to the large size or the size variation of plant mtDNA 

(Gualberto & Newton, 2017). Interestingly, plant mtDNA evolves more slowly in sequence 

than animal mtDNA, and gene sequences have very low base substitution rates (Wolfe et al., 

1987). But high homologous recombination activity and rearrangements were observed in plant 

mtDNA. Thus, plant mtDNA evolves rapidly in structure by recombination. For example, 

sequence duplications, inversions, deletions, and insertions were identified in comparing 

mtDNA from different accessions of maize and Arabidopsis (Allen et al., 2007; Arrieta-Montiel 

et al., 2009). 

The standard picture of a plastid genome is a circular DNA molecule, 100-200 kbp in size, with 

a "tetrad" structure consisting of two inverted repeats (IRs) dividing the circle into large and 

small single-copy regions. Much of the difference in genome size is due to the repetitive 

sequences contained in the IR, while the number of protein-coding genes and tRNAs was very 

similar in plants. The plastid genome generally has 16S, 23S, and 5S rRNA genes and 27-31 

tRNA genes, which sufficient translate all amino acids, and at least three of the four subunits 

of prokaryotic RNA polymerases (rpoB, C1, C2). It also has most of the genes for photosystem 

I, photosystem II, cytochrome b6f complex, and ATP synthase polypeptides.  

Although photosynthesis is generally considered a vital function of the plastid, they also play 

essential roles in other aspects of plant physiology and development, including the synthesis of 

amino acids, nucleotides, fatty acids, plant hormones, vitamins, and various metabolites, as well 

as assimilation of sulfur and nitrogen (Daniell et al., 2016). The entire plastid genome sequence 

of vascular plants was first reported in tobacco (Shinozaki et al., 1986). With the development 

of next-generation sequencing technologies, we have rapidly acquired complete chloroplast 

genomes at a low cost. Currently, the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 

archives have thousands of chloroplast genomes, including all major lineages of the plant 

kingdom. Insights from complete chloroplast genome sequences have improved our 
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understanding of plant biology and diversity. In addition, chloroplast genomes have contributed 

significantly to phylogenetic studies of multiple plant families and the resolution of 

evolutionary relationships within phylogenetic clades (Daniell et al., 2016). Furthermore, 

chloroplast genome sequences show considerable variation within and between plant species in 

sequence and structural variations. This information is precious for understanding the process 

of photosynthesis and the climate adaptation of crops. 

2.2 Polyploidy and post-polyploid diploidization in plants 

2.2.1 Polyploidization 

Polyploids [whole genome duplication (WGD)] have three or more sets of chromosomes. Plant 

polyploidy has been studied for more than a century. In the early 1900s, researchers 

demonstrated that polyploids might be formed and highlighted the frequency of polyploids in 

nature (Lutz, 1907; Gates, 1909; Winge, 1917). Two general types of polyploids have long been 

proposed: those involving the multiplication of one chromosome set and those resulting from 

the merger of structurally different chromosome sets. Kihara and Ono (1926) used the terms 

autopolyploidy (auto = “same”) and allopolyploidy (allo = “different”) to define the different 

polyploids (Figure 10). In addition, genomic research demonstrated that allopolyploids have 

genome dominance and biased fractionation, whereas autopolyploids do not have these features 

(Garsmeur et al., 2014). Allopolyploidy has been considered much more common than 

autopolyploidy in plants. Yet, polyploidy remains underexplored, and its roles and impact in 

biological processes and across phylogeny are unclear. 
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Figure 10. Two types of polyploids: autopolyploid and allopolyploid. Adapted from Yoo et al. (2014). 

It has long been recognized that polyploidy is a major evolutionary factor in plants. The 

angiosperms (flowering plants) have received much attention regarding the occurrence of 

polyploidy. Masterson (1994) estimated that 70% of all angiosperms had experienced one or 

more episodes of polyploidy in their ancestry. With the genomic technology advance over the 

last two decades, research in flowering plants demonstrated that the evolution of the 

angiosperms is influenced by pervasive whole genome duplication events (Jiao et al., 2011; 

Vekemans et al., 2012; Albert et al., 2013; Ruprecht et al., 2017), such as the ancient Epsilon 

WGD event shared by angiosperm species (Figure 11). In addition, many plant lineages have 

experienced extra ancient or recent WGD events (Bowers et al., 2003; Jiao et al., 2011; 

Vanneste et al., 2014; Mandáková et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2021). For instance, Brassicaceae, a 

cosmopolitan plant family comprising almost 4,000 species in 351 genera, have descended from 

a paleotetraploid ancestor formed by the At-α WGD (Bowers et al., 2003; Haudry et al., 2013; 

Hohmann et al., 2015). Moreover, more than a dozen genus- and clade-specific mesopolyploid 

WGDs, post-dating the family-specific paleotetraploid (At-α) WGD, were also identified in 

different Brassicaceae tribes (Mandáková et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2021).  
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Figure 11. An overview of whole genome duplication (WGD) events during the evolution of land plants. 

Different color symbols mark the hypothesized polyploidy events. Adapted from Albert et al. (2013). 

2.2.2 Genome diploidization 

In the last two decades, polyploid genome evolution has become a prevalent research topic in 

evolutionary biology. Polyploidization or WGD is frequently followed by post-polyploid 

diploidization (PPD) (Soltis et al., 2009; Vanneste et al., 2014; Hohmann et al., 2015; Walden 

et al., 2020). The resulting polyploid genomes generally have not remained static, but returned 

to pseudo-diploid genomes through the process collectively named diploidization (Thomas et 

al., 2006), gradually erasing and concealing the signatures of ancient WGD events. In plants, 

PPD plays an important evolutionary force in promoting diversification and speciation. For 

instance, polyploid genomes may undergo diploidization potentially resulting in a continuum 

of more or less reproductively isolated populations, and eventually species and clades.  

Based on the time elapsed since a WGD and the diploidization rate, WGD events can be broadly 

classified as paleopolyploid, mesopolyploid, and neopolyploid (Carman, 1997; Mandáková et 
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al., 2010). Due to progressive genome diploidization, neopolyploids may turn into 

mesopolyploids and paleopolyploids over time (Mandáková & Lysak, 2018). PPD is associated 

with a wide range of processes, such as genome downsizing, chromosomal rearrangements, 

modulation of gene expression, and epigenetic reprogramming (Conant et al., 2014; Vicient & 

Casacuberta, 2017; Mandáková & Lysak, 2018). Descending dysploidy is one of the most 

crucial diploidization routes, resulting in decreased base chromosome number (x). In addition, 

biased gene fractionation has been widely observed across angiosperm lineages, which means 

paralogous genes of one subgenome in a diploidized polyploid genome are preferentially 

retained and exhibit higher gene expression levels relative to the other (more fractionated) 

subgenome(s) (Freeling et al., 2012; Geiser et al., 2016; Mandáková et al., 2017). 

Genome reshuffling and decreases do not proceed with the same speed and intensity along all 

clades descending from a single WGD event (Figure 12) (Mandáková et al., 2017; Guo et al., 

2021). Life histories, mating systems, and other factors may influence the different rates of 

descending dysploidy. For example, descending dysploidies are thought to proceed faster in 

annuals than in perennial and woody plants (Luo et al., 2015; Miguel et al., 2015). The higher 

number of generations in annuals is associated with a higher probability of DSB misrepair, 

potentially generating chromosome rearrangements. 

Chromosome number variation coupled with PPD can be correlated with speciation events, 

adaptive radiations, and cladogenesis (Figure 12) (Mandáková & Lysak, 2018). The WGD 

radiation lag-time model explains that the post-polyploid diversification of the crown group 

frequently commenced millions of years after the corresponding WGD (Schranz et al., 2012). 

The lag between a WGD and subsequent diversification demonstrated that the ancestor 

polyploid genome or its populations must undergo some “adjustment” — the process of genome 

diploidization. PPD acting with differing intensities on the primary polyploid may generate 

genetically variable descendants with reproductive barriers, eventually resulting in speciation 

and cladogenetic events (Figure 12) (Mandáková & Lysak, 2018). The evolutionary role of 

post-polyploid diploidization will finally be elucidated with new paleogenomics and 

phylogenomics data in genome evolution and speciation. 
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Figure 12. Speciation and diversification driven by post-polyploid diploidization (PPD). Adapted from 

Mandáková and Lysak (2018). 

2.3 Sequencing technologies and applications 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the genetic material in plants and animals. DNA sequences 

carry the genetic information of life and guide biological development. Since Watson and Crick 

(1953) described the structure of double-stranded DNA, deciphering the nucleic acid sequence 

has become one of the major focuses of molecular biology. DNA sequencing is the method or 

technology to determine the order of the four bases: adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), 
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and thymine (T). DNA sequencing can be used to decipher the sequence of individual gene 

sequences, whole chromosomes, or complete genomes and has accelerated biological and 

medical research. In the past four decades, sequencing technology has experienced three stages 

of development (Figure 13). Based on these sequencing technologies, we have obtained 

valuable knowledge from struggling towards the deduction of the coding sequence of a single 

gene to whole genome sequencing. During the same time, bioinformatics was born as an 

interdisciplinary subject with broad application prospects in improving data processing 

capabilities and generating valuable biological information. 

 

 

Figure 13. History of sequencing technology. Adapted from Yang et al. (2020). 

2.3.1 First-generation DNA sequencing 

Two types of DNA sequencing technologies were developed independently in the 1970s. In the 

late 1970s, Sanger and colleagues (Sanger & Coulson, 1975; Sanger et al., 1977) described a 

method using DNA polymerase, which makes use of inhibitors that terminate the newly 

synthesized chains at specific residues. This technology developed by Sanger and colleagues, 

commonly referred to as Sanger sequencing, is still widely used in conventional sequencing 

applications. On the other hand, Maxam and Gilbert proposed the chain degradation method to 

sequence DNA (Maxam & Gilbert, 1977). These methods are collectively called first-

generation sequencing technology. However, the sequencing cost and throughput seriously 

affect its large-scale application. 

In 1990, the human genome project (HGP) (Lander et al., 2001), an international project to 

decipher the complete sequence of nucleotide base pairs of a human, was launched, funded 

mainly by the National Institutes of Health (NIH). A parallel project (Venter et al., 2001) was 

initiated in 1998 and launched by Celera Corporation (Alameda, CA, USA); both initiatives 
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released a draft genome in 2001 (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001). Thanks to the Sanger 

method applied in the human genome sequencing project, a complete genome was released in 

2004 (Collins et al., 2004), but assembling a gap-less genome is still a big challenge. Even after 

two decades, the human reference genome is being improved and corrected (Miga et al., 2020; 

Logsdon et al., 2021; Nurk et al., 2022). 

2.3.2 Second-generation DNA sequencing 

The development and commercialization of various next-generation sequencing (NGS) 

technologies were stimulated by the human genome project, which required the use of cheaper 

and higher throughput DNA sequencing methods to supplement the time- and resources-

consuming Sanger sequencing. The newly developed methods included 454 Life Sciences (now 

Roche) (Margulies et al., 2005), Solexa/Illumina, SOLiD, Ion Torrent platform, Complete 

Genomics (Beijing Genomics Institute, BGI) (Drmanac et al., 2010), and Polonator, which have 

enabled producing more sequencing in parallel at low cost. The pyrosequencing method by 454 

Life Sciences was the first NGS technology released in 2005 (Margulies et al., 2005). One year 

later, the Solexa/Illumina sequencing platform was commercialized. Applied Biosystems (now 

Life Technologies) released sequencing technology by Oligo Ligation Detection (SOLiD) in 

2007 (Valouev et al., 2008). In 2010, Ion Torrent (now Life Technologies) released the Personal 

Genome Machine (PGM), resembling the 454 system. Complete Genomics platform used the 

combinatorial probe–anchor ligation (cPAL) or combinatorial probe–anchor synthesis (cPAS) 

to perform DNA sequencing (Drmanac et al., 2010). 

Nowadays, the Illumina platform is the most widely used NGS technology based on a synthesis 

approach and detection of fluorescently modified nucleotides. The Illumina sequencing process 

consists of three major steps: (i) DNA library preparation, (ii) Cluster amplification, and (iii) 

Sequencing by synthesis and image analysis. The Illumina technology allows the sequencing 

of fragments up to 300 bp and provides the ultra-high-throughput NovaSeq 6000 system (6,000 

gigabases per sequencing run). The enormous numbers of reads generated by NGS enabled the 

sequencing of entire genomes at an unprecedented speed. However, a drawback of NGS 

technologies was their relatively short reads. This made genome assembly more complex and 

required the development of novel alignment algorithms. A comparison of Sanger sequencing 

and Illumina next-generation sequencing is depicted in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of Sanger sequencing (left) and Illumina next-generation sequencing (right). 

Adapted from Young and Gillung (2020). 

2.3.3 Third-generation DNA sequencing 

Both plant and animal genomes are highly complex with many repetitive elements and satellite 

sequences. Short-read technologies are generally insufficient to assemble them because of the 

repetitive fragments longer than the read length. In addition, short-read technologies are not 

able to sequence full length of transcriptome. To overcome these issues, long-read or third-
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generation sequencing was introduced, as they can deliver reads over ten kilobases (kb). Long 

reads can span complex or repetitive regions with a single continuous read. There are two main 

types of long-read technologies: real single-molecule long-read sequencing and synthetic long-

read sequencing (Reuter et al., 2015; Jiao & Schneeberger, 2017). The first technology 

sequences the full-length DNA/RNA molecules, while the latter allows for the assembly of long 

reads from short-read sequencing data. 

Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) sequencing (www.pacb.com) 

and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT; nanoporetech.com) are two of the major platforms 

offering real long-read sequencing. SMRT sequencing overcomes the short-length limitations 

of the NGS technologies, generating reads with an average size of nearly 20 kb. Genomes of 

Arabidopsis (Berlin et al., 2015) and Oropetium thomaeum (VanBuren et al., 2015) are among 

the first sequenced plant genomes using PacBio data. In ONT sequencing, single DNA 

molecules are guided to pass through nanopores, which directly detect the sequences of the 

nucleotides (Clarke et al., 2009). Thus, the read length is theoretically only limited by the size 

of the DNA molecules, wherein the most extended reads are up to several hundred kb. In 2014, 

the first consumer prototype of the nanopore sequencer MinION became available, the smallest 

sequencing device from ONT. With the unprecedented read length, ONT sequencing allowed 

assembling complex genomic regions of the Arabidopsis genome, including sequences of the 

ribosomal DNA (rDNA) and centromeric regions (Michael et al., 2018). In addition to their 

long read length, both SMRT and ONT technologies can directly identify regular and modified 

bases such as inosine, pseudouridine, or methylated adenosine (Simpson et al., 2017). A 

schematic representation of both platforms is shown in Figure 15. As long-read sequencing 

reads have up to 15% sequencing error rates, correction with short sequencing reads or self-

correction with sufficient sequencing data is needed (Koren et al., 2012; Chin et al., 2013). Due 

to the new sequencing strategy, PacBio recently offered a solution to overcome the high error 

rate in long-read sequencing, which was achieved by generating the circular consensus 

sequence (CCS; also known as HiFi read) of the same DNA molecules.  

Unlike real-time long-read sequencing, synthetic long-read sequencing is based on existing 

short-read sequencers and is achieved by a barcoding system (Voskoboynik et al., 2013; McCoy 

et al., 2014). Unique barcoding helps to identify sequencing reads originating from the same 

molecule, therefore, the long DNA fragment can be computationally re-assembled. Currently, 

two technologies are available for generating synthetic long-reads, including the Illumina 

synthetic long-read sequencing platform and the 10X Genomics emulsion-based system 

(Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Real-time long-read sequencing and synthetic long-read sequencing platforms. Adapted from 

Goodwin et al. (2016). 
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2.3.4 Genome assembly 

Thanks to the advances in sequencing technologies, the number of published plant genomes has 

increased dramatically in the past 20 years. The growing wealth of genomic data has enabled 

the development of bioinformatic and genomic approaches to address many interesting 

questions in genome biology and evolution. The first sequenced plant genome was the model 

plant Arabidopsis in 2001 (Kaul et al., 2000). The Arabidopsis genome, with small genome 

size (∼140 Mb), represents a gold standard for plant genome sequencing, wherein the quality 

of the assembly for its five chromosomes has been dramatically improved while a few gaps 

remain (Naish et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021; Hou et al., 2022). Since 2000, hundreds of plant 

genomes have been sequenced, assembled, and updated (Figure 16). Although DNA 

sequencing technologies have dramatically developed, getting a gap-less genome assembly 

remains challenging, particularly for polyploid plant species. 

 

Figure 16. Changes in genome assembly quality and availability over time in land plants. Adapted from 

Marks et al. (2021). 

Although hundreds of plant genome resources are available, only a small fraction of the extant 

land plants have had their genomes, and these efforts have not been evenly distributed across 

clades. Some orders of land plants are over-represented in genome assembly databases based 

on species richness. For instance, high-quality genome assemblies are available, and thousands 

of accessions or ecotypes have been resequenced in some model plants and crop species (Bayer 

et al., 2020). Brassicaceae is the most heavily sequenced plant family, with genome assemblies 
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for dozens of species, including Arabidopsis and numerous vegetables. In contrast, for most 

other groups, none or only a single species has a genome assembly.  

De novo assembly strategies 

 As innovative sequencing technologies were introduced, genome assembly approaches were 

rapidly developed. De novo assembly strategy for short NGS reads has three main steps (Figure 

17): contig assembly, scaffolding, and gap-filling (Paszkiewicz & Studholme, 2010; Compeau 

et al., 2011; El-Metwally et al., 2013; Nagarajan & Pop, 2013; Simpson & Pop, 2015). In the 

first step, the short reads are assembled as contigs without gaps. Then, the contigs are connected 

by large-insert (pair-end/mate-pair) reads, and an ordered set of connected contigs is defined as 

a scaffold. The gaps between the contigs can be filled using other independent reads (gap-filling 

step) to complete the assembly. De novo genome assembly using short reads still need to 

overcome many computational challenges, including the correction of sequencing errors, 

uneven read depth, the topological complexity of repetitive elements, and high computation 

cost (Sohn & Nam, 2018). 

 

Figure 17. Workflow of the de novo assembly of a whole genome using short NGS reads. Adapted from 

Sohn and Nam (2018). 

A lot of tools were developed for de novo genome assembly using NGS reads. The de Bruijn 

graph-based algorithm has been applied to many assemblers as an efficient genome assembly 

approach for short-read data (Nagarajan & Pop, 2013). For example, ALLPATHS-LG, based 
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on the Eulerian de Bruijn graph, requires relatively large memory for large genomes (Gnerre et 

al., 2011). Velvet (Zerbino & Birney, 2008) and SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012) are the 

Eulerian de Bruijn graph assemblers. SparseAssembler (Ye et al., 2012) and SOAPdenovo2 

(Luo et al., 2012) were developed based on the sparse k-mer and reduced required memory. 

There are other assemblers for short reads, including ABySS (Simpson et al., 2009), SGA 

(Simpson & Durbin, 2012), MaSuRCA (Zimin et al., 2013), Meraculous (Chapman et al., 2011), 

and JR-Assembler (Chu et al., 2013).  

High-throughput chromosomal conformation capture (Hi-C) sequencing technology can 

determine how a genome is folded by measuring the frequency of contact between pairs of loci 

(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Contact frequency mostly depends on the one-dimensional (1D) 

distance between a pair of loci. For instance, loci separated by 10 kb in the Arabidopsis genome 

form contacts more often than at a distance of 100 kb. Thus, Hi-C data can provide links across 

various length scales, spanning even whole chromosomes. Indeed, Hi-C has been used to 

improve draft genome assemblies and to produce chromosome-length scaffolds (Lieberman-

Aiden et al., 2009; Marie-Nelly et al., 2014; Naish et al., 2021). In this process, Hi-C data are 

used to assign draft scaffolds to chromosomes and order and orient the draft scaffolds within 

each chromosome. 

As discussed earlier, there are substantial challenges in de novo genome assembly, particularly 

for resolving the gap-less assembly in genomic regions with repeats. Fortunately, long 

sequencing reads could address these problems, as long sequencing reads can cover the repeats 

and are less biased to regions with high GC or AT contents. Whether or not to combine short-

read data, the assembly software for long reads can be classified into hybrid or long-read-only 

methods. The hybrid techniques took advantage of the accuracy of short reads to increase the 

assembly quality and reduce sequencing costs. In contrast, long-read-only methods use only 

long reads to generate the genome assembly. Long sequencing reads usually have high error 

rates, and therefore two strategies are used to correct errors in the de novo genome assembly, 

including “correction then assembly” and “assembly then correction”. Many genome assembly 

tools that correct long sequencing reads and then assemble the genome using corrected reads, 

such as Falcon (Chin et al., 2016), Canu (Koren et al., 2017), MECAT (Xiao et al., 2017), and 

NECAT (Chen et al., 2021). Whereas other assemblers, such as miniasm (Li, 2016), Flye 

(Kolmogorov et al., 2019), wtdbg2 (Ruan & Li, 2020), Shasta (Shafin et al., 2020), and Raven 

(Vaser & Šikić, 2021), assemble the genome using error-prone reads following by correction. 

Moreover, other methods were also introduced to increase assembly contiguity and accuracy, 

such as optical mapping (Kronenberg et al., 2018; Udall & Dawe, 2018; Miga et al., 2020). 
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Haplotype-resolved de novo assembly 

De novo genome assemblies have traditionally been pseudo-haploid in nature. Haplotype-

phased genome assembly provides a complete picture of genomes and their complex genetic 

variations. However, haplotype-resolved de novo assembly is still a challenge, even introduced 

with long-read sequencing technologies. Most genome assembly tools collapse the different 

homologous haplotypes into a mosaic consensus. To address this challenge, FALCON and 

Falcon-Unzip assemble haplotype contigs (haplotigs) using phasing information from 

heterozygous positions (Chin et al., 2016). It can produce one primary assembly representing a 

mosaic of homologous haplotypes and one alternate assembly composed of short haplotype-

specific contigs for alleles. Another tool, trio binning (Koren et al., 2018), simplifies haplotype 

assembly by resolving allelic variation before assembly, which uses short reads from two 

parental genomes. HiCanu tries to keep the contiguity of one parental haplotype and produces 

Falcon-Unzip-style primary/alternate assemblies (Nurk et al., 2020). Another assembler for 

PacBio’s long high-fidelity (HiFi) reads, hifiasm (Cheng et al., 2021), was developed recently 

and can generate a well-connected assembly graph and produce better-phased assemblies in 

practice. Hifiasm performs all-versus-all read overlap alignment and then corrects sequencing 

errors. After completing three rounds of error correction, it does overlap alignment again and 

builds a string graph (Myers, 2005), in which a pair of heterozygous alleles will be represented 

by a “bubble” in the string graph. Like Falcon-Unzip and HiCanu, hifiasm arbitrarily selects 

one side of each bubble and outputs a primary assembly without additional data. Using hifiasm, 

the high-quality haplotype-resolved potato genome was assembled based on high-quality long 

reads and Hi-C data (Sun et al., 2022). By combining advances in long-read assembly and Hi-

C-based phasing, DipAsm (Garg et al., 2021) can accurately reconstruct the two haplotypes in 

a diploid individual using only HiFi reads and Hi-C data, both at ~30-fold coverage (Figure 

18).   
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Figure 18. Outline of the phased assembly algorithm DipAsm. Adapted from Garg et al. (2021). 

2.3.5 Phylogenomic applications 

The phylogenetic analysis aims to elucidate the evolutionary history and relationship among a 

group of organisms. Different methods were proposed to construct phylogenetic trees, 

including distance-based, maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood, and Bayesian methods. 

Generally, these methods can be classified into distance-based and character-based. UPGMA 

(Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic, Sokal and Michener, 1958) and NJ 

(Neighbor-joining) (Saitou & Nei, 1987) methods are the representative distance-based 

methods, which use evolutionary distance matrix. The advantage of the distance-based method 

is its short calculation time, and thus this method can handle a large amount of data. MEGA 

(Tamura et al., 2021) is the representative software and is now widely used for inferring 

phylogenetic trees. Maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood, and Bayesian method are the 

representative character-based methods that use aligned sequences directly during the tree 

inference. Maximum parsimony, assuming a common character was derived from a common 

ancestor, is the origin of character-based methods. In contrast, maximum likelihood uses 

statistical techniques for inferring probability distributions to assign probabilities to particular 

possible phylogenetic trees. Therefore, the calculation time is longer than those of other 

methods. The Bayesian method is based on posterior probabilities under the estimated best 

model for inferring a phylogenetic tree. Posterior probabilities are obtained by exploring tree 

space using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms. Maximum likelihood and 
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Bayesian methods are now widely used because of their implementation of elaborated 

evolutionary models based on statistical methods. PhyML (Guindon et al., 2010), 

RAxML/ExaML (Stamatakis et al., 2005; Kozlov et al., 2015), MrBayes (Huelsenbeck & 

Ronquist, 2001), TOPALi v2(Milne et al., 2009), FastTree (Price et al., 2009) and IQ-TREE 2 

(Minh et al., 2020) are the most widely used programs for inferring phylogenetic tree by these 

methods. 

Generally, statistical methods, such as maximum likelihood, can generate more reliable results 

than distance and parsimony methods (Yang & Rannala, 2012; Whelan & Morrison, 2017). 

However, they are also computationally more expensive. PhyML, RAxML/ExaML, FastTree, 

and IQ-TREE are popular fast maximum likelihood-based phylogenetic programs. These tools 

offer different tradeoffs between the extent of tree space searched and speed in fast phylogenetic 

inference. Zhou et al. (2018) conducted a systematic examination and evaluation of the fast 

maximum likelihood-based phylogenetic programs on diverse sets of empirical phylogenomic 

data. The results showed that IQ-TREE has a very appealing performance, as IQ-TREE 

represents the latest development in fast phylogenetic programs and has implemented a novel 

data structure to facilitate concatenation analysis (Chernomor et al., 2016). After a phylogenetic 

tree was inferred, the tree should be evaluated, for example, the validity of the tree shape, 

evolutionary distance, and the validation of each internal branch. Concerns about 

reproducibility in phylogenetics has historically been discussed. An investigation of 

reproducibility in maximum likelihood phylogenetic inference showed that 18.11% IQ-TREE-

inferred and 9.34% RAxML-NG-inferred maximum likelihood gene trees are topologically 

irreproducible when executing two replicates (Shen et al., 2020). Model selection was 

considered an essential step in the phylogenetic reconstruction process. However, a recent study 

(Abadi et al., 2019) reported that using the most complex nucleotide substitution model 

GTR+I+G for all datasets, rather than performing a model selection step, resulted in 

phylogenies and ancestral sequences as accurate as those obtained when the model selection 

was performed. 

During the early stages of molecular phylogenetics, plant phylogenetic studies relied on a few 

universal molecular markers, primarily sequences of the chloroplast and nuclear ribosomal 

DNA. For example, the rbcL, atpB, ndhF, and matK genes from plastid genome and internal 

transcribed spacer (ITS) sequences from nuclear genome are frequently used for inferring the 

phylogenetic relationships (Alverson et al., 1999; Soltis et al., 2000; Wojciechowski et al., 

2004; Shaw et al., 2007). With the advances of sequencing technology, a number of NGS-based 

methods are developed (Paula, 2021), for example, whole-genome sequencing (WGS), 

restriction site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq), genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), 

multiplexed inter-simple sequence repeats (ISSR) genotyping-by-sequencing (MIG-seq), target 
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sequence capture/hybrid enrichment, amplicon sequencing, RNA-Seq, metabarcoding, 

metagenomics, and direct DNA shotgun sequencing. 

With the available of genomic sequences, phylogenomic approaches are now widely used to 

resolve species relationships based on hundred low-copy genes or complete plastid gene 

datasets. The standard method for estimating the phylogeny of species is to calculate alignments 

for each gene, join these alignments into a super-alignment, and then estimate a tree from the 

super-alignment. The second strategy is a coalescent-based species tree method by providing a 

statistically consistent estimation of the actual species tree from unrooted gene trees. However, 

it is hard to estimate a reliable species tree due to plant genome evolution, such as polyploidy, 

periods of rapid speciation, extinction, horizontal gene transfer, incomplete lineage sorting, and 

gene duplication and loss (Yang & Warnow, 2011). For example, the one thousand plant 

transcriptomes initiative provided a robust phylogenomic framework for examining the 

evolution of green plants (Figure 19). Most inferred species relationships are well supported, 

but discordance occurred among plastid and nuclear gene trees at a few important nodes.  

Due to the uniparental inheritance and absence of recombination, the chloroplast DNA is 

phylogenetically linear over generations with significantly lower mutation rates than the 

nuclear DNA. Thus, chloroplast DNA sequences have been used extensively for inferring 

relationships in plants. During the past decades, phylogenetic analyses based on complete 

plastomes have achieved significant progress in clarifying the backbone relationships of 

angiosperms (Davis et al., 2014; Li et al., 2019; Walden et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021; Zhao et 

al., 2021). For example, a comprehensive plastid phylogenomic study (Li et al., 2019) 

generated and assembled a large DNA dataset comprising 80 genes from 2,881 plastomes and 

constructed a phylogenetic tree across angiosperm. 
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Figure 19. Phylogenetic inferences were based on ASTRAL analysis of 410 single-copy nuclear gene 

families in green plant (Viridiplantae) species. (A) Phylogram showing internal branch lengths 

proportional to coalescent units between branching events, (B) Relationships among major clades with 

red box outlining flowering plant clade. Adapted from Leebens-Mack et al. (2019). 

2.3.6 Identification of repetitive sequences  

Transposable elements (TEs), tandem repeats (TRs) and other repetitive sequences are essential 

contributors to genome composition. TEs even make up approximately 85% of the genomes of 

wheat (Triticum aestivum) and maize (Schnable et al., 2009; Consortium, 2018). Even with the 

advance in NGS and long-read sequencing, the identification and annotation of repetitive 

sequences are still challenging. More practically, the repetitive sequences pose fundamental 

challenges to genome sequencing, assembly, annotation, and alignment. Several methods were 

proposed to analyze these repeats, such as similarity-based, signature-based, or de novo 

methods (Figure 20) (Bergman & Quesneville, 2007; Goerner-Potvin & Bourque, 2018).  
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Figure 20. Comparison of TE identification and annotation approaches. Adapted from Goerner-Potvin 

and Bourque (2018). 

Repeats identification and annotation can be performed with or without a genome assembly. 

Repository-based annotation and de novo annotation are two main strategies based on 

assembled genomes. The idea of repository-based annotation tools is to perform genome-wide 

searches of repetitive consensus sequences, and their performance is related to the quality and 

specificity of the sequence databases. The most widely used query tool for the TE annotation 

is RepeatMasker, which queries against the RepBase and Dfam databases (Bao et al., 2015; 

Hubley et al., 2016). The censor tool (https://www.girinst.org/censor/index.php) was developed 

to identify repetitive elements compared to known repeats from RepBase (Kohany et al., 2006). 

Other tools in this category search for known motifs or genomic structures in plant genomes, 

including MASiVE, HelitronScanner and LTR Annotator, which can detect Sirevirus, Helitrons 

and LTRs, respectively (Darzentas et al., 2010; Xiong et al., 2014; Goerner-Potvin & Bourque, 

2018). In addition, MGEScan (Lee et al., 2016) can detect non-LTRs and LTRs, and LTRdigest 

(Steinbiss et al., 2009) can classify LTRs according to internal sequence structure. Moreover, 

LTRclassifier (Monat et al., 2016), a web server, can classify a set of LTR retrotransposons in 

their respective superfamily and provide automatically functional annotation of these elements. 

TransposonUltimate (Riehl et al., 2022), a powerful bundle of three modules for transposon 

classification, annotation, and detection, was recently developed. 
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Although the repository-based method is widely used for TE annotation, de novo approaches 

offer the potential to identify novel TE families. Some of the most popular de novo annotation 

tools for assembled genomes have been developed, including RECON (Bao & Eddy, 2002), 

RepeatScout (Price et al., 2005), RepeatModeler (Flynn et al., 2020), phRAIDER (Schaeffer et 

al., 2016) and Red (Girgis, 2015). Moreover, TEdenovo of the REPET suite uses more classical 

multiple alignments and clustering methods to provide comprehensive TE annotation (Flutre et 

al., 2011). Recently, a comprehensive pipeline, Extensive de-novo TE annotator (EDTA), was 

proposed to generate de novo TE libraries that can be used for repeats annotation (Ou et al., 

2019). DeepTE classifies TEs using machine learning with good performance in terms of 

accuracy and sensitivity against other similar programs (Yan et al., 2020).  

De novo identification and annotation using raw reads is an alternative method that does not 

require genome assembly. Tools in this category use low-coverage sequencing data to assemble 

TEs and other repetitive sequences directly from raw reads. The widely used tool 

RepeatExplorer (Novák et al., 2010), a graph-based clustering algorithm to identify TEs from 

sequencing reads, was published in 2010, and RepeatExplorer was updated with extended 

features and deployed on a Galaxy server later (Novák et al., 2013; Novák et al., 2020). 

Following the same principle, dnaPipeTE (Goubert et al., 2015) generates quantitative 

annotation using the Trinity assembler from NGS reads. Tedna (Zytnicki et al., 2014), RepARK 

(Koch et al., 2014), REPdenovo (Chu et al., 2016), and RepAHR (Liao et al., 2020) are similar 

tools, which assemble TEs from raw reads. Replong (Guo et al., 2018) and LongRepMarker 

(Liao et al., 2019) were recently published as the long-read de novo TE annotation tools. Using 

LongRepMarker, the most comprehensive multi-species repeats database, msRepDB, was 

constructed, covering >80 000 species, containing more complete repeat families than RepBase 

and Dfam databases (Liao et al., 2022). Together, these tools provide an excellent opportunity 

to annotate repetitive elements in newly sequenced species without a reference genome.  

De novo identification of tandem repeats can be carried out by the program Tandem Repeat 

Finder (TRF) without specifying either the pattern or pattern size (Benson, 1999). Recently, a 

novel computational pipeline, tandem repeat analyzer (TAREAN), was developed to detect 

satellite repeats and reconstruct repeat monomers directly from short raw reads (Novák et al., 

2017).  
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3 AIMS OF THE THESIS 

I Genome analysis and nuclear organization in the meadowfoam family 

(Limnanthaceae, Brassicales) 

The first aim of the thesis was: (i) to reconstruct phylogenetic relationships of 

Limnanthaceae based on whole-chloroplast, rDNA and repetitive sequences, (ii) to 

characterize and to compare repeatomes of Limnanthaceae species and (iii) using the de 

novo identified repeats to analyze interphase chromosome organization in Limnanthaceae 

species by three-dimensional fluorescence in situ hybridization (3D FISH). 

II Genome diploidization associates with cladogenesis, trait disparity and plastid gene 

evolution in the tribe Microlepidieae (Brassicaceae) 

The second aim of the thesis was: (i) to understand the reticulate phylogenomic patterns 

and differently phased genome diploidization within the tribe Microlepidieae 

(Brassicaceae) and (ii) to evaluate the extent of morphological convergence and disparity, 

and plastid–nuclear coevolution during post-polyploid genome diploidization and 

cladogenesis. 

III Evolutionary history and function of the KNL2 in plants  

The third aim of the thesis was: (i) to reconstruct the evolutionary history of the KNL2 

gene in the plant kingdom; and (ii) to clarify the KNL2 function and its role in CENH3 

deposition and kinetochore assembly.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The results and discussion are presented as short commentaries of the published peer-reviewed 
articles. 

4.1 Genome analysis and nuclear organization in Limnanthaceae  

The meadowfoam family (Limnanthaceae, Brassicales) harbors two genera and eight species. 

Whereas Limnanthes species have five pairs of chromosomes, similar to the number of 

Arabidopsis chromosomes, chromosome sizes in Limnanthes are much larger. While it is 

unclear whether the At-β WGD occurred before or after the divergence of Setchellanthaceae, 

the origin of Limnanthaceae likely post-dated the At-β WGD and the five-chromosome 

genomes of today's Limnanthaceae species might arise by descending dysploidy that occurred 

during post-At-β genome diploidization. 

In this project, we performed low-coverage whole genome sequencing, including short and long 

reads, in four Limnanthes (sub)species and F. proserpinacoides (Zuo et al., 2022b). We 

assembled the complete chloroplast (cp) genome and nuclear 35S rDNA sequence of the five 

Limnanthaceae accessions. All Limnanthaceae cp genomes exhibited the typical quadripartite 

structure, consisting of a pair of inverted repeat (IR) regions separated by a large single-copy 

region (LSC) and a small single-copy (SSC) region. The Limnanthaceae cp genome contains 

112 unique genes, including 78 protein-coding genes (PCGs), 30 tRNAs, and four rRNAs. The 

cp genome of most land plants consists of two structural haplotypes that differ only in the 

orientation of their SSC sequences. Using ONT long reads, we estimated that the two structural 

haplotypes occurred with approximately equal frequencies in the Limnanthaceae species. 

Based on 72 protein-coding genes (PCGs) in 22 plastomes of Limnanthaceae and other 

Brassicales species, we compiled a gap-free alignment matrix with 43 263 columns, of which 

4 773 were parsimony informative. Both the maximum likelihood (ML) and the Bayesian 

inference (BI) trees (BS = 100 and PP = 1) confirmed the within-family split corresponding to 

the genera Floerkea and Limnanthes. In the genus Limnanthes, there were two well-supported 

clades (BS = 100 and PP = 1): (i) L. alba and L. floccosa and (ii) L. douglasii. The two clades 

corresponded to the infrageneric sections Inflexae and Limnanthes (formerly Reflexae). The 

rDNA-based ML and BI phylogenetic trees (BS = 100; PP = 1) had congruent topology with 

plastomes. The fully resolved backbone phylogeny of Limnanthaceae provides the basis for 

future comparative studies. 
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Flow cytometric analysis revealed that genome size varied 1.4-fold, from 1 516 Mb in F. 

proserpinacoides to 2 102 Mb in L. douglasii. Chromosome counting in somatic tissues of 

young anthers confirmed five pairs of (sub)metacentric chromosomes (2n = 10) in all analyzed 

Limnanthaceae taxa. Although Limnanthaceae and Arabidopsis (135 Mb) have the same 

chromosome numbers, their size and structure differ significantly. The average chromosome 

size (genome size/haploid chromosome number) is over 300 Mb (340–420 Mb) in the 

Limnanthaceae species, while it is only 32 Mb in Arabidopsis. While in Arabidopsis, most of 

the repetitive sequences are located in the heterochromatic pericentromeric regions, in 

Limnanthaceae the repeats are distributed almost evenly over the >300-Mb-long chromosomes. 

We observed that there is no strong eu-/heterochromatin boundary and heterochromatin is 

equally distributed throughout chromosomes of Limnanthaceae species.  

The identified repetitive sequences accounted for 58.12–66.22% of the Limnanthaceae 

genomes. In all repeatomes, long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons accounted for the 

majority of repeats, ranging from 21.04% in F. proserpinacoides to 24.59% in L. douglasii. 

The genome proportion of Ty3/gypsy elements ranged from 14.39% in F. proserpinacoides to 

20.10% in L. floccosa subsp. grandiflora, whereas Ty1/copia retrotransposons were three to 

five times less abundant than Ty3/gypsy elements. The identified tandem repeats constituted 

less than 0.5% of Limnanthaceae nuclear genomes. Seven satellite repeats were identified in 

Limnanthaceae taxa with very low abundances ranging from 0.03% in L. alba to 0.27% in L. 

floccosa subsp. bellingeriana. In Brassicales, genome sizes range from 135 Mb to 4.6 Gb 

(Lysak, 2018) and are primarily determined by the proportion of non-coding and repetitive 

sequences (Elliott & Gregory, 2015; Hloušková et al., 2019). In the absence of evidence for a 

family-specific WGD, the non-coding DNAs of Limnanthaceae genomes must have originated 

either from the At-β WGD or from the proliferation of transposable elements after the genome 

duplication but most likely before the Floerkea–Limnanthes divergence. In either case, 

selective purging of TEs and/or suppression of their activity may have been less effective in 

Limnanthaceae. Since no significant shifts in TE abundance were associated with WGDs in 

Brassicales (Beric et al., 2021), genome obesity in Limnanthaceae is likely due to the 

proliferation of TEs rather than the At-β genome duplication.  

The LiFlo-TR34 repeat occupied all centromeres and two subtelomeric regions of one 

chromosome pair in subsp. bellingeriana and subsp. grandiflora of L. floccosa. Carnoy's fixed 

interphase nuclei isolated from young anthers were hybridized with telomeric, centromeric 

LiFlo-TR34 and 35S rDNA probes. Polarized (Rabl-like) positioning of centromeres and 

telomeres at the opposite nuclear poles was observed in 83% and 86% of nuclei in subsp. 

bellingeriana and subsp. grandiflora of L. floccosa, respectively. Telomeric signals were 

frequently clustered with 35S rDNA loci (nucleolus), whereas centromeres were positioned 
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within the more heterochromatic opposite pole. To further analyze the spatial arrangement of 

centromeres and telomeres in L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana, their distribution was further 

investigated by 3D FISH using paraformaldehyde-fixed interphase nuclei isolated from three 

different tissues (root tips, stem leaves and petals). In most leaf nuclei, 3D FISH showed that 

centromeres were located at one nuclear pole, whereas telomeres and 35S rDNA (nucleolus) 

were found at the opposite pole (Rabl-like configuration, 81%).  

Among the Brassicales, chromatin organization in interphase nuclei has been analyzed only in 

the Brassicaceae family, with Arabidopsis being the most extensively studied species (Fransz 

et al., 2002; Pecinka et al., 2004; Pontvianne & Grob, 2020; Shan et al., 2021). In the small 

Arabidopsis genome, telomeres within interphase nuclei generally associate with the nucleolus, 

while centromeres are positioned peripherally at the nuclear membrane. In Brassicaceae species 

with large nuclear genomes (2 600–4 300 Mb) and a small number of chromosomes (n = 6, 7), 

the spatial arrangement of centromeres and telomeres resembles the Rabl model, or they are 

scattered in the nuclear interior. In Limnanthes, the predominant nuclear phenotype resembles 

the polarized Rabl configuration, in which the centromeres are usually located at one nuclear 

pole and the telomeres, together with the nucleolus (or nucleoli), at the opposite pole. Because 

Rabl organization resembles chromosome configuration in the mitotic anaphase, centromere–

telomere polarization in Limnanthaceae species nuclei could be mechanistically interpreted as 

an effective arrangement of long metacentric (V-shaped) chromosomes within the limited 

nuclear space, possibly reducing topological entanglement of chromatin fibers (Pouokam et al., 

2019). Indeed, chromosome length, not just genome size (Dong & Jiang, 1998), maybe a more 

important factor in determining the Rabl configuration of interphase chromosomes (Saunders 

& Houben, 2001; Shan et al., 2021). 
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4.2 Genome diploidization in the tribe Microlepidieae (Brassicaceae) 

Hybridization and polyploidization (or WGD) frequently accompanied the diversification and 

speciation in plants. In Brassicaceae, more than a dozen genus- and clade-specific 

mesopolyploid WGDs, postdating the family-specific paleotetraploid (At-α) WGD, were 

identified. The monophyletic tribe Microlepidieae has descended from a common allotetraploid 

genome (n = 15) formed by an intertribal cross between parental species closely related to the 

extant tribes Crucihimalayeae (n = 8) and Smelowskieae (n = 7) during the Late Miocene. The 

post-polyploid diploidization and diversification in the Microlepidieae did not proceed with 

equal intensity. In addition, the widespread convergent evolution of morphological characters 

used for the delimitation of genera and species in the Microlepidieae.  

In this project (Zuo et al., 2022a), we retrieved the Microlepidieae as a monophyletic group 

sister to the tribe Crucihimalayeae and inferred four strongly supported intra-tribal clades based 

on 76 PCGs in 60 plastomes. According to the plastome phylogeny and two secondary 

calibration points, the split between Microlepidieae and Crucihimalayeae was dated 10.46 

million years ago during the Late Miocene (Tortonian). Clade A represents the previously 

defined crown-group genera, including two Arabidella species (A. eremigena and A. 

procumbens) and Menkea crassa. Clade B, consisting of four Arabidella species (A. filifolia, A. 

glaucescens, A. nasturtium, and A. trisecta) and Irenepharsus magicus are sisters to the crown-

group clade. Clades C and D appear as successive sisters to clades A + B, whereby clade C 

harbors only Pachycladon species, and clade D includes A. chrysodema and two Menkea 

species (M. sphaerocarpa and M. villosula). The taxonomic limits of Arabidella, Cuphonotus, 

and Lemphoria were revised based on recent cytogenomic and molecular phylogenetic findings 

(Lysak et al., 2022). As a result, Lemphoria was re-established to include two species 

previously placed in Cuphonotus and two in Arabidella (A. eremigena and A. procumbens). 

Lemphoria queenslandica was described as a new species, and the new combinations L. 

andraeana, L. eremigena, L. humistrata, and L. procumbens were proposed. Keys to distinguish 

Arabidella and Lemphoria species and an expanded generic description of Lemphoria were 

provided (Lysak et al., 2022). 

With expanded taxon sampling, we have obtained robust phylogenies of the tribe 

Microlepidieae, allowing for phylogenetically informed analysis of post-polyploid genome 

diploidization and cladogenesis. Whereas mesotetraploid genomes of the early branching A. 

chrysodema/Menkea clade and the crown group have been extensively diploidized, Arabidella 

and Pachycladon genomes are slowly diploidizing. We observed significantly higher 

synonymous substitution rates in plastomes of the fast-diploidizing Microlepidieae clades than 
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in less diploidized genomes of Arabidella, Irenepharsus, and Pachycladon. Our results 

demonstrated that plastid genes may co-evolve with the nuclear genomes undergoing slow or 

fast post-polyploid diploidization. The variation in morphological characters among the 

diploidizing genomes and species is largely controlled by gene expression changes. These 

processes may have several possible outcomes, such as morphological disparity despite the 

shared ancestry or morphological convergence despite independent diploidization of polyploid 

genomes. Morphological convergence or disparity may hamper retrieving true phylogenetic 

relationships among species of diploidizing polyploid lineages. Morphological convergence 

was frequently observed across Brassicaceae tribes. In Microlepidieae, highly supported 

phylogenetic analyses uncovered several instances of convergent evolution of some 

morphological characters and, conversely, considerable intra-tribal phenotypic disparity. We 

detected higher disparity in the crown-group genera, especially in Lemphoria and Stenopetalum. 

In contrast, Arabidella and Pachycladon displayed lower mean disparity than genera with the 

same or even smaller number of species. 

Our Bayesian analysis of macroevolutionary mixtures (BAMM) analyses revealed a continuous 

decrease in diversification rates after the initial divergence of Microlepidieae c. 10 Mya. Our 

BAMM analyses failed to detect any rate shifts during the diversification of Microlepidieae. 

The lack of shifts in speciation rate across the Microlepidieae phylogeny supported the notion 

that diversification was largely decoupled from WGDs and/or diploidization. In addition, our 

binary state speciation and extinction (BiSSE) analyses pinpointed higher speciation rates in 

perennials (0.468 species/Myr) than annuals (0.107 species/Myr), with a stronger tendency of 

transition from perenniality to annuality than in the opposite direction. In Microlepidieae, 

higher speciation rates in Arabidella and Pachycladon could be tentatively linked to their stable 

genome structures, which may allow for frequent homoploid hybridization. Ancestral state 

reconstruction inferred annuality, with a likelihood of 78.4%, to be the most likely ancestral 

life form in Microlepidieae. To detect probable hybridization events, a tribe-wide analysis of 

5S rDNA clustering graphs was applied to the genus Arabidella (clade B). Our analysis showed 

that all three populations of A. nasturtium represented presumably homoploid interspecies 

hybrids and suggested that the entire species could have a hybridogenous origin. These findings 

supported the view that the genus Arabidella is a polyploid complex of closely related 

mesotetraploid (2n = 24) and neomesotetraploid (2n = 48) genomes.  

Altogether, we provided clear phylogenomic evidence that differently paced postpolyploid 

diploidization was associated with (1) intratribal cladogenesis, (2) morphological disparity, (3) 

selection pressure on genes involved in cytonuclear interaction, and (4) life-form transitions.   
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4.3 Evolutionary history and function of the KNL2 in plants  

The KNL2 plays a crucial role in new CENH3 deposition. The KNL2 protein contains a 

conserved module designated as SANTA due to its association with the SANT domain. Most 

metazoan genomes have only one KNL2 gene with the SANTA domain, while in Arabidopsis 

two KNL2 copies (At5g02520 and At1g58210) were identified. The KNL2 protein (At5g02520) 

contains the SANTA domain and a conserved CENPC-like motif (CENPC-k) at its C terminus 

that is required for the centromeric localization of KNL2. The At1g58210 gene encodes a 

protein of 281 amino acids, including only the SANTA domain. We designated it as βKNL2 

and previously characterized KNL2 as αKNL2.  

In this project (Zuo et al., 2022c), we retrieved two KNL2 copies from water ferns, eudicots, 

and grasses, whereas only one KNL2 copy was found in bryophytes and gymnosperms. To 

understand the evolutionary history of the KNL2 gene across the plant kingdom, we 

reconstructed their phylogenetic relationships. The topology of the maximum likelihood (ML) 

tree showed that KNL2 proteins cluster into two branches in three plant clades—heterosporous 

water ferns (Salviniaceae), eudicots, and grasses (Poaceae) - indicating ancient gene 

duplications. These KNL2 proteins present conserved features: the N-terminus contains the 

conserved SANTA domain in all KNL2 proteins, whereas only the αKNL2-type C-terminus 

possesses the CENPC-k motif. We identified positive selection sites in and near the SANTA 

domain of KNL2 in the analyzed Brassicaceae species, similar to what has been previously 

reported for CENH3 (Talbert et al., 2002) and CENP-C (Talbert et al., 2004). However, the 

mechanisms of adaptively evolving regions remain to be elucidated. 

The CENPC-k motif was found in KNL2 of diverse eukaryotes, including non-mammalian 

vertebrates and plants. In eudicots, the conserved CENPC-k motif was present in the αKNL2 

clade, but was absent from βKNL2. Similarly, in most grass species the CENPC-k motif was 

conserved in the γKNL2 clade, while the δKNL2 clade did not have the motif. However, we 

found a RRLRSGKV/I motif in the δKNL2 clade possibly related to the beginning of the 

CENPC-k motif (KRSRSGRV/LLVSPLEFW). It remains to be elucidated whether KNL2 

variants with the truncated CENPC-k motif can target CENH3 nucleosomes. Among all grass 

species with sequenced genomes, maize represents an exception since it has only one KNL2 

gene, which belongs to the δKNL2 clade with the truncated CENPC-k and has no γKNL2 

protein variant. Interestingly, in sorghum, closely related to maize, the γKNL2 protein can be 

identified. This suggested that maize may have evolved a different mechanism for CENH3 

deposition compared with other grasses. 
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We demonstrated that βKNL2 colocalizes with CENH3 at centromeres, despite lacking a 

CENPC-k motif (Zuo et al., 2022c). Due to the lack of the CENPC-k motif in βKNL2, we 

proposed that in Arabidopsis βKNL2 might localize to centromeres by binding to CENP-C 

through the SANTA domain as it was shown for Xenopus (French & Straight, 2019), or through 

the conserved N-terminal motif located upstream of the SANTA domain similar to what was 

previously described in human (Stellfox et al., 2016) or through both of these regions. In 

general, both variants of Arabidopsis KNL2 showed a similar localization pattern during 

interphase. However, in contrast to αKNL2, βKNL2 can be detected on chromosomes during 

metaphase and early anaphase. The centromeric location of βKNL2 suggests that βKNL2 may 

partially compensate for the loss of αKNL2 in the corresponding Arabidopsis mutant, which 

showed only reduced, but not completely abolished CENH3 loading, which would be lethal 

(Lermontova et al., 2013). Homozygous T-DNA insertions for βKNL2 resulted in plant death 

at the seedling stage and probably because of reduced root development. As reciprocal crosses 

of βknl2 mutants with the wild-type (WT) resulted in normal seed development in both 

directions, we hypothesized that the βKNL2 null mutations do not affect gametes or fertilization 

processes, but rather postzygotic cell divisions. In support of this hypothesis, ploidy analysis of 

young seedlings revealed that in contrast to the WT with distinct 2C and 4C peaks, homozygous 

mutants showed a shift toward endopolyploidization, potentially a consequence of disrupted 

cell divisions. Thus, our data strongly suggested the involvement of βKNL2 in CENH3 loading.  

Double haploid production is the most effective way of creating true-breeding lines in a single 

generation. In Arabidopsis, haploid induction via mutation of the CENH3 has been shown when 

outcrossed to wild-type. Here we reported that a mutant of the CENH3 assembly factor KNL2 

could be used as a haploid inducer (Ahmadli et al., 2022). We elucidated that the short 

temperature stress of the knl2 mutant increased the efficiency of haploid induction from 1 to 

10%. Moreover, we demonstrated that a point mutation in the CENPC-k motif of KNL2 is 

sufficient to generate haploid inducing lines, suggesting that haploid inducing lines in crops can 

be identified in a naturally occurring or chemically induced mutant population, avoiding the 

GMO approach at any stage.  

Taken together, our results suggested that the KNL2 gene underwent ancient duplication events 

with the core function of CENH3 deposition to define the centromere region. We demonstrated 

that KNL2 genes exist in two copies in eudicots (α, βKNL2) and monocots (γ, δKNL2). The 

conserved gene structure and expression patterns of α/γKNL2 in both eudicots and monocots 

suggest that α/γKNL2 mutations could be used to develop in vivo haploid induction systems in 

different crop plants. Similarly, the newly identified βKNL2 may become the subject of 

manipulations to obtain haploids both in Arabidopsis and crop species.   
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this thesis were summarized in three main parts together with five publications. 

The first part addressed the knowledge gap in the genome evolution of the meadowfoam family 

(Limnanthaceae) (Zuo et al., 2022b). Using low-coverage whole genome sequencing data, we 

re-examined phylogenetic relationships and characterized the repeatomes of Limnanthaceae 

genomes. Phylogenies based on complete chloroplast and 35S rDNA sequences corroborated 

the sister relationship between Floerkea and Limnanthes and two major clades in the latter 

genus. The genome size of Limnanthaceae species ranges from 1.5 to 2.1 Gb, apparently due 

to the large increase in DNA repeats, which constitute 60–70% of their genomes. Repeatomes 

are dominated by long terminal repeat retrotransposons, while tandem repeats represent less 

than 0.5% of the genomes. A three-dimensional fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis 

demonstrated that the five chromosome pairs in interphase nuclei of Limnanthes species adopt 

the Rabl-like configuration. Taking together, we examined the Limnanthaceae genomes as a 

potential model system for 3D genome organization. 

The second part focused on patterns of genome diploidization in the tribe Microlepidieae, 

Brassicaceae (Zuo et al., 2022a). We analyzed phylogenetic relationships in this tribe using 

complete chloroplast sequences, entire 35S rDNA units, and abundant repetitive sequences. 

The four recovered intra-tribal clades mirror the varied diploidization of Microlepidieae 

genomes, suggesting that the intrinsic genomic features underlying the extent of diploidization 

are shared among genera and species within one clade. Nevertheless, even congeneric species 

may exert considerable morphological disparity (e.g. in fruit shape), whereas some species 

within different clades experience extensive morphological convergence despite the different 

pace of their genome diploidization. We showed that faster genome diploidization is positively 

associated with mean morphological disparity and evolution of chloroplast genes (plastid–

nuclear genome coevolution). Higher speciation rates in perennials than in annual species were 

observed. The taxonomic limits of Arabidella, Cuphonotus, and Lemphoria (Microlepidieae, 

Brassicaceae) are revised based on morphology and molecular phylogenetic findings (Lysak et 

al., 2022). Altogether, our results confirmed the potential of Microlepidieae as a promising 

subject for the analysis of post-polyploid genome diploidization in Brassicaceae. 

The third part of this thesis focused on the evolutionary history of KNL2 and its function in 

kinetochore assembly (Zuo et al., 2022c). Our results demonstrated that the KNL2 gene in plants 

underwent three independent ancient duplications in ferns, grasses, and eudicots. Additionally, 

we showed that previously unclassified KNL2 genes could be divided into two clades αKNL2 
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and βKNL2 in eudicots and γKNL2 and δKNL2 in grasses, respectively. KNL2s of all clades 

encode the conserved SANTA domain, but only the αKNL2 and γKNL2 groups additionally 

encode the CENPC-k motif. The confirmed centromeric localization of βKNL2 and mutant 

analysis suggest that it participates in the loading of new CENH3, similarly to αKNL2. A high 

rate of seed abortion was found in heterozygous βknl2 plants, and the germinated homozygous 

mutants did not develop beyond the seedling stage. Moreover, we reported that a mutant of the 

CENH3 assembly factor KNL2 could be used as a haploid inducer, and thus the newly 

identified βKNL2 may become the subject of manipulations to obtain haploids both in 

Arabidopsis and crop species (Ahmadli et al., 2022). Taken together, our study provided a new 

understanding of the evolutionary diversification of the KNL2, and suggested that the 

duplicated KNL2 genes are involved in centromere and/or kinetochore assembly. 
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SUMMARY

The meadowfoam family (Limnanthaceae) is one of the smallest and genomically underexplored families of

the Brassicales. The Limnanthaceae harbor about seven species in the genus Limnanthes (meadowfoam)

and Floerkea proserpinacoides (false mermaidweed), all native to North America. Because all Limnanthes

and Floerkea species have only five chromosome pairs, i.e., a chromosome number rare in Brassicales and

shared with Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis), we examined the Limnanthaceae genomes as a potential

model system. Using low-coverage whole-genome sequencing data, we reexamined phylogenetic relation-

ships and characterized the repeatomes of Limnanthaceae genomes. Phylogenies based on complete chloro-

plast and 35S rDNA sequences corroborated the sister relationship between Floerkea and Limnanthes and

two major clades in the latter genus. The genome size of Limnanthaceae species ranges from 1.5 to 2.1 Gb,

apparently due to the large increase in DNA repeats, which constitute 60–70% of their genomes. Repea-

tomes are dominated by long terminal repeat retrotransposons, while tandem repeats represent only less

than 0.5% of the genomes. The average chromosome size in Limnanthaceae species (340–420 Mb) is more

than 10 times larger than in Arabidopsis (32 Mb). A three-dimensional fluorescence in situ hybridization

analysis demonstrated that the five chromosome pairs in interphase nuclei of Limnanthes species adopt the

Rabl-like configuration.

Keywords: Brassicales, chromosomes, DNA repeats, interphase, Limnanthes, meadowfoam, Rabl,

repeatome.

INTRODUCTION

In addition to iconic and taxon-rich families, such as Bras-

sicaceae, Capparaceae and Cleomaceae, the order Brassi-

cales contains several monotypic and oligotypic families

(Cardinal-McTeague et al., 2016; Edger et al., 2018; Swane-

poel et al., 2020; The Angiosperm Phylogeny Group

IV, 2016). Limnanthaceae, the meadowfoam family, har-

bors only two genera and eight annual species

(Tucker, 1993). While the genus Limnanthes (meadow-

foams) has seven species, Floerkea contains only one spe-

cies (F. proserpinacoides, false mermaidweed). The family

occurs disjunctly throughout temperate North America,

with the greatest species diversity of Limnanthes restricted

to California. Floerkea is a spring ephemeral annual of

deciduous or coniferous forests, with a life cycle com-

pleted in only 60–70 days (Baskin et al., 1988). Limnanthes

species are mostly spring flowering annuals of Californian

and southern Oregon seasonal wetland habitats (vernal

pools). Due to human-driven habitat destruction, many of

the wild Limnanthes species are considered endangered

(Meyers et al., 2010). White meadowfoam (Limnanthes

alba) is an oilseed crop providing seed oil attractive for the

cosmetic industry (Agerbirk et al., 2022; Jenderek & Han-

nan, 2009), while the poached egg flower (Limnanthes

douglasii) is widely grown as a showy ornamental plant.

Helge Stenar was probably the first to note that Limnan-

thes species have only five pairs of chromosomes by ana-

lyzing the course of female and male meiosis in L.

douglasii (Stenar, 1925). This low chromosome number

corresponded to that of Arabidopsis (then known as Steno-

gramma thalianum; Laibach, 1907), but the chromosomes

of Limnanthes were much larger. The small number of

large (5–10 lm; Fries, 1936) and morphologically distinct

chromosomes attracted the interest of some researchers
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(e.g., Arroyo, 1973; Fries, 1936; Propach, 1934), but the

meadowfoam species never established themselves as

important research models.

The Limnanthaceae have a rather basal position within

the Brassicales, being placed between the Setchellan-

thaceae (Setchellanthus caeruleus) and the large clade con-

sisting of the core Brassicales and four small families

(Bataceae, Koeberliniaceae, Salvadoraceae and Tiganophy-

taceae) (Edger et al., 2018; Swanepoel et al., 2020). The

evolution of Brassicales genomes has been influenced by

several whole-genome duplications (WGD), of which the

At-b paleotetraploid duplication is shared by most Brassi-

cales families (e.g., Barker et al., 2009). While it is not clear

whether the At-b WGD occurred before or after the diver-

gence of Setchellanthaceae, the origin of Limnanthaceae

likely post-dated the At-b WGD (Edger et al., 2018; One

Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019). Although

the chromosome number of the At-b tetraploid has not yet

been reliably inferred (Lysak, 2018), it should be assumed

that the five-chromosome genomes of today’s Limnan-

thaceae species arose by descending dysploidy (i.e.,

reduction of chromosome number) that occurred during

post-At-b genome diploidization.

Given the large knowledge gap extending from the Cari-

caceae (the papaya genome, Carica papaya) to the Brassi-

caceae, the phylogenetic position within the Brassicales,

low chromosome number, annual herbaceous life history

and seed availability make the Limnanthaceae potentially

attractive for gaining more insight into genome evolution in

the Brassicales. Here, we performed low-coverage whole-

genome sequencing, including short and long reads, in four

Limnanthes (sub)species and Floerkea with a threefold goal:

(i) to reconstruct phylogenetic relationships based on

whole-chloroplast and rDNA sequences, (ii) to characterize

and compare repeatomes of Limnanthaceae species and (iii)

to use the de novo identified repeats to analyze interphase

chromosome organization in Limnanthaceae by three-

dimensional fluorescence in situ hybridization (3D FISH).

RESULTS

Characterization of plastomes and nuclear 35S rDNA

Using the low-coverage whole-genome sequencing data,

we assembled the complete chloroplast genome (cp gen-

ome) and nuclear 35S rDNA sequence of the five Limnan-

thaceae accessions. The length of the complete cp

genomes ranged from 151 411 bp (Floerkea proserpina-

coides) to 152 711 bp (L. alba). All cp genomes exhibited

the typical quadripartite structure of angiosperm plas-

tomes, consisting of a pair of inverted repeat (IR) regions

separated by a large single-copy region and a small single-

copy (SSC) region. The total guanine-cytosine (GC) content

ranged from 35.9% to 36.0%. The Limnanthaceae cp gen-

ome contains a total of 112 unique genes, including 78

protein-coding genes (PCGs), 30 tRNAs, and four rRNAs.

Nineteen genes were duplicated in the IR region, including

eight PCGs, seven tRNAs and four rRNAs. The assembled

length of the nuclear 35S rDNA sequences varied from

6747 bp in Limnanthes floccosa subsp. bellingeriana to

10 837 bp in L. floccosa subsp. grandiflora. Due to incom-

plete assembly of the highly variable intergenic spacer

region, we used only the conservative 18S-ITS1-5.8S-ITS2-

26S region for phylogenetic analysis.

The cp genome of most land plants consists of two struc-

tural haplotypes that differ only in the orientation of their

SSC sequences (Palmer, 1983; Wang & Lanfear, 2019). To

analyze this phenomenon in Limnanthaceae, we developed

a BLAST-dependent approach to detect and quantify chloro-

plast structural heteroplasmy using Oxford Nanopore (ONT)

long reads (see Experimenal Procedures section). By map-

ping selected ONT reads (longer than the IR length), we

observed two types of cp genomes, distinguished by the

relative orientation of the SSC sequences (Figure S1). Based

on the frequency of mapped ONT reads, we estimated that

the two structural haplotypes occurred with approximately

equal frequencies.

Phylogenomic analysis retrieved two genus-level clades in

Limnanthaceae

To clarify phylogenetic relationships within Limnan-

thaceae, we extracted PCG sequences from the assembled

cp genomes. Based on 72 PCGs in 22 plastomes of Lim-

nanthaceae and other Brassicales species, we compiled a

gap-free alignment matrix with 43 263 columns, of which

4773 were parsimony informative. Both the maximum like-

lihood (ML) tree and the Bayesian inference (BI) tree con-

firmed (BS = 100 and PP = 1) the within-family split

corresponding to the genera Floerkea and Limnanthes

(Figure 1a; Figure S2). In the genus Limnanthes, there

were two well-supported clades (BS = 100 and PP = 1): (i)

L. alba and L. floccosa and (ii) L. douglasii. The two clades

correspond to the infrageneric sections Inflexae and Lim-

nanthes (formerly Reflexae), as defined previously

(Mason, 1952; Meyers et al., 2010).

Both the non-partitioned and partitioned ML phyloge-

netic trees based on the 5928-bp alignment matrix of the

nuclear 35S rDNA sequences strongly supported

(BS = 100) the two-genus topology of the family tree (Fig-

ure S3a,b). In addition, the rDNA-based BI phylogeny

strongly supported (PP = 1) the sister relationship between

Floerkea and Limnanthes, as well as the Inflexae and Lim-

nanthes sections in Limnanthes (Figure S3c).

Genome size and chromosome number variation in

Limnanthaceae

Flow cytometric analysis revealed that genome size varied

1.4-fold, from 1516 Mb in F. proserpinacoides to 2102 Mb

in L. douglasii (Table 1). Chromosome counting in somatic
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tissues of young anthers confirmed five pairs of (sub)meta-

centric chromosomes (2n = 10) in all Limnanthaceae taxa

analyzed. The average size of the highly condensed mitotic

metaphase chromosomes ranged from 8 to 12 lm (Fig-

ures 1g and 3j,k). Although Limnanthaceae and Arabidop-

sis thaliana (135 Mb, Brassicaceae) have the same number

of chromosomes (Lysak, 2018), their size and structure dif-

fer significantly (Figure 1g). The average chromosome size

(genome size/haploid chromosome number) is over

300 Mb (340–420 Mb) in Limnanthaceae species, while it is

only 32 Mb in Arabidopsis. We observed that there is no

strong eu�/heterochromatin boundary and heterochro-

matin is rather equally distributed throughout the chromo-

somes (Figures 1g and 3f–k; Figure S4). While in

Arabidopsis most of the repetitive sequences are located

at the heterochromatic pericentromeres, in Limnanthaceae

the repeats are distributed almost evenly over the >300-
Mb-long chromosomes (Figure S4).

Repeatome composition: transposable elements

To identify and analyze the sequences constituting genomes

of Limnanthaceae taxa (Table 1), the RepeatExplorer2

(a)

(b)

(g)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 1. Phylogenetic position and chromosomes of Limnanthaceae species. (a) The maximum likelihood tree based on 72 chloroplast genes shows the rela-

tionship between 17 Brassicalaes families (Tiganophytaceae not included) and five Limnanthaceae taxa analyzed herein. Two red stars indicate the uncertain

phylogenetic placement of the At-b whole-genome duplication (WGD) (Edger et al., 2018); the At-a WGD (blue star) occurred prior to the divergence of Brassi-

caceae. Numbers of genera/species are given for each family (Lysak, 2018). Bootstrap values of <100 are marked as white circles. Capital letters after species

names correspond to images of Limnanthaceae taxa (b–f). (g) Comparison of interphase nuclei, mitotic (2n = 10) and meiotic (n = 5) chromosomes in Arabidop-

sis thaliana (Brassicaceae) and Limnanthes floccosa subsp. bellingeriana. In both species, chromosomes and nuclei were isolated from young anthers and coun-

terstained by DAPI. Scale bar, 10 lm.
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pipeline was used to identify the major types of repetitive

sequences and their genome representation. The identified

repetitive sequences accounted for an estimated 58.12–
66.22% of the analyzed genomes (Figure 2a; Table S1). In all

repeatomes, long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons

accounted for the majority of repeats, ranging from 21.04%

in F. proserpinacoides to 24.59% in L. douglasii. In Limnan-

thaceae genomes, the identified Ty1-copia elements

belonged to six lineages (Ale, Alesia, Ikeros, Ivana, TAR and

Tork; Neumann et al., 2019), while Ty3-gypsy elements

belonged to two major lineages, chromovirus (CRM,

Galadriel and Reina clades) and non-chromovirus (Athila,

Ogre/Tat and Retand clades). The Ty1-copia elements were

mainly represented by the Tork and Ale lineages, while the

Ty3-gypsy superfamily was mostly represented by the

Retand elements. The genome proportion of Ty3-gypsy ele-

ments ranged from 14.39% in F. proserpinacoides to 20.10%

in L. floccosa subsp. grandiflora, whereas Ty1-copia retroele-

ments were three to five times less abundant than Ty3-

gypsy elements (Table S1).

Among non-LTR retrotransposons, long interspersed

nuclear elements were identified with genome proportions

ranging from 0.21% in L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana to

1.55% in L. douglasii (Table S1). Short interspersed nuclear

elements were not detected in clusters that accounted for

at least 0.01% of the nuclear genome. DNA transposons

were represented at frequencies ranging from 2.19% in

L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana to 4.76% in L. alba; muta-

tor elements were the most abundant DNA transposons in

Limnanthaceae genomes (Table S1).

The chromosomal distribution of selected retrotrans-

posons (Table S2) was determined by FISH in L. douglasii.

All five retroelement-based probes tested (Li-Dou1,

Li-Dou32, Li-Dou38, Li-Dou41 and Li-Dou49) yielded

Table 1 Genome size estimation in Limnanthaceae

Species 2n
Genome

size (pg/1C)
Genome

size (Mb/1C)

Floerkea proserpinacoides 10 1.55 1515.90
Limnanthes douglasii 10 2.15 2102.41
Limnanthes floccosa subsp.

bellingeriana
10 1.81 1770.58

Limnanthes floccosa subsp.
grandiflora

10 1.91 1865.57

Note: 1 pg = 978 Mb (Dole�zel et al., 2003).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Repeatome composition and comparative clustering analysis in Limnanthaceae taxa. (a) Relative abundances of repeat and low-copy sequences in

Limnanthaceae genomes. Low-copy sequences above 70% are not shown. The simplified plastome-based tree was adapted from Figure 1a. (b) Comparative

repeat profiles of Limnanthaceae taxa. Comparative analysis of the five Limnanthaceae genomes was performed using the graphic clustering method: (i)

500 000 reads per species were sampled as input data for the RepeatExplorer2 pipeline, (ii) most abundant repeat clusters (>0.05% of the total input reads) were

annotated. A bar plot on the top of the graph depicts the number of reads per top clusters. Differently colored rectangles represent different repeat types and

their sizes are proportional to the number of reads in a given cluster. Hierarchical clustering was used to sort the read clusters. Floerkea contains abundant

species-specific retrotransposons.
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similarly strong signals that were evenly distributed along

all chromosomes (Figure S4).

Repeatome composition: tandem repeats

The identified tandem repeats constituted only less than

0.5% of Limnanthaceae nuclear genomes. Seven satellite

repeats were identified in Limnanthaceae taxa with very

low abundances ranging from 0.03% in L. alba to 0.27% in

L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana (Figure 2a; Table S2). The

173-bp LiFlo-TR34 satellite was shared by two subspecies

of L. floccosa.

rDNA loci and tandem repeats as chromosomal landmarks

in Limnanthes

Terminal nucleolar organizer regions (NORs, 35S rDNA)

were identified on two chromosome pairs (chromosomes

1 and 2) in Floerkea, while NORs were detected on three

chromosome pairs in Limnanthes taxa (Figure 3a–o). The
35S rDNA loci were often fragile and broken off from the

chromosomes (Figure 3g,i). In all taxa, 5S rDNA loci were

identified at interstitial positions on one (Floerkea, L. alba;

Figure 3a,b) or two chromosome pairs (remaining Limnan-

thes taxa; Figure 3c–e).
The chromosomal distribution of selected tandem

repeats (Table S2) was determined by FISH in L. alba,

L. douglasii, L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana and L. floc-

cosa subsp. grandiflora (Figure 3). The 173-bp LiFlo-TR34

repeat decorated all centromeres and two subtelomeric

regions of one chromosome pair in L. floccosa subsp.

bellingeriana and L. floccosa subsp. grandiflora (Fig-

ure 3o–s). An additional 96-bp tandem repeat (LiFlo-TR143)

was identified as a single subtelomeric locus on chromo-

some 5 in all Limnanthes accessions except L. alba

(Figure 3k,l). Species-specific satellites were identified in

L. alba (122-bp LiAlb-TR120 in the subtelomeric region of

chromosome 5 and 172-bp LiAlb-TR94 in centromeres of

chromosomes 3 and 5; Figure 3b,g,h), L. douglasii (515-bp

LiDou-TR200 in the centromere of chromosome 1 and

1887-bp LiDou-TR92 in the subtelomeric region of chromo-

some 2; Figure 3c,i,j) and L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana

(92-bp LiFlo-TR169 located interstitially on chromosome 5;

Figure 3d,l).

Infrageneric abundance and divergence of centromeric

repeat LiFlo-TR34

The centromeric repeat LiFlo-TR34 has a 173-bp consensus

sequence inferred using TAREAN (Nov�ak et al., 2017). Its

monomer size was shorter than the centromeric repeat

(approximately 200 bp) in the closely related Caricaceae

(C. papaya), but similar in size to many other centromeric

satellites (approximately 180 bp) in Brassicaceae (Melters

et al., 2013). To analyze the occurrence of LiFlo-TR34, we

searched for the repeat in the Limnanthaceae genomes

using multiple approaches. Graph clustering with

RepeatExplorer2 generated sphere-shaped graphs only in

L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana and L. floccosa subsp.

grandiflora (Figure S5). Using BLASTn, this repeat could

only be identified in reads of L. floccosa subsp. bellingeri-

ana and L. floccosa subsp. grandiflora, while it was absent

in reads of L. alba, which belongs to the same section

(Inflexae). To expand our search, we performed BLAST

searches of the LiFlo-TR34 consensus sequence against the

NCBI nucleotide collection and found that LiFlo-TR34 had

only four hits with approximately 80% similarity to the

chromosome sequences of Solanum tuberosum (query

cover: approximately 32%). Altogether these data indicate

that LiFlo-TR34 is specific for L. floccosa.

To examine the LiFlo-TR34 profile in the two L. floccosa

subspecies, RepeatProfiler (Negm et al., 2021) was used to

estimate the level of variation. A total of 15 million paired-

end reads were sampled, and 26 992 and 22 136 reads

were retrieved as LiFlo-TR34 reads, respectively. LiFlo-

TR34 copy number variation (CNV) profiles showed that

LiFlo-TR34 is more abundant in L. floccosa subsp. bellinge-

riana than in L. floccosa subsp. grandiflora (Figure S6),

consistently with the results of RepeatExplorer2. LiFlo-

TR34 reads have approximately 82.2% identity in subsp.

bellingeriana and 82.1% identity in subsp. grandiflora, indi-

cating a substantial amount of sequence variation within

the subspecies. However, variant profile graphs are similar

among both L. floccosa accessions (Figure S6). Addition-

ally, some recurrent variants were observed that appeared

to be prone to variation in the two L. floccosa accessions

(Figure S6).

Repeatome variation within Limnanthaceae and repeat-

based phylogeny

A total of 2.5 million reads from five Limnanthaceae acces-

sions, accounting for 3.3–4.6% of their genomes, were

sampled as input data submitted to the RepeatExplorer

platform to perform comparative clustering analysis

(Table 1). Approximately 0.75 million reads were grouped

into 153 clusters representing moderately or highly abun-

dant repeat families for further annotation (Figure 2b).

Only 45 of these 153 clusters were shared among all Lim-

nanthaceae accessions, whereas most repeats (85/153)

were shared only among Limnanthes species. Five clusters

absent (5/85) and two species-specific clusters in L. dou-

glasii reflected the two infrageneric sections retrieved in

plastome and rDNA trees (Figure 1a; Figure S3). The

remaining 21 clusters were exclusively present in F. proser-

pinacoides (Figure 2b), congruently with the bigeneric phy-

logeny of Limnanthaceae (Figure 1a).

To support the plastome- and rDNA-based phylogenetic

hypotheses, we reconstructed the phylogenetic relation-

ships among five Limnanthaceae taxa based on the

sequence similarities of all repeat types. Neighbor-joining

(NJ) trees were constructed based on 29 of the top 100
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LiFlo-TR34
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LiFlo-TR169
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Figure 3. Schematic repeat-based karyotypes and chromosomal localization of tandem repeats in Limnanthes and Floerkea species. (a–n) Mitotic chromosomes

of Floerkea proserpinacoides (a, f), Limnanthes alba (b, g, h), Limnanthes douglasii (c, i–k), Limnanthes floccosa subsp. bellingeriana (d, l, m) and Limnanthes

floccosa subsp. grandiflora (e, n) probed with identified tandem repeats and rDNA probes. (o–t) Mitotic chromosomes, the first meiotic division and an inter-

phase nucleus of L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana probed with the centromeric 173-bp repeat LiFlo-TR34 (red), Arabidopsis-type telomeric repeat (green) and 35S

rDNA (yellow). (o) Mitotic chromosomes. (p) Pachytene. (q) Diakinesis. (r) Metaphase I. (s) Anaphase I. (t) Interphase. Arrowheads indicate the terminal locus of

LiFlo-TR34 on chromosome 4. Chromosomes and nuclei were isolated from young anthers and counterstained by DAPI. Detailed information on the localized

repeats is provided in Table S2. Scale bars, 10 lm.
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repeat clusters from the comparative clustering analysis.

A filtered supernetwork based on 29 NJ trees separated

Floerkea and Limnanthes, and supported the two sections

within Limnanthes (Figure S7).

Repeatome variation across Brassicales

We performed a comparative clustering analysis using

reads from the Limnanthaceae and closely related Brassi-

cales families (i.e., Bataceae, Caricaceae, Moringaceae and

Setchellanthaceae) and Brassicaceae. The results showed

that most clusters represent family-specific repeats.

Although Ty3-gypsy elements are present in all the Brassi-

cales genomes, they proliferated extremely in Limnan-

thaceae (Figure S8).

Interphase nuclear organization in Limnanthes

In our previous study, we demonstrated that the 35S rDNA

probe can be used for in situ detection of nucleoli in the

Brassicaceae (Shan et al., 2021). The 35S rDNA probe also

proved to be a reliable indicator of nucleoli in Limnan-

thaceae (Figure S9). In the two subspecies of L. floccosa,

Carnoy’s fixed interphase nuclei isolated from young

anthers were hybridized with telomeric, centromeric LiFlo-

TR34 and 35S rDNA probes. Polarized (Rabl-like) position-

ing of centromeres and telomeres at the opposite nuclear

poles was observed in 83% and 86% of nuclei in subsp.

bellingeriana and subsp. grandiflora, respectively (Fig-

ure 3t). Telomeric signals were frequently clustered with

35S rDNA loci (nucleolus), whereas centromeres were

positioned within the more heterochromatic opposite pole.

The more heterochromatic (‘centromeric’) pole was also

clearly visible as a nuclear region more densely stained

with 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Figures 1g and

3t). In some nuclei (17% and 14% in subsp. bellingeriana

and subsp. grandiflora, respectively), the centromeres

were localized at one pole, whereas the telomeres were

scattered in the nuclear interior, with no obvious connec-

tion to the nucleolus.

To further analyze the spatial arrangement of cen-

tromeres and telomeres in L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana,

their distribution was further investigated by 3D FISH using

paraformaldehyde-fixed interphase nuclei isolated from

three different tissues (root tips, stem leaves and petals)

and embedded in polyacrylamide pads. In the majority of

leaf nuclei, 3D FISH showed that centromeres were located

at one nuclear pole, whereas telomeres and 35S rDNA (nu-

cleolus) were located at the opposite pole (Rabl-like config-

uration, 81%; Figure 4a; Table S3; Movie S1). In the

minority of leaf nuclei, centromeres were located at one

pole and telomeres were scattered throughout the nuclear

interior (‘centromeric polarization’, 16%; Figure S10a) or

centromeres were located at the nuclear periphery and

telomeres were associated with the nucleolus (‘rosette-like

organization’, 3%; Figure S10b). Of nuclei isolated from

petals, 77% exhibited the Rabl-like pattern (Figure 4b,

Movie S2), whereas 23% of nuclei had both centromeres

and telomeres scattered within the nucleus (‘dispersed dis-

tribution’; Figure S10c). Most of the nuclei isolated from

root-tip tissue exhibited the Rabl-like pattern (93%; Fig-

ure 4c; Movie S3). In addition to the dominant spherical

nuclei, the much rarer spindle-shaped nuclei also predomi-

nantly exhibited the Rabl-like configuration (data not

shown). In very few nuclei, the centromeres were scattered

throughout the nuclear interior and the telomeres were

located together with the nucleolus at one nuclear pole

(‘telomeric polarization’, 3%; Figure S10d), or both the cen-

tromeric and telomeric probes were scattered within the

nuclear interior (‘dispersed distribution’, 3%; Figure S10e;

Table S3).

In all tissues analyzed by 3D FISH the number of cen-

tromeric and telomeric signals was, on average, lower than

theoretically expected. Instead of the expected 10 cen-

tromeric and 20 telomeric signals, typically four cen-

tromeres (2–6) and 10 telomeres (4–17) were observed in

leaf tissues, three centromeres (2–6) and 12 telomeres

(6–19) were observed in petal tissues and five centromeres

Figure 4. Three-dimensional fluorescence in situ

hybridization (3D FISH) in Limnanthes floccosa

subsp. bellingeriana. In situ localization and corre-

sponding Imaris 3D projection of centromeric

(LiFlo-TR34, magenta), telomeric ((TTTAGGG)n,

cyan blue) and 35S rDNA (yellow) repeats in

paraformaldehyde-fixed nuclei isolated from leaves

(a), petals (b) and root tips (c). Nuclei were counter-

stained with DAPI (gray). Scale bars, 1 lm.
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(2–9) and 16 telomeres (7–24) were observed in root-tip tis-

sues (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

The backbone phylogeny of Limnanthaceae

Mason (1952) divided Limnanthes into two species sec-

tions – sections Inflexae and Reflexae (section Limnanthes;

Meyers et al., 2010) – based on inflexing and reflexing

petals after fertilization. The two infrageneric clades were

confirmed by phylogenetic analysis using one nuclear

gene and two chloroplast loci and comprehensive taxon

sampling (Meyers et al., 2010). Here, using complete

chloroplast sequences, nuclear rDNA genes and identified

repeats, we confirmed the sister relationship of Floerkea

and Limnanthes and retrieved two strongly supported

infrageneric clades in the latter genus. Although not fully

supported, section Limnanthes (L. douglasii) consistently

had a more ancestral position than section Inflexae

(L. alba, L. floccosa) (Figure 1a; Figure S3). The fully

resolved backbone phylogeny of Limnanthaceae provides

the basis for future comparative studies.

Genome evolution in Limnanthaceae

Among all Brassicales families, five chromosome pairs

(n = 5) have been identified so far only in all Limnan-

thaceae species and a handful of Brassicaceae species

including A. thaliana (Lysak, 2018). In the Brassicaceae, the

five chromosomes arose during genome-wide diploidiza-

tion after the family-specific At-a WGD (A. thaliana) or after

younger clade-specific mesopolyploid WGDs (e.g., in Ste-

nopetalum lineare; Mand�akov�a et al., 2010). Post-polyploid

diploidization in the lineage leading to A. thaliana was

accompanied by chromosomal rearrangements and gen-

ome downsizing resulting in the small 135-Mb Arabidopsis

genome with an average chromosome size of 32 Mb. In

contrast, the genomes (1500–2100 Mb) and chromosomes

(340–420 Mb) of Limnanthaceae species are at least 10

times larger. In the absence of evidence for a family-

specific WGD (Edger et al., 2018; One Thousand Plant

Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019), the non-coding DNA of

Limnanthaceae genomes must have originated either from

the At-b WGD or from the proliferation of transposable ele-

ments (TEs) after the genome duplication but most likely

before the Floerkea–Limnanthes divergence. In either case,

selective purging of TEs and/or suppression of their activ-

ity may have been less effective in Limnanthaceae. The rel-

atively large nuclear genomes might be tentatively

associated with autumn or winter germination of these

hardy annuals and their general tolerance to low (spring)

temperatures (e.g., Baskin et al., 1988; Houle, 2002).

The chromosome numbers and genome sizes of Lim-

nanthaceae species are particularly interesting when com-

pared with other closely related Brassicales families

(Figure 1a). Although the monospecific Setchellanthaceae

(S. caeruleus, native to Mexico) appears to share the At-b
WGD with Limnanthaceae (Edger et al., 2018) and both

families are closely related (Edger et al., 2018; Li

et al., 2021), the unknown genome size and chromosome

number in S. caeruleus preclude a comparison of the post-

At-b genome evolution in both New World families. Diver-

gence of two other Brassicales families, Caricaceae and

Moringaceae, occurred prior to the At-b genome duplica-

tion (Edger et al., 2018), so comparisons with Limnan-

thaceae genomes can provide only limited insights. The

ancestral chromosome number of the Caricaceae (six gen-

era/35 species) has been inferred to be 2n = 18 (Rockinger

et al., 2016), whereby this number has been maintained in

papaya (C. papaya) but reduced to 2n = 16 or 2n = 14 in

other genera due to descending dysploidy. Interestingly,

Rockinger et al. (2016) and Zerpa-Catanho et al. (2021)

found more than two-fold genome size variation (401–
1022 Mb) within the Caricaceae that was not related to

polyploidization. Among the Moringaceae (one genus/13

species), the drumstick tree (Moringa oleifera) has 14 chro-

mosome pairs (2n = 28) and a relatively small genome size

(217–315 Mb; Chang et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2015). Both

Caricaceae and Moringaceae did not undergo an additional

genome duplication after the At-c whole-genome triplica-

tion (Tian et al., 2015).

In summary, the currently available data do not allow us

to reconstruct the chromosome number of the most recent

common ancestor of Limnanthaceae. We can safely

assume that the ancestral chromosome number was

higher than 2n = 10 and that the five chromosome pairs

arose due to post-polyploid descending dysploidy associ-

ated with TE amplification. A chromosome-level genome

assembly of a Limnanthes species should provide informa-

tion on the course of post-polyploid diploidization includ-

ing the structure of the At-b paleotetraploid genome.

Repeatomes and genome size variation in Limnanthaceae

and Brassicales

In Brassicales, genome sizes range from 135 Mb to 4.6 Gb

(Lysak, 2018) and are largely determined by the proportion

of non-coding and repetitive sequences (Elliott & Gre-

gory, 2015; Hlou�skov�a et al., 2019). Using low-coverage

sequencing data from 71 Brassicales taxa, Beric

et al. (2021) confirmed that repeat content, along with the

gene content and tandem repeats, is an important contrib-

utor to genome size variation in the order. In Brassicaceae

and Cleomaceae, TEs account for 21% of the Arabidopsis

genome (Quesneville, 2020) and 43% of Spider Flower

(Cleome hassleriana) genome (Cheng et al., 2013) (Fig-

ure 5). In contrast, repeatomes account for 58–66% of the

Limnanthaceae genomes (Figure 2a).

Here we have shown that Limnanthaceae genomes

expanded through chromosome-wide amplification of LTR
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retrotransposons, particularly Ty3-gypsy elements. In con-

trast, tandem repeats did not amplify and/or were purged

(Figure 2a). Since no significant shifts in TE abundance

were associated with WGDs in Brassicales (Beric

et al., 2021), genome obesity in Limnanthaceae is likely

due to the proliferation of TEs rather than the At-b genome

duplication. Recombination-based processes are known to

remove repeats from the genome (Nov�ak et al., 2020). For

example, recent studies have shown that the lowest rates

of unequal recombination between the long terminal

repeats of LTR retrotransposons were found in the largest

genomes analyzed (Charlesworth et al., 1994; Cossu

et al., 2017; Jedlicka et al., 2020). DNA repair, particularly

non-homologous end joining, is thought to play a role in

controlling the rate of DNA removal, with larger deletions

occurring in small plant genomes ( Nov�ak et al., 2020; Vu

et al., 2017). Therefore, in species with large genomes, the

slow degradation of repeats could lead to ever-increasing

accumulation of repeat sequences (Figure 5; Kelly

et al., 2015; Maumus & Quesneville, 2014). Future whole-

genome sequencing and assemblies will elucidate the ori-

gin of the five large chromosome pairs in Limnanthaceae.

Different nuclear organization patterns in Brassicales

Among the Brassicales, chromatin organization in inter-

phase nuclei has been analyzed only in the Brassicaceae

family, with A. thaliana being the most extensively ana-

lyzed species (e.g., Fransz et al., 2002; Pecinka et al., 2004;

Pontvianne & Grob, 2020; Shan et al., 2021). In the small

Arabidopsis genome (135 Mb), telomeres within inter-

phase nuclei generally associate with the nucleolus, while

centromeres are positioned peripherally, at the nuclear

membrane (Armstrong et al., 2001). In Brassicaceae spe-

cies with large nuclear genomes (2600–4300 Mb) and a

small number of chromosomes (n = 6, 7), the spatial

arrangement of centromeres and telomeres resembles the

Rabl pattern or they are scattered in the nuclear interior. It

has been suggested that these chromatin configurations in

interphase may be due to the small number of large chro-

mosomes that lack the distinct longitudinal compartmen-

talization typical of small Brassicaceae genomes (Shan

et al., 2021). In Limnanthes, the predominant nuclear phe-

notype resembles the polarized Rabl configuration, in

which the centromeres are usually located at one nuclear

pole and the telomeres, together with the nucleolus (or

nucleoli), at the opposite pole. The position of the nucleo-

lus at the telomeric nuclear pole reflects the fact that three

of the five Limnanthes chromosomes carry terminal NORs.

The Rabl configuration in Limnanthaceae genomes is con-

gruent with their genome sizes ranging between 1700 and

2100 Mb, and only five predominantly (sub)metacentric,

large (340–420-Mb) chromosomes. Because Rabl organiza-

tion resembles chromosome configuration in the mitotic

anaphase, centromere–telomere polarization in Limnan-

thaceae species nuclei could be mechanistically interpreted

as an effective arrangement of long metacentric (V-shaped)

chromosomes within the limited nuclear space, possibly

reducing topological entanglement of chromatin fibers

Figure 5. Nuclear genome and repeatome size vari-

ation in Limnanthaceae and Brassicales. The simpli-

fied plastome-based tree showing phylogenetic

relationships among selected Brassicales genomes

was adapted from Figure 1a. Red bars correspond

to repetitive fractions (%) of the nuclear genomes

(data source: Arabidopsis thaliana, Wang

et al., 2021; Carica papaya, Ming et al., 2008; Mor-

inga oleifera, Tian et al., 2015; Tarenaya hassleri-

ana, Cheng et al., 2013; repeatome proportions in

the remaining genomes were estimated by Repea-

tExplorer using low-coverage sequence data from

Li et al., 2021, Beric et al., 2021 and this study).

Genome size and chromosome number of S. caeru-

leus are unknown.
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(Pouokam et al., 2019). Indeed, chromosome length, not

just genome size (Dong & Jiang, 1998), may be a more

important factor determining the Rabl configuration of

interphase chromosomes (e.g., Saunders & Houben, 2001;

Shan et al., 2021).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plant material

A list of all analyzed Limnanthaceae accessions and GenBank
accessions is provided in Table S4.

DNA sequencing

Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaves of five
Limnanthaceae accessions using the NucleoSpin Plant II kit
(Macherey-Nagel, Dueren, Germany). DNA sequencing libraries
were prepared and subsequently sequenced using the Illumina
NextSeq platform (150-bp paired-end reads). ONT long-read
sequencing was performed for L. douglasii. High-molecular-weight
genomic DNA was extracted using the CTAB-based protocol
adapted from Healey et al. (2014) and then treated using the Short
Read Eliminator depletion kit (Circulomics, Menlo Park, CA, USA).
The Ligation Sequencing Kit (Sqk Lsk109) was used to prepare the
sequencing library following the manufacturer’s protocol, which
was sequenced in a MinION device. Both Illumina and Nanopore
DNA libraries were sequenced at CEITEC’s core facility Genomics.

Genome size estimation

Holoploid genome size was estimated by flow cytometry in
F. proserpinacoides, L. douglasii, L. floccosa subsp. bellingeriana
and L. floccosa subsp. grandiflora. Nuclear suspension was pre-
pared from fully developed intact leaf tissue according to Dole�zel
et al. (2007), and isolated nuclei were stained using propidium
iodide and RNAase IIA (both 50 lg/ml) for 5 min at room tempera-
ture and analyzed using a Partec CyFlow cytometer; the fluores-
cence intensity of 5000 particles was recorded. Solanum
pseudocapsicum (1C = 1.30 pg) served as the primary reference
standard. One individual of each accession measured on three
consecutive days was analyzed.

Chloroplast genome and 35S rDNA assembly, and

phylogenetic analysis

The Illumina raw reads were filtered and trimmed using fastp-
v0.20.1 software (Chen et al., 2018) with the following parameters:
-z 4 -q 20 -u 30 -n 0 -f 4 -t 6 --length_required 140 -b 140. The com-
plete cp genomes of five Limnanthaceae taxa were generated
using GetOrganelle (Jin et al., 2020). The Limnanthaceae plas-
tomes were annotated using Plann software (Huang &
Cronk, 2015) and manually curated by Sequin software. To search
for 35S rDNA sequences, the reads were assembled using GetOr-
ganelle with the following parameters: -R 10 -t 15 -k 21, 35, 45, 65,
85, 115 -F embplant_nr. The transcription unit (18S-ITS1-5.8S-
ITS2-26S) was selected for phylogenetic analysis.

Chloroplast protein-coding sequences of an additional 17 spe-
cies representing major Brassicales lineages were retrieved from
Edger et al. (2018). We utilized BLASTn combined with published
data from Brassicales to parse target protein-coding sequences in
Limnanthaceae species. Multiple sequence alignments were gen-
erated using MAFFT v7.450 (Katoh & Standley, 2013) and columns
were removed (i.e., across all taxa) if a base-pair position was

missing in one species using Gblocks v0.91b (Talavera & Castre-
sana, 2007). We obtained a complete 43 263-bp data matrix
derived from 72 different protein-coding regions of the plastid
genome. For 35S rDNA, seven sequences were aligned, including
those of A. thaliana, S. caeruleus and five Limnanthaceae acces-
sions. Plastome protein-coding gene matrixes and 35S rDNA
alignment were subsequently used to construct ML trees using IQ-
TREE v1.6.10 (Nguyen et al., 2015). In addition, BI trees were con-
structed using the NGPhylogeny.fr portal.

Clustering analysis of repetitive DNA

Raw sequencing reads were pre-processed as described above. A
quality check of paired-end reads was carried out using FastQC
software. All reads were trimmed to 140 nucleotides for clustering
analysis. Conversion of reads format from fastq to fasta was per-
formed using the ‘sed’ command with parameters sed -n ‘1~4 s/
^@/>/p;2~4p’, and paired reads were interlaced using seqtk with
the mergepe option. Repeatome analysis was performed through
similarity-based clustering analysis using the RepeatExplorer plat-
form (Nov�ak et al., 2013). The number of reads representing 0.19
genome coverage were sampled and analyzed for each species.
Default settings were used for each clustering analysis. Repeat
clusters with a genome proportion of >0.01% were further anno-
tated in detail. Tandem repeat analyzer TAREAN (Nov�ak
et al., 2017) was used to identify consensus monomer sequences
of satellites.

For comparative clustering analysis, 500 000 reads from each
Limnanthaceae accession were sampled. Additionally, 250 000
reads from each Brassicales species were sampled. The settings
for the comparative analysis were the same as those for the indi-
vidual clustering analysis. However, only repeat clusters with a
genome proportion of >0.05% were annotated in detail for further
analysis. Custom R scripts (Nov�ak et al., 2020) were used to con-
struct a graphical representation of repeat distribution between
the species as proportionally scaled rectangles representing the
number of reads in a given cluster.

Repetitive sequence similarity-based phylogeny

Comparative clustering analysis of five Limnanthaceae accessions
was performed by RepeatExplorer2 with default parameters. The
abundant repeat clusters (genome proportion > 0.05%) were
employed for phylogenetic analysis. The repetitive sequence simi-
larity matrices obtained from the comparative clustering analysis
were employed to infer phylogenetic relationships (Vitales
et al., 2020). Briefly, the more similar repeats of two species have
a higher number of edges between the reads of those species;
these similarity matrices were transformed into distance matrices.
Then, the pairwise distance matrices were used to construct an NJ
tree for each cluster by using the NJ function in the ape package.
Finally, a filtered consensus network was reconstructed in Newick
format from all NJ trees using SplitsTree5 (Bagci et al., 2021).
Custom R scripts were used to process RepeatExplorer2 output
results and phylogenetic analyses.

Processing of ONT reads

The raw ONT reads were basecalled using Guppy (ver. 2.3.1) with
the following parameters: --flowcell FLO-MIN106 --kit SQK-LSK109
-r --num_callers 10 --cpu_threads_per_caller 12. NanoPlot software
(Coster et al., 2018) was used for quality checking to show a
bivariate plot comparing log transformed read length with aver-
age basecall Phred quality score. NanoFilt software (Coster
et al., 2018) was used for read filtering and trimming with the
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following parameters: -l 1000 --headcrop 10 -q 7. To quantify
chloroplast structural heteroplasmy in L. douglasii, ONT reads
(longer than the IR length) were mapped to the two different struc-
tural haplotypes (A and B) of the L. douglasii plastome using
BLASTn. Further statistics analyses were implemented using cus-
tom Python scripts.

DNA probes

A list of all designed oligo probes and primers specific for repeti-
tive elements is provided in Table S2. Synthetic oligonucleotide
probes were used for tandem repeats with shorter monomers
(<500 bp). Target sequences (60 nt) with GC content 30–50% were
selected from DNA alignments using the Geneious v11.1.5 soft-
ware package (https://www.geneious.com) to minimize self-
annealing and the formation of hairpin structures. For satellites
with longer monomers and retrotransposons, PCR primers were
designed to face outwards from the monomer; therefore, PCR
amplification was performed only between tandemly arrayed
monomers.

PCR products were purified using NucleoSpin Gel and PCR
Clean-up kits (Macherey-Nagel). The BAC clone T15P10
(AF167571) of A. thaliana (Arabidopsis) bearing 35S rRNA gene
repeats was used for in situ localization of NORs, and the Ara-
bidopsis clone pCT4.2 (M65137), corresponding to a 500-bp 5S
rDNA repeat, was used for localization of 5S rDNA loci. Telomeric
sequences were detected using the Arabidopsis-type telomere
repeat (TTTAGGG)n amplified following Ijdo et al. (1991).

Two-dimensional fluorescence in situ hybridization

For preparations of mitotic and meiotic chromosomes, as well as
interphase nuclei, young inflorescences were collected from
plants in the field (Floerkea) or cultivated in the greenhouse (Lim-
nanthes). The inflorescences were fixed in freshly prepared fixa-
tive (ethanol:acetic acid, 3:1) overnight, transferred into 70%
ethanol and stored at �20°C until use. Chromosome and/or
nuclear spreads were prepared from immature anthers following
the published protocol (Mand�akov�a & Lysak, 2016a). All DNA
probes were labeled with biotin-dUTP, digoxigenin-dUTP or Cy3-
dUTP by nick translation as described previously (Mand�akov�a &
Lysak, 2016b). Briefly, 20 ll of the hybridization mix containing
labeled DNA probes (100 ng each) dissolved in 50% formamide
and 10% dextran sulfate in 29 SSC was pipetted on a suitable
chromosome-containing slide and immediately denatured on a
hot plate at 80°C for 2 min. FISH was carried out in a moist cham-
ber at 37°C for 24 h. Post-hybridization washing was performed in
20% formamide in 29 SSC at 42°C. The immunodetection of
hapten-labeled probes was performed as described by Mand�akov�a
and Lysak (2016b): biotin-dUTP was detected by avidin–Texas Red
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA ) and the signal was
amplified by biotin-conjugated goat anti-avidin (Vector Laborato-
ries); digoxigenin-dUTP was detected by mouse anti-digoxigenin
(Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA) and Alexa
Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-mouse (Invitrogen, now Thermo-
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The estimated stringency of
FISH was 80–85%. Chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI
(2 lg/ml) in Vectashield. The preparations were photographed
using a Zeiss Axioimager Z2 epifluorescence microscope with a
CoolCube camera (MetaSystems, Altlussheim, Germany). Images
were acquired separately for each fluorochrome using appropriate
excitation and emission filters (AHF Analysentechnik, T€ubingen,
Germany). Individual monochromatic images were pseudocol-
ored, merged and cropped using Photoshop CS (Adobe Systems,
San Jose, CA, USA).

Three-dimensional fluorescence in situ hybridization

Freshly harvested tissues (stem leaves, root tips and petals) were
used to prepare paraformaldehyde (PFA)-fixed suspension nuclei
following Shan et al. (2021). Polyacrylamide gel mix (80 mM KCl,
20 mM NaCl, 15 mM PIPES-NaOH, 0.5 mM EGTA, 2 mM EDTA,
80 mM sorbitol, 1 mM DTT, 0.15 mM spermine, 0.5 mM spermidine
and 15% acrylamide/bis solution 29:1) was prepared in an Eppen-
dorf tube. Freshly prepared 20% ammonium persulfate and 20%
sodium sulfite solution were added to the mixture, which was
quickly vortexed. After that, 13 ll of the PFA-fixed nuclear suspen-
sion was pipetted on a silane-coated slide (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA), followed by adding 6.5 ll of the polyacrylamide
gel mix and mixing. The mixture was covered with a 24 9 24 mm
coverslip and polymerized at room temperature for 1 h. The cov-
erslip was removed using a razor blade. To get rid of unpolymer-
ized gel, 200 ll of buffer A salts (80 mM KCl, 20 mM NaCl, 15 mM

PIPES-NaOH, 0.5 mM EGTA, 2 mM EDTA, 80 mM sorbitol, 1 mM

DTT, 0.15 mM spermine and 0.5 mM spermidine) was pipetted
onto the polyacrylamide pad (Howe et al., 2013; Hurel
et al., 2018). Then, 20 ll of the labeled probe was pipetted on the
polyacrylamide pad and immediately denatured on a hot plate at
96°C for 6 min. Hybridization was carried out in a moist chamber
at 37°C for approximately 48 h. Post-hybridization washing was
performed in 0.19 SSC at 42°C, 29 SSC at 42°C, 29 SSC at room
temperature and 49 SSC at room temperature by shaking on an
orbital shaker (5 min each step). The immunodetection of hapten-
labeled probes was carried out as described above for 2D FISH.
After immunodetection, the preparations were stained with DAPI
(2 lg/ml) in Vectashield, covered with a precision coverslip
(22 9 22 mm) and sealed with nail polish. Fluorescence signals
were photographed using a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 laser scanning
microscope with LSM 780 laser scanning unit. Nuclei of compara-
ble size and shape (spherical or oval) were analyzed preferentially.
Scanning and deconvolution were performed using ZEN BLUE
(Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). IMARIS (Oxford Instruments,
Abingdon, UK) was used for channel contrast adjustment (func-
tion ‘Channel Adjustment’), projection of the centromere–telomere
arrangement (function ‘Surface’) and creation of videos (function
‘Animation’).

Immunodetection of fibrillarin

Polyacrylamide pads containing PFA-fixed suspension of leaf
nuclei were prepared as described above and incubated first with
5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution in 49 SSC with 0.2%
Tween-20 at 37°C for 30 min and subsequently with 100 ll of anti-
fibrillarin (Abcam; 1:100 in BSA) at 37°C overnight. After washing
twice in 29 SSC (5 min each step), samples were incubated with
Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-mouse at 37°C for 30 min,
followed by washing twice in 29 SSC (5 min each step). Immedi-
ately after the washing steps, nuclei were counterstained with
DAPI (2 lg/ml) and photographed as described above.
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Abstract
Angiosperm genome evolution was marked by many clade-specific whole-genome duplication events. The Microlepidieae is
one of the monophyletic clades in the mustard family (Brassicaceae) formed after an ancient allotetraploidization.
Postpolyploid cladogenesis has resulted in the extant c. 17 genera and 60 species endemic to Australia and New Zealand
(10 species). As postpolyploid genome diploidization is a trial-and-error process under natural selection, it may proceed
with different intensity and be associated with speciation events. In Microlepidieae, different extents of homoeologous re-
combination between the two parental subgenomes generated clades marked by slow (“cold”) versus fast (“hot”) genome
diploidization. To gain a deeper understanding of postpolyploid genome evolution in Microlepidieae, we analyzed phyloge-
netic relationships in this tribe using complete chloroplast sequences, entire 35S rDNA units, and abundant repetitive
sequences. The four recovered intra-tribal clades mirror the varied diploidization of Microlepidieae genomes, suggesting
that the intrinsic genomic features underlying the extent of diploidization are shared among genera and species within one
clade. Nevertheless, even congeneric species may exert considerable morphological disparity (e.g. in fruit shape), whereas
some species within different clades experience extensive morphological convergence despite the different pace of their ge-
nome diploidization. We showed that faster genome diploidization is positively associated with mean morphological dispar-
ity and evolution of chloroplast genes (plastid–nuclear genome coevolution). Higher speciation rates in perennials than in
annual species were observed. Altogether, our results confirm the potential of Microlepidieae as a promising subject for the
analysis of postpolyploid genome diploidization in Brassicaceae.
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Introduction
Brassicaceae (crucifers) is a cosmpolitan plant family occur-
ring on all continents, except for Antarctica. Hybridization
and polyploidization (or whole-genome duplication [WGD])
frequently accompanied the diversification of the
Brassicaceae (Kagale et al., 2014; Hohmann et al., 2015;
Mand�akov�a et al., 2017a; Walden et al., 2020). The resulting
polyploid genomes have not remained static, but returned
to pseudo-diploid genomes through the process collectively
named diploidization (Thomas et al., 2006), gradually erasing
and concealing the signatures of ancient WGD events. In
Brassicaceae, more than a dozen of genus- and clade-specific
mesopolyploid WGDs, postdating the family-specific paleote-
traploid (At-α) WGD (Bowers et al., 2003), were identified
(Mand�akov�a et al., 2017a); and even more genome duplica-
tions remain to be uncovered (e.g. Guo et al., 2021). While
both the mesopolyploidization events and subsequent dip-
loidizations have the potential to increase phenotypic diver-
sity, it was suggested that no key morphological characters
or innovations evolved after clade-specific WGDs in
Brassicaceae (Walden et al., 2020). Still, fruits, trichomes,
leaves, and embryos might be quite diverse even among
closely related species, and thus, these characters have been
used extensively for the past two centuries in the generic
delimitations and tribal classifications in Brassicaceae.
Tremendous diversity in fruit morphology, which is the most
utilized organ in the classification of Brassicaceae, can be
found even in small genera such as Tropidocarpum Hook (4
species; Al-Shehbaz, 2003), or a unigeneric tribe like the
Eutremeae (44 spp.), harboring species with the shortest
(2mm) and longest (35 cm) fruits in the family. Indeed, two
very different fruit shapes, such as a heart-shaped silicle
(Capsella Medik.) and a cylindrical siliqua [Arabidopsis (DC.)
Heynh.], may originate through different patterns of aniso-
tropic growth, despite both closely related genera possess a
cylindrically shaped gynoecium in the early phase of fruit de-
velopment (Eldridge et al., 2016). On the other hand, crucif-
erous taxa are known for virtually every conceivable feature
being subject to considerable convergence and reversals (Al-
Shehbaz, 2012; Huang et al., 2016; Dong and Ostergaard,
2019; Nikolov et al., 2019). For instance, flat-shaped fruits
evolved independently several times in Brassicaceae (Dong
and Ostergaard, 2019), floral convergence between distantly
related crucifer species may allow for exploitation of the
same pollinators (G�omez et al., 2021) and two independently
emerged Capsella species (C. orientalis Klokov and C. rubella
Reut.) have undergone the convergent reduction of flower
size (selfing syndrome) due to similar modulation of gene ex-
pression (Wozniak et al., 2020). Due to extensive family-wide
morphological parallelism, lacking or incongruent molecular
phylogenies, inferring phylogenetic relationships, especially at
the tribal level, continue to be problematic.
Australia and New Zealand are home to many endemic

crucifer species which, however, belong mostly to only four
phylogenetic groups, namely Barbarea W.T.Aiton, Cardamine
L., Lepidium L., and the tribe Microlepidieae (Mummenhoff

et al., 2001; Heenan, 2017). Tribe Microlepidieae was ex-
panded based on phylogenetic analyses to contain 16 gen-
era and 56 species (Heenan et al., 2012). Only Pachycladon
Hook.f. (11 species) is predominantly endemic to New
Zealand (one species in Tasmania), whereas the other gen-
era are indigenous to the Australian mainland and adjacent
islands (e.g. Kangaroo Island, Tasmania). Among the 15
genera on the Australian mainland, 11 are mono- or oligo-
specific (i.e. with two or three species), whereas Arabidella
(F.Muell.) O.E.Schulz (7 spp.), Menkea Lehm. (6 spp.),
Phlegmatospermum O.E.Schulz (4 spp.), and Stenopetalum
R.Br. ex DC. (10 spp.) harbor most species (Hewson, 1982;
Heenan et al., 2012).
Attracted by chromosome numbers lower than in

Arabidopsis [Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh., 2n = 10],
Mand�akov�a et al. (2010a) analyzed chromosome comple-
ments of three Microlepidieae species by comparative chro-
mosome painting (CCP) to find out that the bona fide
diploid genomes (2n = 8, 10, and 12) originated through an
unexpected WGD followed by genome-wide diploidization
including descending dysploidy (DD), that is, reduction of
chromosome number. A follow-up, more comprehensive
phylogenomic study (Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b) showed that
the entire monophyletic tribe has descended from a com-
mon allotetraploid genome (n = 15) formed by an inter-
tribal cross between parental species closely related to the
extant tribes Crucihimalayeae ($, n = 8) and Smelowskieae
(#, n = 7) during the Late Miocene. Following a long-
distance dispersal from northeastern Asia or western North
America, the mesotetraploid genome diversified into several
clades on the Australian mainland (Mand�akov�a
et al., 2017b).
The postpolyploid diversification and diploidization in the

Microlepidieae did not proceed with equal intensity
throughout the tribe—three major clades distinguished by
the level of diploidization were detected (Mand�akov�a et al.,
2017b). Whereas several genera possess highly reshuffled
genomes and low chromosome numbers (n = 4–7; 2.1- to
3.75-fold DD from n = 15), Pachycladon experienced slower
diploidization (n = 10; 1.5-fold DD) and some Arabidella spe-
cies have the least diploidized genomes (n = 12; 1.25-fold
DD). Remarkably, a two-fold difference in the level of dip-
loidization was revealed among Arabidella species
(Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b). Whereas Arabidella eremigena (F.
Muell.) E.A.Shaw has undergone major (“hot”) diploidization
(n = 15! n = 6), Arabidella trisecta (F.Muell.) O.E.Schulz
showed the slowest (“cold”) postpolyploid diploidization
(n = 15 ! n = 12).
The available phylogenetic studies in Microlepidieae

(Heenan et al., 2012; Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b) clearly demon-
strated the widespread convergent evolution of morphological
characters used for the delimitation of genera and species in
the tribe. A case in point, branched trichomes evolved inde-
pendently at least 5 times, in Harmsiodoxa O.E.Schulz (3 spp.),
Microlepidium F.Muell. (2 spp.), Pachycladon, Pachymitus O.E.
Schulz (1 sp.), and Stenopetalum. Other features widely used
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taxonomically, particularly fruit shape, also exhibit tremendous
convergence across the tribe. For instance, A. eremigena and
A. trisecta share similar cylindrically shaped fruits, despite the
fact that they differ markedly by their genome structure and
phylogenetic position (Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b).
Among the 13 + Brassicaceae clades of mesopolyploid ori-

gin (Mand�akov�a et al., 2017a), Microlepidieae has become
the tribe with the highest number of comparative genomic
maps, and for which most extensive knowledge of postpoly-
ploid genome evolution was acquired (Mand�akov�a et al.,
2010a, 2010b, 2017b), surpassing even the well-researched
tribe Brassiceae (i.e. Brassica crops and their closest relatives).
Therefore, the tribe has potential to be the subject for analy-
sis of the course and impacts of postpolyploid genome dip-
loidization including evolution of morphological traits across
the diverse geography and climates of Australia and
New Zealand.
The aim of this study is to further knowledge on the retic-

ulate phylogenomic patterns and differently phased genome
diploidization within Microlepidieae through robust phyloge-
netic hypotheses. We conducted low-coverage whole-ge-
nome sequencing in 39 Microlepidieae genomes, with a
focus on Arabidella species differing by the extent of their
genome diploidization (Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b). In the ab-
sence of a robust nuclear genome phylogeny, phylogenetic
relationships within Microlepidieae were resolved using com-
plete chloroplast (cp) sequences, entire 35S ribosomal DNA
(rDNA) units and nuclear DNA repeats. These phylogenetic
frameworks were used to evaluate the extent of morphologi-
cal convergence and disparity, and plastid–nuclear coevolu-
tion during postpolyploid genome diploidization and
cladogenesis. Also, 5S rDNA sequence reads were analyzed to
detect potential hybridization events.

Results

Characterizing the plastomes, nuclear rDNAs,
and repeatomes
Using the low-coverage whole-genome sequencing data, we
assembled the cp genomes, retrieved the sequences of the
35S rDNA, and characterized repeatomes of 39
Microlepidieae genomes (for accession data, see
Supplemental Table S1). The length of the plastome sequen-
ces ranged from 153,821 bp in Stenopetalum nutans F.Muell.
to 155,476 bp in Arabidella chrysodema Lepschi & Wege
(Supplemental Table S2). We annotated a total of 132 genes
(113 unique genes), including 87 protein coding, 37 tRNA,
and 8 rRNA genes. The assembled length of nuclear 35S
rDNA sequences varied from 5,939 bp in S. decipiens E.A.
Shaw to 8,236 bp in A. filifolia (F.Muell.) E.A.Shaw
(Supplemental Table S1). Due to incomplete assemblies of
the highly variable intergenic spacer (IGS) region, we only
utilized the conservative 18S-ITS1-5.8S-ITS2-26S region in
downstream analyses.
By performing de novo repeatome identification using

RepeatExplorer2 (Novak et al., 2013, 2020), the major repeat
content in 39 Microlepidieae genomes was estimated to

range from �23% to 63% (Supplemental Table S3), taking
into account the limitations of RepeatExplorer applied to
low-coverage sequence data, for example, that less abundant
repeats may be missed (Novak et al., 2020). In all
Microlepidieae genomes, the predominant repeat type was
the long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons. The abun-
dance of satellite repeats was highly variable, with the most
remarkable expansion of the 174-bp BaSAT1 satellite repeat
(Finke et al., 2019) accounting for 410% of the Ballantinia
antipoda (F.Muell.) E.A.Shaw genome. BaSAT1-like satellite
sequences (c. 70% sequence similarity) were also identified in
Blennodia pterosperma R.Br., Menkea villosula (F.Muell. &
Tate) J.M.Black and Phlegmatospermum richardsii (F.Muell.)
E.A.Shaw.

Phylogenomic analyses retrieved four intra-tribal
clades in Microlepidieae
Based on 76 PCGs in 60 plastomes of Microlepidieae and
outgroup species, we compiled a gap-free alignment matrix
with 60,987 columns, of which 3,911 were parsimony infor-
mative. The same topology was inferred through maximum
likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference (BI) approaches, re-
trieving the Microlepidieae as a monophyletic group sister to
the tribe Crucihimalayeae and resolving four strongly sup-
ported intra-tribal clades (bootstrap support [BS] 4 90 and
posterior probability = 1; Figure 1; Supplemental Figure S1).
Clade A represents the previously defined crown-group gen-
era (Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b) including two Arabidella spe-
cies (A. eremigena, Arabidella procumbens [Tate] E.A.Shaw)
and Menkea crassa E.A.Shaw. Clade B, consisting of four
Arabidella species (A. filifolia, Arabidella glaucescens E.A.
Shaw, Arabidella nasturtium [F.Muell.] E.A.Shaw, and
A. trisecta), and Irenepharsus magicus Hewson are sisters to
the crown-group clade. Clades C and D appear as successive
sisters to clades A + B, whereby clade C harbors only
Pachycladon species, and clade D includes A. chrysodema
and two Menkea species (M. sphaerocarpa F.Mull. and
M. villosula). Of the six genera represented by at least
two species, three genera (Blennodia, Pachycladon, and
Stenopetalum) were retrieved as being monophyletic,
Arabidella and Menkea as polyphyletic, and both
Cuphonotus O.E.Schulz species clustered with the crown-
group Arabidella species. Hence, seven Arabidella species
were placed in clades A, B, and D, whereas three Menkea
species were split between clades A and D.
The 5,875-bp alignment matrix of nuclear 35S rDNA

sequences was based on 45 accessions analyzed
(Supplemental Table S1). Whereas our ML and BI analyses
(Supplemental Figures S2 and S3) corroborated the four
intra-tribal clades within the plastome-based tree, the rela-
tionships between the clades differed. The rDNA-based phy-
logeny strongly supported (BS = 100) a sister relationship
between the crown group (clade A) and I. magicus, and
moderately supported (BS = 89) grouping of this clade and
Pachycladon. Clade B (4 Arabidella spp.) was weakly sup-
ported (BS = 67) as sister to clade D. Congruently with the
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plastome trees, the rDNA phylogenies corroborated
Arabidella and Menkea being polyphyletic, and Cuphonotus
clustered with crown-group Arabidella species.
To support the above inferred phylogenetic hypotheses,

we analyzed relationships among Microlepidieae taxa based
on similarities between shared repeat clusters. First, we have
comparatively analyzed abundances of major repeat types in
the 19 Microlepidieae genomes representing four intra-tribal
clades using the RepeatExplorer2 platform. We identified 260
clusters of repetitive sequences that showed moderate to
high abundances representing 18 repeat classes
(Supplemental Figure S4). Topologies of the repeatome-
based tree (Supplemental Figure S5) overall resembled the

rDNA-based reconstruction. A consensus network
(Supplemental Figure S5A), summarized from neighbor-
joining (NJ) trees based on 33 out of the top 100 repeat clus-
ters, corroborated the grouping of 12 Microlepidieae
genomes into the four intra-tribal clades and retrieved a fifth
clade formed by I. magicus. When Pachycladon (clade C) was
omitted, I. magicus clustered with the crown group
(Supplemental Figure S5B). Subsequently, we tested the per-
formance of the repeatome-based phylogenies with respect
to the diversity of identified repeated sequences
(Supplemental Figure S6). Ty3/Gypsy retrotransposons, the
most abundant repeat type in Microlepidieae genomes, pro-
duced phylogeny most congruent with the network based
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for a full version of the tree). Four intra-tribal clades were retrieved as clade A (the crown group), B (Arabidella), C (Pachycladon), and D (A. chryso-
dema and two Menkea spp.); blue-colored branches highlight slowly diploidizing clades and perennial species are in bold. Chromosome counts
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on all repeats. Consensus networks based on less abundant
repeat types (e.g. Ty1/copia, DNA transposons) provided less
resolved relationships.
A repeat-based phylogenetic analysis of all sequenced

Arabidella accessions retrieved three phylogenetic clusters
(Supplemental Figure S5C), corresponding to clades A, B, and
D in the plastome and rDNA phylogenies. Comparison of re-
peat graphs revealed three distinct repeatome profiles of the
Arabidella acccessions (Supplemental Figure S7).

Taxonomic considerations
The largely congruent phylogenetic analyses of the well-
sampled Microlepidieae clearly support their division into
four intra-tribal clades (Figure 1). Four Arabidella species in-
cluding the generic type (A. trisecta) always formed a mono-
phyletic clade, whereas A. eremigena, A. procumbens, a
recently recognized species and two Cuphonotus species clus-
tered together as a sub-clade within the crown group. The
latter five species ought to be recognized as members of the
genus Lemphoria O.E.Schulz (Lysak et al., 2022) and are re-
ferred to as Lemphoria species from here on (L. andraeana, L.
eremigena, L. humistrata, L. procumbens (Tate) O.E.Schulz
and L. queenslandica Edginton, Al-Shehbaz & Lysak). As
recently circumscribed (Lysak et al., 2022), the genus
Arabidella harbors four species (Arabidella filifolia, A. glauces-
cens, A. nasturtium, and A. trisecta). The corresponding for-
mal nomenclatoric treatments of Arabidella and Lemphoria
will be published separately. To settle taxonomic assignment
of taxa in Clade D (A. chrysodema and two Menkea species),
further phylogenetic analysis including all Menkea species
is required.

Dated plastome phylogeny revealed the late
divergence of Arabidella
Based on the plastome phylogeny and two secondary calibra-
tion points (see “Materials and methods”), the split between
Microlepidieae and its closest tribe, Crucihimalayeae, was
dated to 10.46 million years ago (Mya; highest posterior den-
sity [HPD] interval = 7.78–13.29; Supplemental Figure S8)
during the Late Miocene (Tortonian). The Microlepidieae
tribe underwent episodes of rapid diversification between 6
and 8 Mya (Messinian), leading to the successive divergence
of the four intra-tribal clades. Consequently, the cladogenesis
within three of these clades occurred almost simulta-
neously: the crown-group clade at 6.12 Mya (95% HPD:
4.62–7.82), Pachycladon at 6.46 Mya (95% HPD: 4.68–8.44)
and Clade D at 6.08 Mya (95% HPD: 4.38–7.81). The diver-
gence of Arabidella species has occurred much later, at
around 1.85 Mya (95% HPD: 1.16–2.59), in Pleistocene.

Mesotetraploid and neo-mesotetraploid
Arabidella genomes
The 24 chromosome pairs in A. trisecta (2n = 48) were previ-
ously shown to result from a younger, most likely autopoly-
ploid WGD postdating the tribe-specific mesotetraploid event
(Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b). Here, we aimed to further elucidate
genome evolution in Arabidella through comparative

cytogenomic analysis of more populations. Fluorescently la-
beled chromosome-specific BAC contigs of A. thaliana were
used to paint chromosomes of Arabidella and Lemphoria spe-
cies, and the genomically unknown I. magicus. As these paint-
ing probes identify unique chromosomal regions in the diploid
Arabidopsis genome, two genomic copies are indicative of the
tribe-specific WGD, whereas four copies reflect the tribal WGD
plus an additional, more recent, genome duplication
(Mand�akov�a et al., 2017a, 2017b). Three painting probes label-
ing two homoeologous regions within the haploid genome of
L. eremigena (2n = 12), L. procumbens (2n = 8), and I. magicus
(2n = 20; Supplemental Figure S9) corroborated their mesote-
traploid origin (Figure 2). In A. trisecta, two genomic copies
were identified in the mesotetraploid (2n = 24) population,
whereas four copies in the neo-mesotetraploid population (2n
= 48). A younger WGD was also detected in the analyzed 2n
= 48 populations of A. filifolia and A. nasturtium (Figure 2).
The neo-mesotetraploid (2n = 48) populations of A. trisecta
originated from the 24-chromosome cytotype via autopoly-
ploidy as evidenced by (1) morphological similarity of both
cytotypes, (2) perfect collinearity of four chromosome sets in
the neo-mesotetraploid cytotype (Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b),
and (3) duplicated number of 5S and 35S rDNA loci in the
neo-mesotetraploid cytotype (Figure 2).

Evidence of frequent hybridization and introgression
in Arabidella
Graph clustering of Illumina reads corresponding to the repeti-
tive 5S rDNA could produce a simple circle in diploid species
and more complex structures in allopolyploid/hybrid genomes
(Garcia et al., 2020). Using this approach, we observed simple
circular structures in most Microlepidieae species
(Supplemental Figure S10). Complex structures, composed of
two or more loops interconnected by a junction region, were
only identified in three accessions of A. nasturtium
(BRI_AQ0821997, BRI AQ297455, GH_Kuchel_959), one
population of A. glaucescens (BRI_AQ583786) and
Harmsiodoxa puberula E.A.Shaw. We next asked whether
footprints of hybridization could be detected among as-
sembled plastome and 35S rDNA sequences, as the phy-
logenies based on the two datasets show partly conflicting
topologies, including the relationships among Arabidella
species (Figure 1; Supplemental Figure S2). As expected,
our HyDe analyses showed that Arabidella accessions, es-
pecially the above-mentioned ones, were frequently
detected as potential hybrids before correction for multi-
ple testing (Supplemental Table S4).
By testing for putative hybridizing triplets using comparative

three-genomic analysis of both 5S and 35S rDNA sequences
with RepeatExplorer, we further corroborated the hybridiza-
tion events and identified putative progenitor genomes. For
5S rDNA, the accessions BRI_AQ822005 (A. glaucescens) and
MEL_2325537A (A. trisecta) were identified as putative paren-
tal genomes of A. nasturtium (BRI AQ297455; Figure 3A).
Similarly, the sequence of MEL_2325537A (A. trisecta) and
ADW_Pearce_389 (A. filifolia) showed the highest affinity to
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A. glaucescens (BRI AQ583786; Figure 3B). The putative hybrid
origin of the BRI AQ583786 accession was also confirmed by a
three-genome comparison of the 18S-IGS region of 35S rDNA
(Supplemental Figure S11). We failed to identify putative pa-
rental genomes contributing to the complex 5S rDNA struc-
ture in H. puberula (Supplemental Figure S12).

The evolution of chloroplast genomes associates
with intra-tribal cladogenesis
To compare the evolutionary rates of the chloroplast genome
among Microlepidieae clades, we estimated the substitution
rates in PCGs in each species using Crucihimalaya himalaica
(Edgew.) Al-Shehbaz et al. as a reference. The average rate
across Microlepidieae species was 9.36 � 10–10 substitutions
per site per year, with higher rates in the crown group (9.93
� 10–10) and Clade D (1.02 � 10–9), and lower rates in
Arabidella (8.95 � 10–10), Pachycladon (7.87 � 10–10), and
I. magicus (7.79 � 10–10) (Figure 4A; Supplemental Table S5).
We observed that plastome genes in the crown-group

clade and Clade D species evolved significantly faster
than those in Arabidella and Pachycladon (P 5 0.01,
two-tailed t test). In addition, genes in Pachycladon species
evolved slower than those in Arabidella (P 5 0.01, two-
tailed t test).
To investigate the variation in selective pressure of chloro-

plast genes, we estimated the ratios of nonsynonymous (Ka)
and synonymous (Ks) substitution rates between the
sequences of 64 PCGs of Microlepidieae species and
C. himalaica; the remaining 12 genes were excluded because
of their extremely low variation (Ks = 0 in at least one spe-
cies). The mean Ks values varied between 0.0285 and 0.0449,
with significantly higher values in the crown-group clade and
Clade D than in Arabidella, Irenepharsus Hewson, and
Pachycladon (P 5 0.01, two-tailed t test; Figure 4B;
Supplemental Table S6). All PCGs of Microlepidieae plas-
tomes showed signatures of purifying selection, that is, Ka/Ks
values between 0 and 1, except for matK (maturase K) and
cemA (chloroplast envelope membrane protein) in multiple

Figure 2 Cytogenetic analysis of Arabidella and Lemphoria genomes. The left side panel shows mitotic chromosome counts and FISH localization
of 5S and 35S rDNA probes. The remaining panels display identification of three ancestral genomic blocks (GBs) by CCP on pachytene chromo-
somes of Arabidella/Lemphoria species. Two genomic copies of GBs (#1, #2) in Lemphoria spp. and the diploid cytotype of A. trisecta (2n = 24) re-
flect the tribe-specific mesotetraploid WGD. The four genomic copies (#1–#4) in the tetraploid cytotype of A. trisecta and two other Arabidella
spp. (all 2n = 48) correspond to the mesotetraploid WGD plus an additional genome duplication(s). DNA probes were detected as fluorescence of
Cy3 (yellow), Alexa 488 (green) and Texas Red. Chromosomes at mitosis and pachytene were counterstained with DAPI. Scale bars, 10 mm.
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species (Supplemental Table S7). However, the clades with
slow-evolving plastid genes (i.e. Arabidella, Irenepharsus, and
Pachycladon) showed higher Ka/Ks values than those with
fast-evolving genes (crown-group and D clades; Figure 4C).
Interestingly, except for matK and ycf2, genes accounting for
the difference between fast and slowly evolving clades encode
subunits of four protein complexes including F-type ATP syn-
thase, NADH dehydrogenase complex, cytochrome b6f com-
plex, and Photosystem II (Figure 4D), which are all involved
in light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis (Wicke
et al., 2011).

Species diversification and life-form transition
As a possible link between species diversification and life
forms (annuality versus perenniality) was proposed in our
earlier study (Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b), we re-investigated
this relationship based on the expanded phylogeny and
taxon sampling. Our Bayesian Analysis of Macroevolutionary
Mixtures (BAMM) analyses failed to detect any rate shifts
during the diversification of Microlepidieae (Supplemental

Figure S13A). The global speciation rate (λ), extinction rate
(μ), and net diversification rate (γ) in Microlepidieae were es-
timated as 0.355 (95% quartile = 0.247–0.508), 0.112 (95%
quartile = 0.007–0.327) and 0.244 (95% quartile = 0.140–
0.340) species per million years (myr), respectively. Following
the initial divergence of the tribe during late Miocene, the
speciation rates showed a steady decline, while the extinction
rates remained nearly constant (Supplemental Figure S13,
B–D).
Ancestral state reconstruction inferred annuality, with a

likelihood of 78.4%, to be the most likely ancestral life
form in Microlepidieae (Supplemental Figure S14). The
best-fitting model in BiSSE analyses suggested different spe-
ciation and transition rates but equal extinction rates be-
tween life forms (Supplemental Table S8). The model
estimated a higher speciation rate in perennials than in
annuals (0.468 versus 0.107 species/myr) with extremely
low extinction rates (510–8) for both life forms. We ob-
served multiple independent transitions from annuality to
perenniality along the phylogeny, with Drabastrum alpestre

Figure 3 Graphical output of the three-genomic comparative 5S rDNA analyses including presumable hybrid and parental genomes. The results
were visualized in two ways to show the clustering patterns of 5S genic region versus IGS domains, as well as the source of the input reads. A,
Comparison between the hybrid accession BRI_AQ297455 (Arabidella nasturtium) and its putative parental accessions BRI_AQ822005 (A. glauces-
cens) and MEL_2325537A (A. trisecta). B, Comparison between the assumed hybrid accession BRI_AQ583786 (A. glaucescens) and its putative
parental accessions MEL_2325537A (A. trisecta) and ADW_Pearce_389 (A. filifolia).
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(F.Muell.) O.E.Schulz, some Stenopetalum, all Pachycladon,
and three Arabidella species being perennials. Although A.
nasturtium is usually recorded as having an annual life cy-
cle, the species can be a short-living perennial in some cir-
cumstances (our observation). The perennial-to-annual
transition rate was over 3 times higher than that of
annual-to-perennial (0.474 versus 0.137 events/lineage/myr).
In addition, our HiSSE analyses failed to detect the impact
of any hidden effect on species diversification with life
form transitions (Supplemental Table S9). Notably, our
analyses were unlikely biased due to the oversampling of
Arabidella accessions, as we recovered the difference be-
tween annuals and perennials using a pruned phylogeny
with 36 (instead of 43) tips representing accessions/species
sufficiently divergent from each other (see “Materials
and methods”).

Morphological trait evolution
To investigate the morphological evolution among
Microlepidieae genera, we compiled a matrix for the presence/
absence variation (PAV) in 27 states of eight phenotypic char-
acters (coded as A–H; Figure 5A). The overall patterns of PAV
among the selected traits showed high levels of homoplasy: 24
(out of 27) character states were present in more than 2 gen-
era, and 21 character states were present in more than 2
clades (Figure 5A; Supplemental Figure S15). Whereas none of
the characters had clade-specific PAV, 3 character states dis-
played genus-specific presence, including the fusiform fruit
shape in Scambopus O.E.Schulz, the obcordate fruit shape
in Microlepidium, and the aseriate seed arrangement in
Ballantinia (Figure 5A; Supplemental Table S10).
The estimated means of morphological disparity (i.e. the

proportion of states per morphological character within or
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Figure 4 Mutation rate variation and selective pressure among the four intra-tribal Microlepidieae clades. A–C, Boxplots showing the difference in
substitution rates (A), Ks (B), and Ka/Ks (C) of plastome genes between Microlepidieae species with fast (the crown group and Clade D, n = 18, 4)
and slow diploidization rates (Arabidella, Irenepharsus, and Pachycladon, n = 15, 1, and 4, respectively). The plastid genes of C. himalaica were used as
the reference. Boxes indicate the first and third quartiles, and horizontal bars represent the median values for each clade. Color coding in (A)–(C) cor-
responds to intra-tribal clades in simplified plastome phylogeny at the far right (clade A: the crown group, clade B: Arabidella; clade C: Pachycladon;
clade D: Arabidella chrysodema/Menkea spp., Ima: I. magicus). D, The heatmap of Ka/Ks values sorted according to gene functions (x-axis) and the
plastome phylogeny (y-axis). Red lettering indicates significant differences between fast and slowly diploidizing clades (P5 0.01; two-tails t test).
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among species) showed a slight but significant positive corre-
lation with the number of species (Pearson correlation:
n = 17, r = 0.753, P5 0.001; Supplemental Table S11). We
detected higher disparity in the crown-group genera, espe-
cially in Lemphoria and Stenopetalum (Figure 5, A and B;
Supplemental Table S11). In contrast, Arabidella and
Pachycladon displayed lower mean disparity than genera
with the same or even smaller number of spe-
cies (Figure 5B).
The inferred rates of character changes were generally low

except for two early-diverging sub-clades of the crown-group
clade (Figure 5C). Interestingly, these two nodes had the low-
est BS in the plastome ML tree and displayed major conflicts
between the plastome and rDNA phylogenies (Figure 1;
Supplemental Figures S1–S3). Furthermore, δ-statistic analysis
suggested that the presence or absence of character states
was randomly distributed across the plastome phylogeny
(Supplemental Table S12). Altogether, our analysis suggests
that changes of most morphological traits occurred at a low
rate and independently in each genus during the evolution
of Microlepidieae.

Discussion

Four intra-tribal clades in Microlepidieae
With expanded taxon sampling and cp genome sequences,
we have obtained a robust maternal phylogeny of the tribe
Microlepidieae. The plastome-based phylogeny, largely congru-
ent with phylogenetic analyses based on the nuclear 35S
rDNA and repeatome sequences, (1) corroborated the repeat-
edly retrieved monophyly of the tribe (Warwick et al., 2010;
Heenan et al., 2012; Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b; Walden et al.,
2020) resulting from an ancestral mesoallotetraploid event
(Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b) and (2) identified four highly sup-
ported intra-tribal clades (Figure 1). The four clades are
formed by (A) the largest “crown group” of eight genera (c.
26 species), (B) genus Arabidella (4 spp.), (C) genus
Pachycladon (11 spp.), and (D) clade comprising
A. chrysodema and two Menkea spp. The position of
Irenepharsus (3 spp.) remains unresolved due to the cytonu-
clear discordance placing the genus either as sister to
Arabidella (Figure 1) or as an early branch within the crown-
group clade (Supplemental Figure S2). Both phylogenies differ

Figure 5 Morphological trait evolution across Microlepidieae. A, The simplified plastome phylogeny with heatmaps showing the PAV of 27 charac-
ter states of 8 traits and the disparity for each trait realized at the genus level (see Supplemental Tables S10–S11). The circles (a and b) in the phy-
logeny indicate weakly supported nodes shown in Figure 1. The color scale bar indicates the range of disparity. The columns of disparity are sorted
by the mean values for all genera, with the highest value on the left. The eight traits (A–H) and their states are listed in the rightmost box; states
of trait E are detailed in Supplemental Figure S16. B, The relationship between mean disparity for all traits and species number across genera (see
Supplemental Table S11 for more details). Colors correspond to four clades in (A) or otherwise indicate genera either not assigned to a clade or
not included in the phylogeny in (A). C, Morphological evolutionary rate (i.e. the number of character changes myr) across Microlepidieae. Each
circle represents an internal node in the phylogeny in (A); circles a and b represent outlier nodes with rapid morphological changes.
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by the position of Pachycladon, which is sister to the crown
group plus Arabidella in the plastome tree (Figure 1), but sis-
ter to the crown group and Irenepharus in the rDNA phylog-
eny (Supplemental Figure S2). Regardless the cytonuclear
discordance, the four intra-tribal clades congruently recovered
in all phylogenetic analyses, allow for phylogenetically in-
formed analysis of postpolyploid genome diploidization and
cladogenesis in Microlepidieae.

Intra-tribal cladogenesis mirrors different speed of
postpolyploid diploidization
Whereas mesotetraploid genomes of the early branching
A. chrysodema/Menkea clade and the crown group have
been extensively diploidized, Arabidella and Pachycladon
genomes are slowly diploidizing (Figure 1). Chromosome
number of 2n = 20 shared by I. magicus and Pachycladon
species and the absence of an additional WGD, place
Irenepharsus with the slowly diploidizing Microlepidieae
genomes (Figure 1). The slowest diploidization occurred in
Arabidella via the formation of four fusion chromosomes re-
ducing the ancestral chromosome number from n = 15 to
n = 12 (Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b). Compared to Arabidella,
the crown-group species experienced up to a three times
more extensive chromosomal diploidization (n = 15 !
n = 4; Mand�akov�a et al., 2010a, 2017b). The four recovered
intra-tribal clades mirror the varied diploidization of
Microlepidieae genomes, suggesting that the intrinsic geno-
mic features underlying the extent of diploidization are
shared among genera and species within one clade.

Plastome variation reveals cytonuclear interactions
during postpolyploid diploidization
Establishing interactions between nuclear and plastome
genomes is essential to the evolutionary success of hybrid lin-
eages (Burton et al., 2013). In plant allopolyploids, chal-
lenges within the hybrid genomes might occur immediately
or after several generations (Sehrish et al., 2015; Gyorfy et al.,
2021) and can cause expression changes, homogenization, or
loss of nucleus-encoded plastid-targeted genes (Gong et al.,
2012, 2014; Sharbrough et al., 2021). In addition, accelerated
chloroplast genome evolution could have resulted from ex-
ogenous selection (Muir et al., 2015). We observed signifi-
cantly higher synonymous substitution rates in plastomes of
the fast-diploidizing Microlepidieae clades than in less diploi-
dized genomes of Arabidella, Irenepharsus, and Pachycladon
(Figure 4). Interestingly, higher synonymous substitution
rates were detected for duplicated nuclear genes in S. nutans
(the crown-group, 2n = 8) than those in Pachycladon exilis
(Heenan) Heenan & A.D.Mitch. (2n = 20; Mand�akov�a et al.,
2017a). Moreover, we found that plastid genes participating
in light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis showed differ-
ent signatures of selection pressure between clades with
fast versus slow genome diploidization. Thus, enzyme com-
plexes comprising both nucleus- and plastid-encoded subu-
nits might have different responses to a genome merger
after hybridization. In diploidizing polyploids, cytonuclear

interactions might be associated with the extent and tempo
of diploidization of the nuclear genome (Sharbrough et al.,
2017). While an increase in substitution rates of nuclear
genes in diploidizing polyploids has occurred in multiple line-
ages (Kagale et al., 2014; Mand�akov�a et al., 2017a; Guo et al.,
2021), the evolutionary responses of plastomes were rarely
addressed (Ferreira de Carvalho et al., 2019). Our results
demonstrate, for a mesopolyploid Brassicaceae clade, that
plastid genes may co-evolve with the nuclear genomes un-
dergoing slower or faster postpolyploid diploidization (PPD).
However, it remains unclear whether the cytonuclear interac-
tion could be a direct (intrinsic) consequence of PPD or
whether it can be linked to extrinsic factors such as climate
or environmental changes (Muir et al., 2015; Hu et al. 2015).
Similar studies in other mesopolyploid versus nonmesopoly-
ploid Brassicaceae tribes should shed more light on the fre-
quency and underlying factors of co-evolution of nuclear and
plastid genes during diploidization.

Postpolyploid diploidization and evolution of
morphological traits
After a WGD, polyploid genomes undergo diploidization po-
tentially resulting in a continuum of more or less reproduc-
tively isolated populations, and eventually species and clades.
Genome multiplication (autopolyploidy) or genome merger
(allopolyploidy) may trigger diverse diploidization trajectories
largely based on different fates of gene duplicates. The varia-
tion in morphological characters among the diploidizing
genomes and species is to a large extent controlled by gene
expression changes resulting from, for example, gene neo-
functionalization, gene fractionation/loss, or biased gene ex-
pression (Zhu et al., 2017; Stitzer and Ross-Ibarra, 2018; Wu
et al., 2018; Arya et al., 2021). These processes may have sev-
eral possible outcomes, such as morphological disparity de-
spite the shared ancestry, or morphological convergence
despite independent diploidization of polyploid genomes
(Tate and Simpson, 2003). In two Brassica L. species, B. olera-
cea L. and B. rapa L., similar morphotypes (e.g. cabbage ver-
sus Chinese cabbage) have evolved in parallel during
independent diploidization associated with domestication of
the mesohexaploid ancestral genome. In contrast, both
Brassica species exhibit considerable intra-specific morpho-
logical variation, such as leaf heading cabbages and tuber-
forming morphotypes (Cheng et al., 2016). Another meso-
hexaploid species, Moricandia arvensis (L.) DC., exhibits even
within-individual seasonal disparity of floral characters
(G�omez et al., 2020), whereby the seasonal plasticity may al-
low for exploitation of the same pollination niches due to
phenotypic convergence between only distantly related cru-
cifer species (G�omez et al., 2021). Some allopolyploid plant
species may morphologically resemble more one of the two
parental species due to biased gene expression after the ge-
nome merger (Alexander-Webber et al., 2016). Collectively,
morphological convergence or disparity may hamper retriev-
ing true phylogenetic relationship among species of diploidiz-
ing polyploid lineages.
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Morphological convergence was frequently observed across
Brassicaceae tribes (Hall et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2016; Hao
et al., 2017; Walden et al., 2020). In Microlepidieae, highly
supported phylogenetic analyses uncovered several instances
of convergent evolution of some morphological characters
and, conversely, considerable intra-tribal phenotypic dispar-
ity. For instance, Arabidella and Lemphoria show convergent
fruit morphology which was interpreted by Shaw (1965) as a
shared character justifying the merger of both genera.
Superficially similar leaves of L. procumbens and A. chryso-
dema led to the inclusion of the latter species in Arabidella
(Wege and Lepschi, 2007). On the contrary, two Cuphonotus
species were recognized as a genus on its own and believed
to be closely related to Phlegmatospermum based on fruit
morphology (Shaw, 1974). However, both Cuphonotus species
form a monophyletic clade with Lemphoria species, and
thus, both orbicular silicles (L. andraeana, L. humistrata) and
cylindrical siliques (remaining three Lemphoria species) are
found within a single genus. Comparable fruit-type disparity
is encountered in a yet taxonomically unsettled clade harbor-
ing A. chrysodema (elliptic latiseptate siliques) and two
Menkea species (obovoid silicles with a reduced or ab-
sent septum).
Our results indicate that morphological disparity does not

necessarily correspond with species richness of Microlepidieae
genera. The decoupling of morphological disparity and spe-
cies diversity is quite common and could highlight the impor-
tance of other intrinsic or extrinsic factors that drive the
morphological diversity (Oyston et al., 2016), for example,
geographical distribution (Chartier et al., 2017, 2021) and ad-
ditional WGDs (Walden et al., 2020). We noticed that clades/
genera with higher mean disparity have experienced faster ge-
nome diploidization (Figure 5B). However, our analysis of
morphological rate, congruently with recent studies in differ-
ent organisms (Parins-Fukuchi et al., 2021; Stull et al., 2021),
suggested overall low speed of character evolution with epi-
sodes of rapid changes that coincided with strong phyloge-
netic conflicts (Figure 5C). Therefore, the considerable
morphological convergence across Microlepidieae could be
best explained by gene-level diploidization that proceeded in
parallel despite different pace of their genome-level (struc-
tural) diploidization. Although WGDs of different ages per se
(without apparent diploidization) could alter phenotypic
traits in polyploids (McCarthy et al., 2016), our study provides
empirical evidence of the impact of PPD on morphological
disparity in a mesopolyploie plant clade. As WGD-
diploidization cycles occurred frequently during the angio-
sperm evolution, we propose that more polyploid models
and rigorous tests (Clark and Donoghue, 2018) should be de-
veloped to investigate the impact of these genomic processes
on evolution of morphological traits.
Although we have not examined the evolutionary trajec-

tory of morphological evolution in Microlepidieae in the
context of a robust nuclear phylogeny, our conclusions were
based on evolutionary patterns at the level of major clades,
whose monophyly has been consistently supported by

multiple sources of evidence (plastome, rDNA, genomic
repeats, and extent of chromosomal diploidization). In addi-
tion, the analysis of character PAV and disparity does not
rely on statistical tests based on a fully resolved species-level
phylogeny. Despite the apparent conflict with the plastome
tree, we detected congruent patterns based on rDNA phy-
logeny, that is, low rates of morphological changes in general,
a lack of phylogenetic signal in characters, and different di-
versification rates between annuals and perennials. Future
studies combining comparative genomic and functional anal-
yses should be able to identify the genetic basis underlying
phenotypic changes during diploidization.

Life-form transitions during postpolyploid
diversification
Our BAMM analyses revealed a continuous decrease in diver-
sification rates after the initial divergence of Microlepidieae c.
10Mya (Supplemental Figure S13A). The estimated mean
values of both speciation (0.36 species/myr) and extintion
rate (0.11 species/myr) were slightly higher than the recent
estimates of 0.31 and 0.08 species/myr, respectively (Huang
et al., 2020). The lack of shifts in speciation rate across the
Microlepidieae phylogeny supports the notion that diversifi-
cation was largely decoupled from WGDs and/or diploidiza-
tion (Tank et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2020;
Walden et al., 2020; but see Landis et al., 2018). In addition,
our BiSSE analyses pinpointed higher speciation rates in per-
ennials (0.468 species/myr) than annuals (0.107 species/myr),
with a stronger tendency of transition from perenniality to
annuality than in the opposite direction (Supplemental
Table S8). Contrary to the expectation that rates of molecu-
lar evolution are higher in annuals (reviewed by Friedman,
2020), higher speciation rates in perennials were observed in
several studies (e.g. Drummond et al., 2012; Azani et al.,
2019) but the causes behind these observation remain
unclear. In Microlepidieae, higher speciation rate in
Arabidella and Pachycladon could be tentatively linked to
their stable genome structures (Mand�akov�a et al., 2010b;
Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b), which may allow for frequent
homoploid hybridization (Becker et al., 2013; Joly et al.,
2014). The directional bias in life-form transition appeared to
be general in diverse herbaceous plant lineages (Bena et al.,
1998; Andreasen and Baldwin, 2001; Datson et al., 2008;
Lundgren and Marais, 2020), including Brassicaceae (Heidel
et al., 2016). Regardless of its lower chance of formation, the
perennial life style may have played an important role in ad-
aptation to arid (e.g. Arabidella) and montane (e.g.
Pachycladon, Drabastrum alpestre) habitats, as shown for
Arabideae (Karl and Koch, 2013) and other plant lineages
(Drummond et al., 2012; Jabbour and Renner, 2012; Ogburn
and Edwards, 2015).

Hybridization and autopolyploidy drive genome
evolution in Arabidella
The only known, but overlooked, chromosome number record
for any Arabidella species was 2n = 24 reported for A. trisecta
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from far northeastern South Australia (Rollins and R€udenberg,
1971). Herein, 2n = 24 was identified in A. trisecta from north-
eastern South Australia (AD223503) and chromosome paint-
ing analysis has confirmed the mesotetraploid status of this
plant (Figure 2). Other accessions of A. trisecta, A. filifolia, and
A. nasturtium had 2n = 48 resulting from an additional WGD
(s) (Figure 2; Mand�akov�a et al., 2017b). Altogether, these find-
ings support the view that the genus Arabidella is a polyploid
complex of closely related mesotetraploid (2n = 24) and neo-
mesotetraploid (2n = 48) genomes. Frequently reported inter-
mediate morphotypes and difficult species assignment (e.g.
Shaw, 1965; M. Edginton, unpublished observations) are
reflecting most likely recurrent autopolyploidization and hy-
bridization in Arabidella. Our analysis of homoeologous nu-
clear 5S rDNA sequences showed that all three populations of
A. nasturtium represented presumably homoploid inter-
species hybrids and suggest that the entire species could have
a hybridogenous origin. Further population-level investigation
is needed to assess the frequency of mesotetraploid and neo-
polyploid populations, as well as the level of inter-population
gene flow between populations of the four sympatric
Arabidella species.
Here, a tribe-wide analysis of 5S rDNA cluster graphs

detecting probable hybridization events was applied to a
Brassicaceae tribe. As hybridization in Brassicaceae is perva-
sive and genome-skimming data are accumulating, analysis
of homologous 5S rDNA sequences in a wider spectrum of
species may provide deeper insights into their origins and in-
congruent phylogenetic reconstructions.

Conclusions
Despite the prominence of genome duplication-
diploidization cycles in evolution of angiosperm lineages, the
role of postpolyploid diploidization in species divergence, in-
cluding the phenotypic convergence and disparity, remains
largely unknown. We addressed this question in the crucifer
tribe Microlepidieae exhibiting differently paced genome dip-
loidization and extensive morphological convergence. We
provide clear phylogenomic evidence that differently paced
postpolyploid diploidization was associated with (1) intra-
tribal cladogenesis, (2) morphological disparity, (3) selection
pressure on genes involved in cytonuclear interaction, and
(4) life-form transitions. Our results along with the close phy-
logenetic relatedness to A. thaliana make Microlepidieae an
excellent model system to investigate the evolutionary con-
sequences of postpolyploid genome evolution.

Materials and methods

Taxon sampling
The list of the analyzed accessions and outgroup species, as
well as the GenBank accessions of plastome and 35S rDNA
sequences, are provided in Supplemental Table S1.

Low-coverage whole-genome sequencing
NucleoSpin Plant II kit (Macherey-Nagel, D€uren, Germany)
was used to extract genomic DNA from fresh or silica-dried

leaves. DNA sequencing libraries were sequenced at the Core
Facility Genomics, CEITEC, Masaryk University. The Illumina
Miseq platform, generating 150-bp paired-end reads, was
used for sequencing.

Sequence assembly and annotation
The raw reads were filtered using the fastp-version 0.20.1 soft-
ware (Chen et al., 2018) with the following parameters: -z 4
-q 20 -u 30 -n 0 -f 5 -t 5. After quality control, cp genome as-
semblies were generated using NOVOPlasty (Dierckxsens
et al., 2017) or GetOrganelle (Jin et al., 2020). When
NOVOPlasty/GetOrganelle failed to return a complete as-
sembly, plastid sequences were selected from contigs assem-
bled with Velvet version 1.2.10 (Zerbino and Birney, 2008)
through comparison with the Arabidopsis (A. thaliana) chlo-
roplast genome (GenBank accession: NC_000932) and subse-
quently merged into a consensus linear sequence using
Geneious software (Kearse et al., 2012). To demonstrate the
accuracy of the assembled plastomes, we compared our as-
semblies with publicly available sequences in GenBank
(Supplemental Table S13). Using publicly available cp
genomes of Brassicaceae as the reference, the assembled plas-
tomes were annotated using Plann software (Huang and
Cronk, 2015) and manually curated with Sequin software. To
search for 35S rDNA sequences, the reads were assembled by
the Megahit software (Li et al., 2015) with the following
parameters: -m 80,000,000,000 -t 12. The resulting contigs
were mapped by the BWA software (Li and Durbin, 2009) to
the A. thaliana 35S rDNA sequences (GenBank accession:
X52322) and fully assembled 35S rDNA units (18S-ITS1-5.8S-
ITS2-26S) were selected for downstream analyses.

Sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis
For the cp data, we combined published cp genomes of 17
Brassicaceae species (Supplemental Table S1) with the gener-
ated sequences to build an alignment matrix of 76 protein-
coding genes (PCGs) following (Guo et al., 2017). Each PCG
was aligned by PRANK (Loytynoja and Goldman, 2008) and
subjected to Gblock (Castresana, 2000) to trim ambiguously
aligned regions. Then, the individual alignments were
concatenated. For 35S rDNA data, due to the variation
within the IGS sequences, only the unique 35S rDNA tran-
scription units (18S-ITS1-5.8S-ITS2-26S) were used for the se-
quence alignment using the Mafft software (Katoh and
Standley, 2013), and two ambiguous terminal regions were
removed based on the A. thaliana 35S rDNA sequences. For
both datasets, ML analyses were undertaken using IQ-tree
program (Nguyen et al., 2015) by searching for the best sub-
stitution models for each of the partitions. Node supports
were assessed with 1,000 rapid bootstrapping replicates. BI
trees and divergence times were coestimated using BEAST
version 2.5 (Bouckaert et al., 2019). The resulting trees were
visualized and edited in FigTree version 1.4.1 (http://tree.bio.
ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Tarenaya hassleriana (Chodat)
Iltis (Cleomaceae) was used to root the phylogenetic trees.
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Molecular dating based on plastome data
We used MCMCTree software implemented in the PAML4.9e
package (Yang, 2007) to estimate divergent times with a
codon-partitioned dataset from the concatenated 76 PCGs
(Supplemental Figure S8). The independent rates clock model
(Rannala and Yang, 2007) was applied with the gamma-
Dirichlet prior (Dos Reis et al., 2014) for the overall substitu-
tion rate (rgene gamma) setting at G (4, 90, 1). The three
parameters (birth rate λ, death rate μ, and sampling fraction
ρ) for the birth–death process were specified as λ = μ = 1 and
ρ = 0. Due to the lack of reliable fossil calibration points in
Brassicaceae (Franzke et al., 2016), we applied two secondary
calibration points from (Walden et al., 2020): the crown age of
Brassicaceae was set to 24.31–35.71Mya, and the crown age
of Camelineae was set to 5.56–9.78Mya. The analyses were
run for 5 million generations sampled every 500 generations
after a burn in of 500,000 iterations. Two separate MCMC
runs were compared for convergence with two different ran-
dom seeds and similar results were observed.

Repeatome identification and phylogenetic analysis
The unassembled reads obtained from low-coverage genome
sequencing were used for repetitive elements identification
by applying the RepeatExplorer 2 (RE2) pipeline based on
the graph-based clustering method (Novak et al., 2013,
2020). Reads were filtered as above described and then were
sampled as input for the RE2 pipeline. Because genome size
information was not available for most Microlepidieae spe-
cies, an average of 200,000 reads per genome were sampled
and analyzed using RE2 regardless of genome size. To verify
that this sample size was sufficient to analyze the repea-
tomes of Microlepidieae species, we repeated our analysis
with 400,000 reads per genome for selected species with dif-
ferent chromosome numbers and from different intra-tribal
clades and found that these results were comparable to the
200,000 read samples. The most abundant repeat clusters
(genome proportion 40.01% of the total input reads) were
annotated and only the most abundant repeat types were
summarized (Supplemental Table S3). Comparative cluster-
ing analyses were performed for Microlepidieae species by
RE2 with default parameters. The repeat-sequence similarity
matrices obtained from the comparative clustering analyses
were employed to infer phylogenetic relationships using the
most abundant clusters (Vitales et al., 2020). Briefly, the
more similar repeats of two species have the higher number
of edges between the reads of those species. These similarity
matrices were transformed into distance matrices. Then, the
pairwise genetic distance matrices were used to construct an
NJ tree by using the NJ function in ape package for each
abundant cluster (genome proportion 40.01%). Finally, a
consensus network was constructed by using SplitsTree5
(Bagci et al., 2021) in Newick format from all NJ trees
(Supplemental Figure S5). Custom R scripts were used to
process RE2 output data and phylogenetic analyses.

Chromosome preparation and cytogenetic analysis
For chromosome preparations, inflorescences with young
flower buds were collected in fixative (3:1 ratio of ethanol
96% and glacial acetic acid, v/v) and kept cold until analysis.
Mitotic and meiotic (pachytene) chromosome preparations
were prepared from the fixed young flower buds containing
immature anthers as described by Lysak and Mand�akov�a
(2013) and Mand�akov�a and Lysak (2016). Chromosome
preparations were treated with 100μg mL–1 RNase in 2� so-
dium saline citrate (SSC; 20� SSC: 3-M sodium chloride,
300-mM trisodium citrate, pH 7.0) for 60min and with
0.1mg ml–1 pepsin in 0.01 M HCl at 37�C for 5min; then
postfixed in 4% formaldehyde in 2� SSC (v/v) for 10min,
washed in 2� SSC twice for 5min, and dehydrated in an
ethanol series (70%, 90%, and 100%, v/v, 2min each). The
BAC clone T15P10 (AF167571) of Arabidopsis bearing 35S
rRNA gene repeats was used for in situ localization of nucle-
olar organizer regions (NORs), and the Arabidopsis clone
pCT4.2 (M65137), corresponding to a 500-bp 5S rDNA re-
peat, was used for localization of 5S rDNA loci. Fluorescently
labeled chromosome-specific Arabidopsis BAC contigs, repre-
senting three ancestral crucifer genomic blocks (Lysak et al.,
2016), were used to paint pachytene chromosomes (block A:
32 BACs covering 6.85Mb of the Arabidopsis chromosome
At1; M-N: 45 BACs of Arabidopsis chromosome At3,
7.49Mb; U: 48 BACs of At4, 8.67Mb). All DNA probes were
labeled with biotin-dUTP, digoxigenin-dUTP, or Cy3-dUTP by
nick translation as described. Selected labeled DNA probes
were pooled together, ethanol precipitated, dissolved in a
20mL mixture containing 50% formamide (v/v), 10% dextran
sulfate (w/v) and 2� SSC, and pipetted onto each of the mi-
croscopic slides. The slides were heated at 80�C for 2min
and incubated at 37�C overnight. Hybridized probes were vi-
sualized either as the direct fluorescence of Cy3-dUTP (yel-
low) or through fluorescently labeled antibodies against
biotin-dUTP (red) and digoxigenin-dUTP (green). Biotin-
dUTP was detected by Avidin Texas Red and amplified by
goat anti-avidin biotin and Avidin Texas Red; digoxigenin-
dUTP was detected by mouse anti-digoxigenin and goat
anti-Alexa Fluor 488. Chromosomes were counterstained
with 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; 2mg mL–1) in
Vectashield antifade. Fluorescence signals were analyzed and
photographed using a Zeiss Axioimager epifluorescence mi-
croscope and a CoolCube camera (MetaSystems, Heidelberg,
Germany). Individual images were merged and processed us-
ing the Photoshop CS software (Adobe Systems, San Jose,
CA, USA).

Hybridization events detection
The plant 5S rDNA includes c. 120-bp conserved coding re-
gion and variable IGSs. In graphic clustering analysis of 5S
rDNA, the regular circular structures were observed in most
diploid-like species, while the complex structures indicate po-
tential hybrids (Garcia et al., 2020). We used graph clustering
method implemented in the RepeatExplorer2 to analyze
homoeologous 5S rDNA arrays at the genomic level searching
for hybridogenic origin of the Microlepidieae species. Typically,
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200,000 of pair-end reads were used as input for clustering.
Then, in order to estimate the possible combination across
our dataset, we used the HyDe program (Blischak et al., 2018)
to predict the potential hybrids and parental species. By using
35S rDNA and plastome sequence matrixes, HyDe program
outputs the possible combinations (Supplemental Table S4).
We then summarized the HyDe results by recoding potential
triplet combination to further test the intra- or inter-generic
hybridization events. Finally, we carried out a comparative
three-genomic analysis implemented in RepeatExplorer plat-
form to test whether hybridization happened and to track the
putative progenitor species.

Mutation rate and selection pressure analysis
Individual species-specific mutation rates from cp genome
were calculated using the equation R = m/(nT), where R is
the rate of mutation per site per year, m is the number of
observed mutation sites, n is the number of total nucleotide
sites, and T is the divergence time of a node, as described by
(Dong et al., 2020; Supplemental Table S5). We did not con-
sider the multiple times of mutation on the same mutated
site and nonobserved site. Codeml in the PAML package
(Yang, 2007) was used to calculate the rates of nonsynony-
mous substitutions (Ka), synonymous substitutions (Ks), and
their ratio (Ka/Ks) for Microlepidieae plastome PCGs
(Supplemental Tables S6 and S7). The Crucihimalayeae spe-
cies C. himalaica was used as a reference. As the accurate de-
tection of genomic variations requires high read coverage
(Sims et al., 2014), we calculated the sequencing depth for all
plastome assemblies (Supplemental Table S2) following
Negm et al. (2021).

Morphological trait matrix and analyses
We compiled a phenotypic dataset for Microlepidieae genera
based on our proposed taxonomic treatment (Lysak et al.,
2022). The matrix scored the absence (0) and presence (1)
for 27 character states in eight discrete characters, including
two general traits (life history and hairs/trichomes) and six re-
productive ones in fruit and seed morphologies. To assess the
PAV of these characters across genera, we calculated the
morphological disparity (Walden et al., 2020), which indicated
the fraction of character-state presence for each genus. Using
the method developed by Parins-Fukuchi et al. (2021; https://
figshare. com/ articles/ dtaset/ pf_ stull_ smith_ tgz/
13190816/ 2, last accessed in July 20th, 2021), we estimated
the number of character transitions along each branch using
parsimony and further calculated the morphological evolu-
tionary rates using the time estimates obtained from molecu-
lar dating analyses. To determine whether the presence/
absence of character states occurred in more closely related
taxa, that is, showed phylogenetic signal, we tested their cor-
relation with plastome phylogeny using a recently developed
approach that was specifically designed for categorical traits
(Borges et al., 2019). For both analyses, we presented results
based on a simplified version of the dated plastome phylog-
eny. Because the true species relationships remain unclear,

we repeated the analyses using a simplified version of the
dated ML tree of rDNA as the input phylogeny.

State-independent diversification analyses
First, we inferred the ancestral state of life form trait and the
overall pattern of macroevolutionary rates in Microlepideae
species. Based on the time-calibrated BEAST phylogeny in-
ferred with the plastome data, we employed BAMM version
2.5.0 (Rabosky et al., 2014, 2017) to estimate rates of specia-
tion (λ), extinction (μ), and net diversification (γ) for the
Microlepidieae tribe at the genus level. After pruning out-
groups, a total of 42 Microlepidieae accessions were used for
BAMM analyses. According to a list of currently known
Microlepidieae species, we accounted for nonrandom and in-
complete taxon sampling by giving a percentage to each of
the sampled and monophyletic genus; the overall sampling
fraction was set to 0.88 assuming that the eight missing taxa
were separate lineages across the phylogeny. The BAMM pri-
ors were generated with the function setBAMMpriors imple-
mented in the R package BAMMtools (Rabosky et al., 2014)
assuming one rate shift. We ran MCMC chains for 1 million
generations with default settings, discarding the first 10% of
samples as burn in. We checked the convergence of MCMC
runs by plotting the trace of the log-likelihood as well as de-
termining their effective sample sizes (4200) using the coda
package in R (Plummer et al., 2006).

Ancestral state reconstruction for life forms and
state-dependent diversification
We reconstructed the ancestral state of life forms for
Microlepidieae species on the BEAST phylogeny of plastomes
using the “ace” function in the ape R package. Trait data
were taken from Mand�akov�a et al. (2017b) and coded as 0
for annuals and 1 for perennials. Using the diversitree R
package, we fitted two BiSSE models with unconstrained and
constrained speciation rate (λ) to test whether the rate in
perennials (λ1) was significantly increased compared with
that in annuals (λ0). As described above for the state-
independent analyses, we assumed a gross sampling fraction
of 0.88 to account for incomplete sampling. As we included
multiple accessions for Arabidella species, we further miti-
gated potential sampling bias by removing 7 tips from the
dated plastome phylogeny to make pairwise species diver-
gence time to be no less than 0.36Mya, that is, the least di-
vergence time between known species (P. cheesemanii and P.
exilis). The best-fit model was selected based on the Akaike
information criterion. Because we were estimating six param-
eters for a small tree with only 43 tips, we ran the MCMC
analysis for 10,000 steps using an exponential prior with a
rate of 1/(2r), where r is the diversification rate of the charac-
ter. In addition, we employed the HiSSE framework imple-
mented in the R package HiSSE version 1.9.19 (Beaulieu and
O’Meara, 2016) to test the impact of any unmeasured factors
(i.e. hidden states) on diversification rates in species with dif-
ferent life forms. We tested five models including: (1) the
BiSSE model without any hidden effect; (2) three HiSSE mod-
els with two hidden states (A and B) vary independently
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(HiSSE) or constrained with one of the life form states
(HiSSE.0 and HiSSE.1); and (3) a null model with character-
independent diversification (CID-2).

Accession numbers
All raw reads generated in this study are available from the
NCBI database under the BioProject PRJNA752007. The assem-
bled chloroplast genomes and 35S rDNA sequences are avail-
able from the GenBank under accession numbers OL364706–
OL364744 and OL339480–OL339518, respectively.
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Abstract

The taxonomic limits of Arabidella, Cuphonotus, and Lemphoria (Brassicaceae, Microlepidieae) are revised based on 
a critical evaluation of morphology in light of recent cytogenomic and molecular phylogenetic findings. As a result, 
Lemphoria is re-established to include two species previously placed in Cuphonotus and two in Arabidella. Lemphoria 
queenslandica is described as a new species, and the new combinations L. andraeana, L. eremigena, L. humistrata, and L. 
procumbens are  proposed. Keys to distinguish Arabidella and Lemphoria species and an expanded generic description of 
Lemphoria are provided.

Keywords: Arabidella, Australia, Brassicaceae, Cuphonotus, Lemphoria, New Zealand

Introduction

The Microlepidieae (Brassicaceae) was recognized as a monophyletic tribe comprising cruciferous genera endemic to 
Australia and New Zealand (Warwick et al., 2010). Monophyly  of the tribe has been confirmed by several phylogenetic 
analyses (e.g., Heenan et al., 2012; Mandáková et al., 2017; Zuo et al., 2022). The Microlepidieae included 16 genera 
and 56 species (Heenan et al., 2012), all of which except the New Zealand Pachycladon Hooker (1867: 724) (11 
species) are endemic to the Australian mainland and adjacent islands (e.g., Kangaroo Island, Tasmania). Among the 15 
Australian genera, Stenopetalum R.Br. ex Candolle (1821: 513) (10 spp.) and Arabidella (Mueller 1853: 368) Schulz 
(1924: 177) (7 spp.) were the largest, while Cuphonotus Schulz (1933: 92) (2 spp.) was among the smallest. The 
taxonomic accounts of the Australian taxa treated by Schulz (1924), Shaw (1965, 1974), and Hewson (1982) formed 
the basic background on which the molecular data are compared.
 Cytogenomic and phylogenetic analyses have shown that a common ancestor of the tribe Microlepidieae underwent 
a shared whole-genome duplication. The allotetraploid genome(s) with presumably 30 chromosomes (n = 15) have 
diverged into new species, genera, and intra-tribal clades that exhibit varying degrees of genome (re)diploidization 
(Mandáková et al., 2010a, b; 2017). The different pace of genome diploidization was also encountered among 
Arabidella species (Mandáková et al., 2017). While A. trisecta (Mueller 1853: 368) Schulz (1924: 179) (2n = 24, 
48) has 12 chromosomes in the base chromosome set, A. eremigena (Mueller 1861: 143) Shaw (1965: 197) has only
six   chromosome pairs (2n = 12), and the two species formed two different clades within the tribe.   The most recent
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plastome-based phylogenetic tree of Microlepidieae (Zuo et al., 2022) has confirmed the previous conclusion that the 
genus Arabidella is not monophyletic (Heenan et al., 2012; Mandáková et al., 2017), and the two major intra-generic 
clades differ by the level of post-polyploid genome diploidization.
 The highly resolved plastome phylogeny (Figure 1; Zuo et al., 2022) recovered the Arabidella species as three 
distinct clades, consistent with the different extent of their post-polyploid diploidization and previous analyses of 
two single-copy nuclear genes (Mandáková et al., 2017), and grouped both Cuphonotus species with the rapidly 
diploidizing Arabidella      species. Here we reflect these phylogenomic data by resurrecting the genus Lemphoria Schulz  
(1924: 267) to accommodate two former Arabidella species [A. eremigena, A. procumbens (Tate 1885: 67) Shaw 
(1965: 200)] and to embrace both Cuphonotus species [C. andraeanus (Mueller 1885: 49) Shaw (1974: 157) and 
C. humistratus (Mueller 1878: 25) Schulz (1933: 92]. Lemphoria queenslandica is described as new, and the newly
circumscribed Arabidella contains four species, namely A. nasturtium (Mueller 1853: 368) Shaw (1965: 191), A.
filifolia (Mueller 1853: 368) Shaw (1965: 188), A. glaucescens Shaw (1965: 184), and A. trisecta (Mueller 1853: 368)
Schulz (1924: 179), and a potentially new species (Figure 1; Zuo et al., 2022). The strongly supported phylogenetic
affinity of A. chrysodema and some Menkea Lehm. (Figure 1; Zuo et al., 2022) suggests further study  and formal
taxonomic treatment of this species.

FIGURE 1. A simplified phylogenetic scheme of the tribe Microlepidieae based on whole chloroplast genome sequences (adapted from 
Zuo et al., 2022). Three monophyletic clades (Arabidella sensu stricto, Lemphoria, and Menkea/A. chrysodema) within the former broadly 
circumscribed genus Arabidella are displayed in bold.
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Arabidella and Lemphoria can    be easily separated as follows:

1a. Shrubs or subshrubs, rarely annual herbs; lower leaves 2-, 3- or rarely multisect into linear to filiform lobes; nectar glands confluent, 
median glands present; ovules 20–90 per ovary; fruits linear, subterete or slightly latiseptate ..........................................Arabidella

1b. Annual herbs; lower leaves pinnatifid to pinnatisect; nectar glands lateral, not confluent, median glands absent; ovules 6–70 per 
ovary; fruits  oblong to linear siliques, or elliptic to suborbicular silicles, subterete or angustiseptate .............................. Lemphoria

Following the transfer of two of the six species of Arabidella sensu Shaw (1965) to Lemphoria, the remaining species 
can be distinguished by the following key.

1a. Annual herbs with basal leaf rosette at least during flowering; stems without bark ......................................................A. nasturtium
1b. Woody shrubs or subshrubs without basal leaf rosette; stems usually  with some bark.
2a. Fruiting pedicel divaricate to horizontal or slightly recurved; all leaves undivided, rarely some 2- or 3-sect ................... A. filifolia
2b. Fruiting pedicels suberect to ascending, straight; almost all leaves 2-,                    3-, or multisect.
3a. Stems glabrous; flowers in corymb; fruit 1–2.5 mm wide; gynophore (0.8–)1–2.2 mm long .....................................A. glaucescens
3b. Stems often papillate; flowers in lax raceme; fruit 0.8–1.5 mm wide; gynophore 0.1–0.5 mm long ................................. A. trisecta

Taxonomy

Lemphoria Schulz (1924: 267).

Type: L. procumbens (Tate) O.E.Schulz.
Cuphonotus Schulz (1933: 92), syn. nov. Lectotype (designated by Shaw 1974: 154): C. humistratus (F.Muell.) O.E.Schulz.

Herbs, annual. Trichomes absent or simple and slender, crisped or straight. Multicellular glands absent. Stems 
herbaceous, erect to ascending or decumbent, several from base, branched throughout, leafy, unarmed. Basal leaves 
rosulate or not, entire, pinnatifid to pinnatisect, subfleshy or not; cauline leaves more or less similar to basal leaves, 
short petiolate to subsessile, not auriculate at base, uppermost leaves entire. Racemes many flowered, ebracteate, 
corymbose, elongated considerably in fruit, rarely reduced to solitary flowers on pedicels originating from basal 
rosette; rachis straight; fruiting pedicels suberect to  ascending or divaricate, persistent. Sepals ovate to oblong or 
elliptic, free, deciduous, spreading to reflexed, equal, base of lateral pair not saccate; petals white or yellow, spreading, 
subequaling to longer than sepals; blade oblanceolate to linear or obovate to suborbicular, apex obtuse; claw obscurely 
to strongly differentiated from blade, shorter than sepals, glabrous, unappendaged, entire; stamens 6, slightly exserted, 
erect to spreading, slightly tetradynamous; filaments wingless, unappendaged, glabrous, free, distinctly dilated at base; 
anthers ovate, obtuse at apex; nectar glands lateral, at both sides of lateral stamens, median glands absent; ovules 6−70 
per ovary; placentation parietal. Fruit dehiscent, capsular, linear to oblong siliques or elliptic to suborbicular silicles, 
subterete or angustiseptate, not inflated, unsegmented; valves papery, prominently to obscurely veined, glabrous, not 
keeled, smooth, wingless, unappendaged; gynophore absent or    obsolete; replum rounded, visible; septum complete, 
membranous, veinless or with an obscure  midvein; style obsolete or 0.1−1 mm long, persistent; stigma capitate, entire 
or slightly 2-lobed, unappendaged. Seeds uniseriate or biseriate, wingless or margined, oblong to ellipsoid, plump or 
slightly flattened; seed coat minutely reticulate to nearly smooth, copiously mucilaginous when wetted; cotyledons 
incumbent.

Distribution: Endemic to Australia.

Key to Lemphoria species

1a. Fruit elliptic to suborbicular, strongly angustiseptate silicles; ovules 6−14   per ovary; seeds uniseriate.
2a. Plants pubescent; fruit valves smooth; petals 1−1.5 mm long; at least some leaves pinnatifid ....................................  L. andraeana
2b. Plants glabrous to subglabrous; fruit valves conspicuously reticulate; petals 2−3 mm long; all leaves usually entire ....................... 

 ........................................................................................................................................................................................ L. humistrata
1b. Fruit oblong or linear, subterete or slightly angustiseptate siliques;  ovules 20−70 per ovary; seeds biseriate.
3a. Fruit oblong to ellipsoid, 2−2.5 mm wide; ovules 20−40 per ovary; cauline leaves broadly spatulate to obovate, 3−5-lobed ........... 

 .................................................................................................................................................................................. L. queenslandica
3b. Fruit linear, 0.6−1.4 mm wide; ovules 50−70 per ovary; cauline leaves  narrowly oblanceolate, (3−)5−15-lobed.
4a. Plants pilose throughout; petals 2.5–4 × 0.9–2 mm ........................................................................................................L. eremigena
4b. Plants glabrous; petals 1.4–2.2 × 0.4–0.7 mm .............................................................................................................. L. procumbens
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FIGURE 2. Photo of the holotype of Lemphoria queenslandica at the Queensland Herbarium  (BRI).
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1. Lemphoria andraeana (F.Muell.) Al-Shehbaz & Lysak, comb. nov. Basionym: Capsella                       andraeana Mueller (1885: 49).
2. Lemphoria eremigena (F.Muell.) Al-Shehbaz & Lysak, comb. nov. Basionym: Sisymbrium  eremigenum Mueller (1861: 143).
3. Lemphoria humistrata (F.Muell.) Al-Shehbaz & Lysak, comb. nov. Basionym: Capsella                   humistrata Mueller (1878: 25).
4. Lemphoria procumbens (Tate) Schulz (1924: 268). Sisymbrium procumbens Tate, (1885: 67).
5. Lemphoria queenslandica Edginton, Al-Shehbaz & Lysak, sp. nov.

Diagnosis:—Lemphoria queenslandica is easily distinguished from the related L. procumbens and L. eremigena by having ellipsoid to 
oblong (vs. linear) fruits 2–2.5 (vs. 0.6–1.4) mm wide, 20–40 (vs. ca. 50–70) ovules per ovary, and broadly spatulate to obovate and 
3–5-lobed (vs. narrowly oblanceolate and [3–]5–15-lobed) cauline leaves. It also differs from L. procumbens by being pubescent 
throughout (vs. glabrous).

Type:—AUSTRALIA, Queensland, Kentucky Holding, at Dawson River, ca. 48 km NE of Injune, S Central Qld., 25°31‘29“S, 
148°53‘32“E, 25 Oct 2011, C. Eddie CPE1965 (Holotype: BRI AQ-819733). Figure 2.

Description:—Herbs annual, usually pubescent with spreading trichomes 0.3–0.6 mm long. Stems erect, ca. 40 cm 
tall, branched. Basal leaves not seen. Cauline leaves obovate to broadly spatulate in outline, strongly 3- or pinnately 
5-lobed, to 7 cm long, gradually smaller on the stem distally, sparsely to moderately pubescent; petiole 0.4–2 cm long;
lobes dentate, subacute, laterals smaller than terminal one. Racemes corymbose, 20–40-flowered, elongated in fruit;
rachis straight; fruiting pedicels ascending to divaricate, 8–16.5 mm long, sparsely to moderately pubescent. Sepals
oblong-ovate, ca. 2.5 mm long, sparsely pubescent, hyaline margined; petals white or possibly yellow, ca. 4 × 2 mm,
suborbicular, narrowed to claw ca. 2 mm long;  stamens 6, tetradynamous, 2–3 mm long; anthers oblong; ovary sparsely
pubescent, 20–40 ovuled. Fruits dehiscent, ellipsoid to oblong, 4–6.5 × 2–2.5 mm, sessile, slightly angustiseptate,
reticulate veined, sparsely pubescent to subglabrous; septum complete, translucent; style 0.5–0.8 mm long; stigma
entire. Seeds uniseriate, oblong to ovoid, plump, 0.7–1 × ca. 0.5 mm, brownish, finely papillate, mucilaginous when
wetted; cotyledons incumbent.

Phenology:—As the novel species is only known from the type specimen collected on October 25, it is not possible 
to draw firm conclusions on the length and timing of the fruiting       and flowering seasons. However, the inflorescence 
of the type specimen has mature fruits proximally and new flowers and buds distally. This implies that the species has 
quite a lengthy flowering and fruiting season.

Etymology:—The species epithet is named after the Australian state Queensland.
 Distribution:—The species is known thus far only from the type collection on the  Dawson River, 48 km NE of 
Injune, south-central Queensland.

Discussion:—Lemphoria queenslandica is most closely related to L. eremigena and L. procumbens, which it 
resembles by having siliques and biseriate seeds. It differs from both of      them by the ellipsoid to oblong and slightly 
angustiseptate (vs. linear and subterete) fruits 2–2.5 (vs. 0.6−1.4) mm wide, fewer (20−40 vs. 50−70) ovules per 
ovary, and broadly spatulate to obovate (vs. narrowly oblanceolate) and 3−5-lobed [vs. (3−)5−15-lobed] cauline 
leaves. It differs from the other two species of the genus (L. andraeana and L. humistrata) by the oblong and slightly 
angustiseptate siliques (vs. strongly angustiseptate and elliptic to suborbicular silicles) and biseriate (vs. uniseriate) 
seeds in each fruit locule.
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Abstract
KINETOCHORE NULL2 (KNL2) plays key role in the recognition of centromeres and new CENH3 deposition. To gain
insight into the origin and diversification of the KNL2 gene, we reconstructed its evolutionary history in the plant
kingdom. Our results indicate that the KNL2 gene in plants underwent three independent ancient duplications in
ferns, grasses, and eudicots. Additionally, we demonstrated that previously unclassified KNL2 genes could be divided
into two clades αKNL2 and βKNL2 in eudicots and γKNL2 and δKNL2 in grasses, respectively. KNL2s of all clades en-
code the conserved SANTA domain, but only the αKNL2 and γKNL2 groups additionally encode the CENPC-kmotif. In
the more numerous eudicot sequences, signatures of positive selection were found in both αKNL2 and βKNL2 clades,
suggesting recent or ongoing adaptation. The confirmed centromeric localization of βKNL2 and mutant analysis sug-
gests that it participates in loading of new CENH3, similarly to αKNL2. A high rate of seed abortion was found in
heterozygous βknl2 plants and the germinated homozygous mutants did not develop beyond the seedling stage.
Taken together, our study provides a new understanding of the evolutionary diversification of the plant kinetochore
assembly gene KNL2, and suggests that the plant-specific duplicated KNL2 genes are involved in centromere and/or
kinetochore assembly for preserving genome stability.

Key words: adaptive evolution, CENH3, centromere, endopolyploidy, gene duplication, kinetochore, KNL2.

Introduction
Centromeres are specific chromosomal regions where ki-
netochore protein complexes assemble in mitosis andmei-
osis to attach chromosomes to the spindle microtubules,
and thus, are responsible for accurate segregation of chro-
mosomes. Loss of centromere and kinetochore function
causes chromosome missegregation, aneuploidy, and cell
death (Fachinetti et al. 2013; McKinley and Cheeseman
2016; Barra and Fachinetti 2018). Centromere identity is
specified epigenetically by the presence of the histone
H3 variant termed CENH3 (also named CENP-A in
mammals) which triggers the assembly of a functional ki-
netochore (Talbert et al. 2002). The kinetochore com-
plexes are formed by dozens of proteins including the
constitutive centromere-associated network complexes
and outer kinetochore modules (Cheeseman and Desai
2008; Musacchio and Desai 2017; Hara and Fukagawa
2018).

KINETOCHORE NULL2 (KNL2, also termed M18BP1;
Moree et al. 2011; Lermontova et al. 2013) plays a key
role in new CENH3 deposition after replication. In verte-
brates, M18BP1 (KNL2) is part of the Mis18 complex, in-
cluding additionally Mis18α and Mis18β proteins.
However, Mis18α and Mis18β in plants have not yet
been identified. The human Mis18 complex is transiently
present at centromeres prior to new CENH3 incorporation
(Fujita et al. 2007); in chicken and Xenopus, the M18BP1
protein is present at centromeres throughout the cell cycle
(French et al. 2017; Hori et al. 2017). In plants, KNL2 loca-
lizes at centromeres through the cell cycle, except from
metaphase to late anaphase (Lermontova et al. 2013).
The KNL2 proteins identified so far contain the character-
istic SANTA (SANT-associated) domain (Zhang et al.
2006), a protein module of �90 amino acids which in
some organisms is accompanied by a SANT/Myb-like pu-
tative DNA-binding domain. The functional role of
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SANTA and SANT domains has remained obscure for a
long time. For instance, an interaction of KNL2 homolo-
gues containing the SANT/Myb domain with DNA has
not yet been demonstrated, while Arabidopsis thaliana
KNL2, which lacks this domain, showed DNA-binding cap-
ability in vitro and an association with the centromeric re-
peat PAL1 in vivo (Sandmann et al. 2017). Deletion of the
SANTA domain in Arabidopsis KNL2 has not impaired its
targeting to centromeres (Lermontova et al. 2013) nor dis-
rupted its interaction with DNA (Sandmann et al. 2017). In
Xenopus, a direct interaction of M18BP1 with CENH3 nu-
cleosomes also did not require the SANTA domain (French
et al. 2017). However, M18BP1 localizes at centromeres
during metaphase—prior to CENH3 loading—by binding
to CENP-C using the SANTA domain (French and
Straight 2019).

A conserved CENPC-k motif, which is highly similar to
the previously described CENPC motif of the CENP-C pro-
tein (Sugimoto et al. 1994; Talbert et al. 2004; Kato et al.
2013), was identified on the C-terminal part of the KNL2
homologues in a wide spectrum of eukaryotes (Kral
2016; Sandmann et al. 2017). The importance of this do-
main for the centromeric targeting of KNL2 was demon-
strated in Arabidopsis (Sandmann et al. 2017), Xenopus
(French et al. 2017), and chicken (Hori et al. 2017).
Moreover, direct binding of CENPC-k to CENH3 nucleo-
somes was shown (French et al. 2017; Hori et al. 2017).
In Xenopus, KNL2, similar to CENP-C, recruits the CENH3
chaperone HJURP to centromeres for new CENH3 assem-
bly, and CENP-C competes with KNL2 for binding new
CENH3 at centromeres (French et al. 2017). KNL2 in eu-
therian mammals lacks a CENPC-k motif (Kral 2016;
Sandmann et al. 2017), and centromeric localization of hu-
man KNL2 may be achieved by direct binding of the
SANTA domain to CENP-C (French and Straight 2019).
Depletion of KNL2 in different organisms causes defects
in CENH3 assembly (Fujita et al. 2007; Lermontova et al.
2013; French et al. 2017). For instance, knockout of
M18BP1 as well as other components of the Mis18 com-
plex in human HeLa cells with RNAi abolished centromeric
recruitment of newly synthesized CENP-A, leading to
chromosome missegregation and interphase micronuclei
(Fujita et al. 2007). Embryos of homozygous mis18α
mutant of mouse showed decreased DNAmethylation, in-
creased centromeric transcription, misaligned chromo-
somes, anaphase bridges, and lagging chromosomes,
which was accompanied by embryo lethality (Kim
et al. 2012). Unlike in mammals, the homozygous knl2mu-
tant of Arabidopsis is viable despite reduced CENH3 levels
and mitotic andmeiotic abnormalities resulting in reduced
growth rate and fertility (Lermontova et al. 2013). The fact
that in the knl2mutant CENH3 is still localized at the cen-
tromeres suggests that this is not the only mechanism re-
sponsible for the centromeric loading of CENH3 in plants.

Although the functions of KNL2 are gradually being un-
covered, research is still limited to a fewmodel species, and
in particular, the precise molecular mechanism of KNL2
interaction remains to be clarified. Up to now, robust

phylogenetic analyses of the KNL2 gene across large evolu-
tionary time scales have not been reported. A better un-
derstanding of KNL2 evolution may yield important
insights into its role in CENH3 deposition and kinetochore
assembly. To reconstruct the evolutionary history of the
KNL2 gene in plants, we compiled a data set of the proteins
encoded by KNL2 genes across major plant lineages from
available genomic resources. Our phylogenetic analyses in-
dicate that the KNL2 gene in plants underwent three inde-
pendent ancient duplications in ferns, grasses, and
eudicots. We show that previously unclassified KNL2 genes
in eudicots could be divided into two clades (αKNL2 and
βKNL2). Both clades encode the conserved SANTA do-
main, but only the αKNL2 group additionally encodes
the conserved CENPC-k motif. Signatures of positive selec-
tion were found in both clades. Two additional KNL2
clades (γKNL2 and δKNL2) were identified in grasses.
Similar to the divergence of αKNL2 and βKNL2 proteins,
γKNL2 proteins retain the CENPC-k motif, while δKNL2
proteins have a shortened motif that resembles part of
CENPC-k. In addition, analysis of RNA-seq data in
Arabidopsis shows the βKNL2 gene expression in nearly
all tissues is considerably higher than the expression of
αKNL2. Moreover, we provide the first evidence that
βKNL2 localizes to centromeric regions in Arabidopsis.
Mutant analysis of βKNL2 suggests that it participates in
the loading of new CENH3 similarly to αKNL2. Taken to-
gether, our study provides a new understanding of the
evolutionary origin and function of plant-specific dupli-
cated KNL2 as a kinetochore assembly factor.

Results
Search for KNL2 Genes in Plants Led to the Finding
and Re-annotation of a New KNL2 Variant in
Arabidopsis
The KNL2 protein contains a conserved module desig-
nated as SANTA due to its association with the SANT do-
main. Although most metazoans have only one gene
coding for a SANTA domain-containing protein, two genes
(At5g02520 and At1g58210) were identified in Arabidopsis
(Zhang et al. 2006). Since the predicted protein encoded
by the At1g58210 gene contained in addition to the
SANTA domain, a protein interaction kinase domain 1
(KIP1) and the C-terminal chromosome maintenance
structural domain (SMC_Prok_B), completely atypical
for previously described KNL2 proteins, we had previously
excluded it from our research and focused on At5g02520
(Lermontova et al. 2013).

However, based on the updated Araport-11 annotation
(TAIR and Phytozome 13 database) and our in silico ana-
lysis, we found that the At1g58210 gene encodes a protein
of 281 amino acids including the SANTA domain but ex-
cluding KIP1 and SMC_Prok_B. We designated it as
βKNL2 and the previously characterized KNL2 as αKNL2
(fig. 1A), in which full-length alpha and beta KNL2 have
only 41.5% identity.
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To investigate the origin and evolution of KNL2 genes,
we constructed a comprehensive proteome data set across
major plant lineages including 90 representative species
(fig. 1B,C). We performed a genome-wide search using
the Arabidopsis αKNL2 (At5g02520) amino acid sequence
and its conserved domains as the query for a local
BLASTP search against the data set (supplementary fig.
S1, Supplementary Material online). In total, 148 homolo-
gous conceptual protein sequences encoded by KNL2
genes were identified in plant lineages including bryo-
phytes (3 species:3 sequences), lycophytes (1:1), ferns
(3:5), gymnosperms (7:7), and angiosperm species
(67:132; fig. 1B,D; supplementary table S1and file S1,
Supplementary Material online). For lycophytes, the
KNL2 gene was retrieved by TBLASTN search from
Selaginella moellendorffii genome. Comparison with gen-
omic and cDNA sequences in S. moellendorffii revealed
that there is an intron right in the CENPC-k motif
(supplementary file S2, Supplementary Material online).
While the KNL2 gene was detected in all investigated
angiosperm species and ferns, it has not been identified
in 4 out of 11 gymnosperm species investigated (Cycas mi-
cholitzii, Ginkgo biloba, Gnetummontanum, and Taxus bac-
cata). The failure to find KNL2 in these species is likely
because of incompletely assembled proteomes of gymnos-
perms at the time they were downloaded from the PLAZA
genome database, not because of its absence in their gen-
omes. Additionally, the KNL2 gene also was not retrieved in
any of the five algal species we examined. Based on the
quality of the assembled algal proteomes (Merchant
et al. 2007; Blanc et al. 2012; Collen et al. 2013), the
KNL2 gene may be absent in these genomes. However,
we cannot exclude the possibility that KNL2 has diverged
beyond recognition by BLASTP and tBLASTN in algal gen-
omes. In summary, the KNL2 genes experienced recurrent
ancient plant-specific duplication events.

KNL2 Gene in Plants Underwent Independent
Duplications in Ferns, Grasses, and Eudicots
To better understand the KNL2 gene diversification and
evolution across the plant kingdom, we made a multiple
sequence alignment of KNL2 proteins (supplementary
file S3, Supplementary Material online) and constructed
a phylogenetic tree. The topology of the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) tree (fig. 2) shows that KNL2 proteins clus-
ter into two branches in three plant clades—heterospor-
ous water ferns (Salviniaceae), eudicots, and grasses
(Poaceae)—indicating ancient gene duplications. Despite
the deep divergence of the duplicated paralogs in ferns,
their CENPC-k motifs are 83% identical. The grouping of
a KNL2 protein of Ceratopteris, a member of the
Polypodiales encompassing �80% of fern species, with
one of the two KNL2 proteins of water ferns suggests
that the duplication of KNL2 in ferns occurred prior to
the divergence of Salviniales and Polypodiales, more than
120 Ma (Qi et al. 2018). In angiosperms, gene duplication
occurred after the divergence of Amborella trichopoda

and monocots, but prior to the divergence of the basal eu-
dicot Nelumbo nucifera, estimated at �100 Ma
(Angiosperm Phylogeny website: http://www.mobot.org/
MOBOT/research/APweb/; Friis et al. 2016). This duplica-
tion gave rise to the αKNL2 and βKNL2 genes of
Arabidopsis and their orthologs in other eudicots.
Monocots except for grasses (Poaceae) appear to have
only one KNL2 gene copy, while two paralogs in grasses in-
dicate another gene duplication in the grass ancestor
�100 Ma (Wu et al. 2018). In light of their separate origin
from αKNL2 and βKNL2 in eudicots, these two paralogous
copies in grasses were named γKNL2 and δKNL2.

The αKNL2 and βKNL2 Paralogs Contain the SANTA
Domain, but only αKNL2 is Characterized by the
Presence of the C-terminal CENPC-k motif
Next, we focused on the αKNL2 and βKNL2 genes and
their proteins mainly in Brassicales due to the extensive
availability of genomic resources (supplementary fig. S2,
supplementary file S4, Supplementary Material online).
Except for a few neopolyploid species, the αKNL2 and
βKNL2 gene numbers are conserved at one copy each across
Brassicales species. These KNL2 proteins present several con-
served features: the N-terminus contains the conserved
SANTA domain in all KNL2 proteins, whereas only the
αKNL2-type C-terminus possesses the CENPC-k motif.
αKNL2 and βKNL2 sequences identified from Brassicales
showed 41.0 and 57.2% pairwise identity, respectively.

We aligned all SANTA domains in KNL2 homologs from
Brassicales species to show the conservation and variation
and also made separate alignments for the SANTA do-
mains in αKNL2 and βKNL2 paralogs (fig. 3A). The align-
ment results showed that SANTA domains from
Brassicales species have 55.0% pairwise identity, while the
similarity of these domains within αKNL2 paralogs is
71.0% and within βKNL2 paralogs is 72.3%, respectively.
Many residues in the SANTA domains are conserved be-
tween both αKNL2 and βKNL2 paralogs. However, there
are also amino acids specific to αKNL2 or βKNL2, suggest-
ing that they might have different functions or interact
with different proteins. For instance, one putative
Aurora kinase phosphorylation consensus ((R/K )X1-3(S/
T )) can be detected in αKNL2 (fig. 3A, middle panel, aa
37–41) and three in βKNL2 (fig. 3A, lower panel, aa 37–
41, 47–50, 69–72). In addition, we aligned SANTA domains
from angiosperm species (minus Brassicales) and early di-
verging land plants (supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary
Material online). As expected, SANTA domain variation in-
creased with the phylogenetic divergence through evolu-
tionary time. However, SANTA domains from nearly all
paralogs maintain the previously identified conserved
hydrophobic residues at the N- and C-termini, including
the VxLxDW motif at the N-terminus of the SANTA do-
main and the GFxxxxxxxFxxGFPxxW motif at the
C-terminus (Zhang et al. 2006).

In contrast to the SANTA domain, the CENPC-k motif is
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is present (fig. 3B); however, the CENPC-k motif is missing
from the βKNL2 and δKNL2 clades. Given that αKNL2 and
βKNL2 paralogs may have been retained to perform dis-
tinct functions, we looked for additional conserved motifs
in both variants from Brassicales species using the Multiple
Em for Motif Elicitation (MEME) tool. Besides the motifs
preserved in SANTA and CENPC-k regions (fig. 3), we
also identified several additional conserved motifs that
are unique to one or the other paralog (supplementary
fig. S4, Supplementary Material online). For example, the
N-termini of βKNL2 paralogs have a conserved motif 7
(21 aa), which is located upstream of the SANTA domain,

but absent in αKNL2 paralogs (supplementary fig. S4,
Supplementary Material online).

The KNL2 of Maize is Represented only by the δKNL2
Variant with a Truncated CENPC-k Motif
To observe the conserved features of KNL2, we also exam-
ined the γKNL2 and δKNL2 genes in grasses. γKNL2 en-
codes a SANTA domain and CENPC-k motif
(supplementary file S5, Supplementary Material online),
while δKNL2 encodes a SANTA domain and the motif
RRLRSGKV/I, which resembles a truncated version of the

FIG. 1. Identification of the KNL2 gene homologs across major plant lineages. (A) Protein structure of KNL2 in Arabidopsis. SANTA domain and
CENPC-k motif are indicated by differently colored boxes. (B) The number of KNL2 homologs in 90 representative plant species. The phylogen-
etic tree is adopted from the NCBI common tree. The blue-, green-, and orange-colored species names indicate alga, bryophytes, and vascular
plants, respectively. The red filled boxes mean that we could not retrieved KNL2 from these species. (C ) Phylogenetic relationships of the ana-
lyzed species were adapted from Banks et al. (2011). (D) The number of KNL2 homologs identified in analyzed crucifer (Brassicaceae) genomes.
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CENPC-k motif (supplementary file S6, Supplementary
Material online). γKNL2 and δKNL2 sequences from
grasses showed 41.4 and 37.8% pairwise identity, respect-
ively. Other non-grass monocot species only have one
KNL2 gene copy (fig. 2 and supplementary table S1,
Supplementary Material online), and these single-copy
KNL2 genes more closely resemble the γ clade, encoding
SANTA and CENPC-k motif, which is the ancestral state
of KNL2 before the grass-specific gene duplication.
Interestingly, in eight reference proteomes of maize, we
found only one copy of the KNL2 gene, though with several
splicing variants (supplementary fig. S5, Supplementary
Material online). We also checked maize transcriptome
data from different tissues and developmental stages; how-
ever, only δKNL2 was identified (Maize RNA-seq Database:

http://ipf.sustech.edu.cn/pub/zmrna/). We propose that
unlike in other grass species, the maize genome contains
only one copy of the δKNL2 gene and has lost γKNL2.

Different Evolutionary Forces act on KNL2 Paralogs
We considered the possibility that selection may act differ-
ently on KNL2 paralogs. We used ML methods using the
PAML suite (Yang 2007) to test for positive selection on
each of the KNL2 paralogs in Brassicaceae species
(supplementary file S7, Supplementary Material online).
The branch-site model was used to test two KNL2 groups
by using Codeml program (Yang 2007). Our PAML ana-
lyses revealed positive selection on both αKNL2 (fig. 4A,
M1 vs. M2, P= 2.104× 10−4 and M7 vs. M8, P= 3.518×
10−5) and βKNL2 paralogs (M7 vs. M8, P= 4.863×

FIG. 2. Evolutionary relation-
ship of KNL2 homologs in
land plants. Maximum likeli-
hood phylogenetic analysis
was performed using IQ-tree
with a protein alignment of
KNL2 homologs in land plants.
The KNL2 genes cluster into
two branches in three plant
clades—heterosporous water
ferns (Salviniaceae), eudicots,
and grasses (Poaceae)—indi-
cating ancient gene duplica-
tions (arrows). The KNL2 in
eudicots and grasses can be
classified into two major
groups (αKNL2 and βKNL2,
and γKNL2 and δKNL2, re-
spectively). Bootstrap values
obtained after 1,000 ultrafast
bootstrap replicates (bb) are
shown in the tree. The scale
bar indicates the number of
substitutions per site. The tree
is arbitrarily rooted between
bryophytes and tracheophytes.
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10−4). Bayes empirical Bayes analyses identified two amino
acids in αKNL2 paralogs and one amino acid in βKNL2
paralogs as having evolved under positive selection with
a high posterior probability (.0.95, fig. 4B). In αKNL2,
the two positively selected sites are located in and slightly
C-terminal to the SANTA domain (fig. 4B, supplementary
fig. S6, Supplementary Material online). In βKNL2, the
positively selected site also is located slightly C-terminal

to the SANTA domain (fig. 4B, supplementary fig. S6,
Supplementary Material online).

βKNL2 of Arabidopsis shows Centromeric
Localization
We assessed the subcellular localization and putative bio-
logical function of the Arabidopsis βKNL2 variant in vivo.

FIG. 3. Alignments of SANTA domain and CENPC-k motif in KNL2 homologs presented in LOGO format. (A) Variation map of the SANTA do-
main in the KNL2 homologs. TheWebLogo program (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi) was used to present SANTA domain alignments. The
upper panel aligns SANTA domains of all KNL2 homologs from Brassicales, whereas the middle and bottom panels represent SANTA domain
alignments of αKNL2 and βKNL2 homologs, respectively. The conserved N-terminal and C-terminal hydrophobic motifs are marked by blue and
orange bars, respectively. Putative Aurora kinase phosphorylation consensus sites are underlined with red bars. (B) Alignment of CENPC-k motif
of KNL2 homologs from land plants.

FIG. 4. Evolutionary pressures on the KNL2 paralogs. (A) Summary of tests for positive selection performed on KNL2 paralogs from Brassicaceae
species. Statistically significant tests (P, 0.05) are indicated with asterisks. (B) A schematic of a representative KNL2 protein, showing sites evolv-
ing under positive selection identified by Bayes empirical Bayes analysis (posterior probability. 0.95).
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To this end, the βKNL2 cDNA was cloned into the
pDONR221 vector and subcloned into pGWB641
(35Spro, C-EYFP) and pGWB642 (35Spro, N-EYFP) vector,
respectively. In Arabidopsis, seedlings stably transformed
with the βKNL2 fused to EYFP, fluorescent signals were de-
tected at centromeres and in the nucleoplasm of the root
tip nuclei (fig. 5A–C). An immunostaining experiment with
anti-GFP and anti-CENH3 antibodies revealed the coloca-
lization of βKNL2-EYFP with CENH3 at centromeres (fig.
5B). Live cell imaging of mitotic cells showed that βKNL2
is present at centromeres during interphase, almost not
detectable shortly prior to mitosis, but appears again dur-
ing the M phase (fig. 5C ). In contrast, αKNL2 was not de-
tectable during prophase, metaphase, and early anaphase
in Arabidopsis root tip cells (fig. 5D; Lermontova et al.
2013).

In all Selected Meristematic Tissues, the Expression
Level of βKNL2 is Higher than that of αKNL2
To investigate the expression profiles of the KNL2 genes in
different tissues and developmental stages and to compare
them with CENH3 and CENP-C, we downloaded the avail-
able RNA-seq data in Arabidopsis from a public database
(Klepikova et al. 2016) and additionally performed expres-
sion analysis using the eFP genome browser. In the eFP
genome browser analysis, βKNL2 was excluded from the
analysis due to the mis-annotation and consequent lack
of correct gene expression data, while we used the correct
βKNL2 annotation for our RNA-seq data analysis. The ex-
pression value of selected genes was normalized to the ref-
erence geneMONENSIN SENSITIVITY1 (MON1; At2g28390)
which shows stable transcription during plant develop-
ment (Czechowski et al. 2005). The data showed that
the KNL2, CENH3, and CENP-C genes have high transcrip-
tional activity in tissues enriched for meristematically ac-
tive cells (fig. 6, supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary
Material online), indicating the involvement of these genes
in cell division processes. In contrast, a low expression level of
the selected genes was observed in the rosette and senescent
leaves (supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary Material on-
line). In general, the CENP-C and CENH3 genes show higher
expression than KNL2. Interestingly, the βKNL2 has higher
expression level than αKNL2 in nearly all tissues.

βKNL2 Knockout Resulted in an Abnormal Seed
Development and Semilethal Mutant Phenotype
To characterize and understand the βKNL2 function, two
T-DNA insertion lines SALK_135778 and SALK_091054
were identified and defined as βknl2-1 and βknl2-2, re-
spectively (fig. 7A). Both T-DNA insertions are present in
the single exon of βKNL2, 270 and 335 nucleotides
downstream from the transcription start. Thus, in
βknl2-1, the T-DNA insertion is located upstream and in
βknl2-2 directly in the region encoding the SANTA domain
(fig. 7A). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based
genotyping of soil-grown plants revealed no homozygous

FIG. 5. Subcellular localization of βKNL2 inArabidopsis. (A) Live imaging
of root tip cells of Arabidopsis transformed with the βKNL2-EYFP and
αKNL2-EYFP fusion constructs. Fluorescent signals showed distinct
centromeric and diffused nucleoplasmic distribution. (B) Nucleus iso-
lated from seedlings of the βKNL2-EYFP transformants after immunos-
taining with anti-GFP (left panel) and anti-CENH3 (middle panel)
antibodies. Merge of both immunosignals (right panel). (C) Live im-
aging of root tip cells of Arabidopsis transformed with the
βKNL2-EYFP fusion construct. (D) Live imaging of root tip cells of
Arabidopsis transformed with the αKNL2-EYFP fusion construct. Cell
undergoing mitosis is encircled.
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mutant lines in either mutant population obtained
from the ABRC seed stock (n= 26 and n= 38, respective-
ly) or in the next generation (n= 195 and n= 220, respect-
ively). This suggested that the βKNL2 knockout might be
lethal.

Therefore, siliques of both mutants were tested for
the seed phenotype. Heterozygous βknl2 mutant lines
show 11+ 1% (supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary
Material online) of abnormal seeds (P≤ 0.01), which
look larger and whitish with glossy surface compared
with normal green seeds (fig. 7B), whereas in the case of
wild-type (WT) plants no such seeds were found.
However, unlike βknl2-2, the βknl2-1 mutant exhibited
an ovule abortion phenotype (supplementary fig. S9,
Supplementary Material online). The SALK_135778
(βknl2-1) line carries two additional T-DNA insertions in
the AT1G76850 and AT3G13920 genes according to the
ABRC database (https://abrc.osu.edu/stocks/618439).
Furthermore, these two genes affect ovule development
and pollen acceptance. The corresponding mutations
cause an ovule lethal phenotype (Bush et al. 2015;
Safavian et al. 2015). Therefore, we speculated that the
ovule lethality found in βknl2-1 might be due to these
off-target mutations. Using primers specific to these add-
itional T-DNA insertions, we selected clean βknl2-1 plants
carrying single T-DNA. Indeed, resulting βknl2-1 lines did
not show the aborted ovule phenotype and were selected
for further analysis (fig. 7B). To assess whether the hetero-
zygous or homozygous state of mutation causes the
abnormal seed phenotype andmaternal or paternal effects
during embryogenesis, reciprocal crosses between WT and
heterozygous βknl2-1 and βknl2-2 mutants were per-
formed. All these crosses produced ,3% of abnormal
seeds (fig. 7C,D and supplementary table S2,
Supplementary Material online) which is similar to the fre-
quency observed in WT self-pollinated siliques. These

findings indicate that the appearance of abnormal seeds
in the siliques of heterozygous mutants is not the result
of defective female gamete formation, but is rather due
to defects during postzygotic development. The fact that
the abnormal seeds were increased only in self-pollinated
heterozygous mutants (fig. 7C,D, supplementary table S2,
Supplementary Material online), suggests the recessive na-
ture of this phenotype.

As mentioned above, homozygous βknl2 mutants can-
not be selected among the progeny population of hetero-
zygous lines grown on soil. Therefore, we tested whether
the abnormal seeds, possibly homozygous for βknl2muta-
tions, could germinate and survive under in vitro condi-
tions, where seeds and seedlings would be protected
from the negative effects of environmental conditions
and where the risk that homozygous seedlings would be
overgrown by a population of heterozygous plants and
WT plants would be minimized.

For both mutants, we found abnormal seedlings, with
reduced growth rate and root development (fig. 7E).
According to the genotyping results, abnormal seedlings
represented homozygous mutants, which occur at a fre-
quency of 2–6% of the total number of sown seeds.
Unfortunately, our repeated attempts to transfer homozy-
gous seedlings into the soil resulted in their death (fig. 7F ).
At the same time, heterozygous mutant seedlings were not
distinguishable from theWT ones (fig. 7E). In heterozygous
self- or manually pollinated mutants containing single
T-DNA insertions, the siliques show ,25% of abnormal
seeds that does not correspond to theMendelianmonohy-
brid phenotypic ratio (fig. 7C ). We hypothesized that this
might be due to inaccuracy in the visual phenotyping of
immature seeds. Therefore, as the next step, the dry-seed
phenotype was analyzed in single siliques (fig. 7G–J). The
heterozygous mutants in addition to normal seeds contain
small, dark-colored, and shriveled ones (fig. 7H–I) in con-
trast to the WT (fig. 7G) with uniform seed size and color.

We observed that the abnormal dry-seed phenotype is
significantly more frequent in the siliques of both hetero-
zygous mutants compared with WT (fig. 7J, P ≤0.001) and
the frequency is similar to that of the whitish seeds in fresh
siliques (supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary Material
online). Thus, it can be assumed that a large part of the
whitish seeds with a glossy surface became dark and small
or shriveled on drying.

Additionally, we analyzed the germination rate of seeds
obtained from single siliques of both heterozygous βknl2
mutants and WT (fig. 8A,B). Compared with WT, mutants
showed a significantly decreased germination rate (fig. 8B,
P≤ 0.01) and increased number of abnormal seedlings per
single silique (fig. 8A,C, P, 0.01). To test the Mendelian
segregation of phenotype–genotype ratio, we also per-
formed single silique genotyping. In the case of βknl2-1,
the homozygous mutation represents �16% per silique
and βknl2-2 �25% (supplementary table S3,
Supplementary Material online). The variation between
the two mutants may be due to the different quality of
the seeds harvested at two different time points and, as

FIG. 6. The CENH3, CENP-C, and KNL2 gene expression profiles in
Arabidopsis. Column charts showing different expression levels of
the CENH3, CENP-C, and KNL2 genes in tissues enriched for dividing
cells. The relative fragments per kilobase of exon per million mapped
fragments (RPKM) values of CENH3, CENP-C, and KNL2were normal-
ized to the reference gene MON1 (At2g28390) in RNA-seq data sets.
The corresponding gene id numbers are: CENH3 (At1g01370),
CENP-C (At1g15660), αKNL2 (At5g02520), and βKNL2 (At1g58210).
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FIG. 7. Identification and primary analysis of βknl2 mutant. (A) Schematic representation of the T-DNA insertion position in the genomic frag-
ment and protein with the position of the SANTA domain. (B) Representative siliques with red arrowheads showing abnormal whitish glossy-
seed phenotype from heterozygous βknl2-1 and βknl2-2 plants. (C,D) Boxplots depicting the number of abnormal seeds per silique data from the
reciprocal crossing of WT and heterozygous βknl2-1 and βknl2-2 (***P ≤ 0.001). (E) Two weeks old in vitro germinated seedlings from Col-0,
βknl2-1, and βknl2-2 heterozygous (+/−) and homozygous mutants (−/−). (F) βknl2 homozygous (−/−) and heterozygous (+/−) mutants
on soil, homozygous mutants turning yellow in the red circle. (G–I) Representative dry seeds of Col-0, βknl2-1, and βknl2-2. Red arrowheads
indicate the abnormal seeds. (J ) Boxplot depicting the significant increase of abnormal dry seeds per silique of heterozygous βknl2-1 and
βknl2-2 compared with WT as control.
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FIG. 8. Analysis of single siliques for seeds germination and presence of abnormal seedlings. (A) Two-week-old in vitro germinated seeds collected
from single siliques of WT as control and heterozygous self-pollinated βknl2-1 and βknl2-2 plants. βknl2 homozygous seedlings are indicated by
red circles. Bars: 1 cm. (B) Boxplot depicting the significant decrease of germination percentage per silique of heterozygous βknl2-1 and βknl2-2
compared with WT as control (*P ≤ 0.05, ***P ≤ 0.001). (C ) Boxplot depicting the significant increase of abnormal seedlings (red color circled
seedlings in (A) germinated from single silique seeds of heterozygous βknl2-1 and βknl2-2 compared with WT as control (**P ≤ 0.01), ***P ≤
0.001). (D) RT-PCR amplification of βKNL2 from βknl2-1 and βknl2-2 homozygous null mutants and WT as the positive control with βKNL2
(EMB1674) gene-specific primers and EF1B primers as housekeeping gene.
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FIG. 9. Reduced CENH3 levels in βknl2 null mutants leading to endoreduplication. (A) Representative ploidy analysis histogram of normal (green)
seeds of heterozygous βknl2 mutants and WT as control (upper panel) and white abnormal seeds from βknl2 heterozygous mutants (lower
panel). (B) Representative ploidy analysis histogram of WT seedlings as control (left panel) and abnormal seedlings of βknl2 null mutants (right
panel). (C ) Boxplot showing a significant decrease in the number of centromeric CENH3 signals in βknl2-1 and βknl2-2 compared with WT as a
control (***P≤ 0.001). (D) Super-resolution microscopy images showing nuclei of WT and βknl2 null mutants immune-stained with anti-CENH3
antibodies in meristematic cells (top) and differentiated cells (bottom).
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a result, the lower germination of the homozygous lines of
one of the mutants.

To test whether abnormal seedlings (reduced seedling
size and reduced root length) of both βknl2 mutants pos-
sess the βKNL2 transcripts, the reverse transcription-PCR
(RT-PCR) analysis with gene-specific primers for βKNL2
was performed on RNA isolated from three to five seed-
lings pooled together. The results showed an absence of
full-length βKNL2 transcript in both mutant lines βknl2-1
and βknl2-2, suggesting that homozygous seedlings for fur-
ther analysis can be selected based on their abnormal
phenotype without additional genotyping (fig. 8D).

Arabidopsis βKNL2 is Required for Proper CENH3
Loading and Correct Somatic Cell Division
We showed that βKNL2 colocalizes at centromeres with
CENH3 (fig. 5B) and has a localization pattern similar to
that of αKNL2 (Lermontova et al. 2013). To analyze whether
βKNL2, similar to αKNL2, is involved in the regulation of cell
divisions and CENH3 loading, we used homozygous seedlings
of both mutants for flow cytometry (FC) analysis and nuclei
isolation for immunostaining. The seedlings were selected
based on their abnormal phenotype. Thus, leaves of abnor-
mal seedlings and additionally abnormal white seeds were
checked by FC for ploidy levels. Comparison of the green
seeds of heterozygous mutants with WT showed similar
histogram profiles with a pronounced 2C embryo peak (fig.
9A, top), whereas thewhite seeds showed a clear shift toward
increased endopolyploidy levels with the 4C nuclei being in
most cases the dominant population (fig. 9A, bottom;
supplementary fig. S10, Supplementary Material online). In
addition, we noticed a reduced sharpness of the peaks prob-
ably due to the occurrence of aneuploidnuclei. In some cases,
it was even impossible to identify nuclear peaks
(supplementary fig. S10, Supplementary Material online).
To analyze ploidy levels of seedlings we chopped a single
leaf from six 14 days old seedlings of WT and homozygous
βknl2. In contrast to WT leaves with distinct peaks of 2C
and 4C nuclei, in mutant leaves high ploidy nuclei such as
8C and 16C were predominant (fig. 9B, supplementary fig.
S11, Supplementary Material online).

To find whether the βKNL2 knockout results in reduced
loading of CENH3 at centromeres, similar to αKNL2 de-
regulation, we performed an immunostaining experiment
with anti-CENH3 antibodies on nuclei isolated from
14-day-old seedlings of WT and βknl2mutants. In A. thali-
ana roots and leaves, there are predominantly two forms
of nuclei (flattened sphere and spindle) occurring
(Pecinka et al. 2004). Root meristems contain mainly
spherical nuclei (fig. 5A), while in the elongated differen-
tiated regions spindle-shaped nuclei appear. These differ-
ently shaped nuclei were included in the
immunostaining experiment. We found that compared
with WT, the mutant nuclei contain less CENH3 signals in-
dependent of nucleus shape. The CENH3 signals were
counted in 50 round-shaped WT, βknl2-1 and βknl2-2 nu-
clei, respectively. In contrast to WT with eight to ten

signals, both mutants showed on average only four signals
(fig. 9C and supplementary fig. S12, Supplementary
Material online). We performed the Student’s t-test and
found that the mutants have significantly lower number
of CENH3 signals compared with WT (fig. 9C, n≤ 6, P,
0.001). Furthermore, Mean Fluorescence Intensities were
calculated to quantify the centromeric CENH3 levels.
Compared with WT, the signal intensities were reduced
to 68.98% (P, 0.001) in βknl2-1, and to 79.47% (P,
0.01) in βknl2-2, respectively (supplementary fig. S13,
Supplementary Material online). In spindle-shaped nuclei,
the CENH3 immunosignals on chromocenters were mostly
dispersed in the WT and both βknl2 mutants, whereas in
the mutants some chromocenters were completely free
of signals. The observed dispersion of CENH3 signals in
spindle-shaped nuclei with increased ploidy levels is in
agreement with our previous observations (Lermontova
et al. 2006). To analyze the chromatin ultrastructure in
more detail, representative nuclei from the same slides
were captured by spatial structured illumination super-
resolution microscopy (3D-SIM; fig. 9D). We observed
that in nuclei with reduced CENH3 levels the chromatin
remains normal as in WT suggesting that intact non-
degraded nuclei were selected for the analysis. In summary,
our data suggest that the reduced CENH3 amount in the
homozygous βknl2-1&2 mutants lead to the inhibition of
mitosis and switching of cells to endocycles.

Discussion
Duplication of KNL2
Most metazoan genomes have only one KNL2 gene with
the SANTA domain, except for the allotetraploid
Xenopus laevis, where two KNL2 genes were identified;
both with identical CENPC-k motifs, nearly identical
SANTA and Myb (SANT) domains, and 74% sequence
similarity (Moree et al. 2011; French et al. 2017). In con-
trast, two genes containing the SANTA domain were iden-
tified in water ferns, eudicots, and grasses, whereas only
one KNL2 copy was found in bryophytes and gymnos-
perms (fig. 2). Though Brassicaceae species experienced
multiple whole genome duplication (WGD) events such
as the At-α and At-β WGDs (Edger et al. 2018), most spe-
cies exhibit two KNL2 gene copies, αKNL2 and βKNL2, ex-
cept for a few neopolyploid species which have
experienced an extra recent WGD event(s).

We found strong conservation of the SANTA domain of
KNL2, notably in the VxLxDWmotif at the N-terminus and
the GFxxxxxxxFxxGFPxxW motif at the C-terminus (fig.
3A), where the bolded residues impaired CENP-C binding
when mutated in Xenopus M18BP (French and Straight
2019), suggesting that plant KNL2s may also bind CENP-C
through the SANTA domain. In addition, analysis of
αKNL2 and βKNL2 protein sequences identified numerous
paralog-specific motifs, suggesting that the paralogs might
be subfunctionalized. A study inDrosophila has shown that
Cid (CENH3) paralogs evolved new motifs following Cid
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duplication (Kursel and Malik 2017). Loss of ancestral mo-
tifs in Drosophila Cids was proposed as direct evidence of
subfunctionalization (Kursel and Malik 2017; Kursel et al.
2020).

We identified positive selection sites in and near the
SANTA domain of KNL2 in the analyzed Brassicaceae spe-
cies, similar to what has been previously reported for
CENH3 (Talbert et al. 2002) and CENP-C (Talbert et al.
2004). Thus, KNL2 might be responding to centromere
drive through interaction with rapidly evolving CENH3
and CENH3 chaperone NASPSIM3, which recently was iden-
tified in Arabidopsis (Le Goff et al. 2020), or with
CENP-C. However, the mechanisms of adaptively evolving
regions remain to be elucidated.

Partial or Complete Loss of the CENPC-k Motif in
KNL2 in Different Clades of Plants
The CENPC-k motif is found in KNL2 of diverse eukar-
yotes including non-mammalian vertebrates, many inver-
tebrates, chytrid fungi, cryptomonads, and plants (Kral
2016; Sandmann et al. 2017). In eudicots the conserved
CENPC-k motif is present in the αKNL2 clade, but is ab-
sent from βKNL2. Similarly, in most grass species the
CENPC-k motif is conserved in γKNL2 clade, while
δKNL2 clade does not have the motif. However, we found
a RRLRSGKV/I motif in the δKNL2 clade possibly related
to the beginning of the CENPC-k motif (KRSRSGRV/
LLVSPLEFW; supplementary file S6, Supplementary
Material online). We showed previously that the substitu-
tion of the bolded seventh Arg in the CENPC-k motif
(above) by Ala abolishes centromere targeting of
αKNL2 (Sandmann et al. 2017). In the truncated putative
CENPC-k motif, Lys is present instead of Arg. Since these
two amino acids have similar features, Lys might be re-
quired for the targeting of δKNL2 to centromeres.
However, the truncated putative CENPC-k motif does
not include the Trp which similar to Arg, is also needed
for the targeting of αKNL2 to centromeres (Sandmann
et al. 2017). Moreover, it remains to be elucidated
whether KNL2 variants with the truncated CENPC-k mo-
tif can target CENH3 nucleosomes directly, without an
additional interacting partner. Among all grass species
with sequenced genomes, maize represents an exception,
since it has only one KNL2 gene which belongs to the
δKNL2 clade with the truncated CENPC-k and has no
γKNL2 protein variant with the complete CENPC-k motif.
Interestingly, in sorghum, closely related to maize, the
γKNL2 protein can be identified (supplementary file S5,
Supplementary Material online). On the other hand, for
other species, it may be postulated that centromeric tar-
geting of βKNL2 and δKNL2 depends on αKNL2 and
γKNL2, respectively, for maize this assumption cannot
be applied. This suggests that maize may have evolved
a different mechanism for CENH3 deposition compared
with other grasses. Notably, δKNL2 retains the hydropho-
bic residues in the SANTA domain that are important for
CENP-C binding in Xenopus. Perhaps the mechanism of

localization and function of KNL2 in maize relies on
CENP-C binding similar to Xenopus. Interestingly, two
CENP-C proteins were identified in maize (Talbert et al.
2004), in contrast to other species.

The Function of βKNL2 in Plants
Although KNL2 protein homologues have been identified
in different organisms as components of the CENH3
loading machinery, they differ considerably in the
composition of their functional domains, interacting
partners, and localization timing in the mitotic cell
cycle. The mammalian M18BP1, composed of the con-
served N-terminal (Mis18α-binding) region, SANTA
domain, CENP-C-binding domain, SANT (Myb-like)
domain and the C-terminus, is lacking the CENPC-k
motif. The N-terminal (Mis18α-binding) region and the
CENP-C-binding domain are required for centromere tar-
geting (Stellfox et al. 2016). Deletion of the SANTA domain
in mammalian and chicken M18BP1/KNL2 does not abol-
ish its centromeric localization (Stellfox et al. 2016; Hori
et al. 2017). In contrast, mutation of the SANTA domain
in Xenopus reduced centromeric localization of M18BP1/
KNL2 by 90% (French et al. 2017). Later, the same authors
demonstrated that the SANTA domain is required for the
interaction of M18BP1/KNL2 with CENP-C during meta-
phase (French and Straight 2019).

We showed previously that in Arabidopsis the centro-
meric localization of αKNL2 depends on the CENPC-k mo-
tif (Sandmann et al. 2017), while it was not abolished in the
complete absence of the N-terminal part of KNL2 contain-
ing the SANTA domain (Lermontova et al. 2013). The
C-terminal half of Arabidopsis KNL2 was not only sufficient
for its targeting to centromeres, but also the interaction
with DNA (Sandmann et al. 2017). In the present study,
we demonstrated that βKNL2 colocalizes with CENH3 at
centromeres, despite lacking a CENPC-k motif. In general,
both variants of Arabidopsis KNL2 showed a similar local-
ization pattern during interphase. However, in contrast to
αKNL2, βKNL2 can be detected on chromosomes during
metaphase and early anaphase (fig. 5C,D). The centromeric
location of βKNL2 suggests that βKNL2may partially com-
pensate for the loss of αKNL2 in the corresponding
Arabidopsis mutant which showed only reduced, but not
completely abolished CENH3 loading which would be le-
thal (Lermontova et al. 2013). Homozygous T-DNA inser-
tions for βKNL2 resulted in plant death at the seedling
stage and probably because of reduced root development.
However, it should be considered that in the analyzed
αknl2 mutant, the T-DNA was inserted after the SANTA
domain coding region, whereas in the case of βknl2 mu-
tants, one T-DNAwas inserted before and the other direct-
ly in the SANTA domain coding region. Therefore, it
cannot be excluded that truncated αKNL2 with the full
SANTA domain may retain some function in the mutant.
As reciprocal crosses of βknl2 mutants with the WT re-
sulted in normal seed development in both directions,
we hypothesized that the βKNL2 null mutations do not
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affect gametes or fertilization processes, but rather postzy-
gotic cell divisions. In support of this hypothesis, FC ploidy
analysis of young seedlings revealed that in contrast to the
WT with distinct 2C and 4C peaks, homozygous mutants
showed a shift toward endopolyploidization (fig. 9B), po-
tentially a consequence of disrupted cell divisions.
Impaired mitotic divisions in mutant seedlings can be ex-
plained by the reduced levels of CENH3 on the centro-
meres of both mutants (supplementary figs. 9D and S13,
Supplementary Material online). Thus, our data strongly
suggest the involvement of βKNL2 protein in CENH3 load-
ing. The ability of cells in homozygous seedlings to undergo
some mitotic divisions can be explained by residual
amounts of CENH3 from parental plants, and when
CENH3 levels are highly diluted, cells switch from mitotic
cycle to endocycles. We observed that the development of
homozygous seedlings can be inhibited at different stages
(fig. 7E).

Taken together, our results suggest that the KNL2 gene
in eudicots underwent an early duplication with the core
function of CENH3 deposition to define the centromere
region. Due to the lack of the CENPC-k motif in βKNL2,
we propose that in Arabidopsis βKNL2 might localize to
centromeres by binding to CENP-C through the SANTA
domain as it was shown for Xenopus (French and
Straight 2019), or through the conserved N-terminal motif
located upstream of the SANTA domain similar to what
was previously described in human (Stellfox et al. 2016),
or through both of these regions.

Although in the SANTA domain of βKNL2, three puta-
tive Aurora kinase phosphorylation sites can be identified,
there is only one in αKNL2 (fig. 4A). This fact might suggest
that both KNL2 variants are involved in the formation of
different protein complexes. We also could not rule out
the possibility that βKNL2 assembles with a Mis18 com-
plex to ensure centromeric localization and subsequent
CENH3 deposition. So far, Mis18α and β proteins have
not been identified and characterized in Arabidopsis.
However, in silico analysis (https://bioinformatics.psb.
ugent.be/plaza/) revealed a family of seven genes
(At2G40110, AT3G08990, AT3G11230, AT3G55890,
AT4G27740, AT4G27745, and AT5G53940) encoding pro-
teins with the Yippee-Mis18 domain-specific to Mis18 pro-
teins (Stellfox et al. 2016). Recently, it was demonstrated
that the direct binding of Schizosaccharomyces pombe
Mis18 to nucleosomal DNA is important for the recruit-
ment of spMis18 and Cnp1 (CENH3) to the centromere
in fission yeast (Zhang et al. 2020). In contrast to αKNL2,
βKNL2 not only lacks the CENPC-k domain but also the
part necessary for interaction with DNA. Thus, an associ-
ation with Mis18 proteins, with the ability to bind to
DNA, is plausible. We also cannot exclude that centromere
targeting of βKNL2 depends on αKNL2.

We showed previously that manipulation of αKNL2 can
be used for the production of haploids and subsequently
of double haploids in Arabidopsis (Lermontova 2017;
Ahmadli et al. 2022a). Double haploid production helps
to accelerate plant breeding as it allows to generate

true-breeding lines in one generation instead of the seven
to nine generations required for conventional selection
(Britt and Kuppu 2016; Kalinowska et al. 2019). Here we
demonstrate that KNL2 genes exist in two variants in eudi-
cots (α, βKNL2) and monocots (γ, δKNL2). The conserved
gene structure and expression patterns of
α/γKNL2 in both eudicots and monocots suggest that
α/γKNL2 mutations could be used to develop in vivo hap-
loid induction systems in different crop plants. Similarly,
the newly identified βKNL2 may become the subject of
manipulations to obtain haploids both in Arabidopsis
and in crops. As homozygous βknl2 mutants are dying at
the seedling stage, we can assume that the heterozygous
mutant plants can also induce haploids similar to what
was described for the heterozygous cenh3 mutants of
maize and wheat (Lv et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2021).

Materials and Methods
Data Sources and Sequences Retrieval
The KNL2 protein sequences of A. thaliana were identified
by screening the Arabidopsis Information Resource
(TAIR10) using the specific gene number. To obtain and
annotate KNL2members in plants, we downloaded 88 rep-
resentative species reference genomes or transcriptomes
including red and green algae, bryophytes, lycophytes,
ferns, gymnosperms, and angiosperms from the
Phytozome database (Goodstein et al. 2012; https://
phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/), NCBI genome database,
Ensembl Plants database, PLAZA database, and other sin-
gle genome website (supplementary table S1,
Supplementary Material online). We used the homology
search tool BLASTP to scan the reference proteome with
a cutoff e-value of 0.01 using whole sequences and con-
served domains from Arabidopsis αKNL2 as the query.
TBLASTN was used as an additional method for failed
identification case. Two KNL2 protein sequences from
Colocasia esculenta and Phoenix dactylifera were retrieved
from GenBank database. Then, we combined the BLAST
results and deleted spliced variants in multiple sequence
alignments. The protein data are summarized in
supplementary table S1 and file S1, Supplementary
Material online.

Alignments and Phylogenetic Analysis
To explore the phylogenetic relationships of the KNL2
genes in plant lineages, KNL2 protein sequences were
aligned using MAFFT software (Yamada et al. 2016) and
potentially inaccurate regions of βKNL2 were excluded.
Evolutionary relationships among KNL2 gene family mem-
bers were determined by using IQ-TREE software (Nguyen
et al. 2015) and ML methods based on 1000 bootstrap
alignments and single-branch tests. The phylogenetic trees
were visualized andmodified using the Fig-Tree v1.4.4 soft-
ware (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Sequence
logos were generated using WebLogo3 (http://weblogo.
berkeley.edu/; Crooks et al. 2004).
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Sequence Motif Analysis
The unaligned amino acid sequences of KNL2 were col-
lected to search for additional conserved motifs using
MEME suite v5.1.0 (Bailey et al. 2009). Due to misleading
annotation of the βKNL2 gene (Lermontova et al. 2013),
we manually removed the KIP1 domain regions in some
species. The data set was submitted to the MEME server
(http://meme-suite.org/) and the conserved domains and
motifs were marked. We used the motif search algorithm
MAST (Bailey and Gribskov 1998) to identify motifs.

Plasmid Construction, Plant Transformation, and
Cultivation
The entire open reading frame of βKNL2 (At1g58210) was
amplified by RT-PCR with RNA isolated from flower buds
of ArabidopsisWT and cloned into the pDONR221 vector
(Invitrogen) via the Gateway BP reaction. From
pDONR221 clones, the open reading frame was recom-
bined via Gateway LR reaction (Invitrogen) into the two
attR recombination sites of the Gateway-compatible vec-
tors pGWB641and pGWB642 (http://shimane-u.org/
nakagawa/gbv.htm), respectively, to study the localization
of βKNL2 protein in vivo.

Plants of Arabidopsis accession Columbia-0 were trans-
formed according to the flower dip method (Clough and
Bent 1998). T1 transformants were selected on
Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium (Murashige and
Skoog 1962) containing 20 mg/l of phosphinotricine.
Growth conditions in a cultivation room were 21 °C 8 h
light/18 °C 16 h dark or 21 °C 16 h light/18 °C 8 h dark.

Analysis of T-DNA Insertion Mutants
Seeds of T-DNA insertion lines were obtained from the
European Arabidopsis stock center (http://arabidopsis.
info/). To confirm the presence of the T-DNA, and identify
heterozygous versus homozygous T-DNA insertions, we
performed PCR with pairs of gene-specific primers flanking
the putative positions of T-DNA (supplementary table S4,
Supplementary Material online) and with a pair of gene-
specific and T-DNA end-specific primers (LBb3.1,
supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online).
DNA isolation was performed as described in Edwards
et al. (1991).

For the germination and segregation experiments, seeds
from individual siliques were germinated in vitro on an MS
medium as described above.

Flow Cytometry
For the analysis of (endopoly)ploidy of immature seeds,
white and green seeds were selected from the same silique
of the heterozygous mutant and compared with the green
seeds of theWT. For the analysis of (endopoly)ploidy levels
in seedlings, one leaf from 2-week-old heterozygous mu-
tant and WT seedlings was used. Seeds and leaf tissue
were chopped with a razor blade in 300 μl of nuclei extrac-
tion buffer (CyStain UV Ploidy; Sysmex-Partec). The result-
ing nuclei suspension was filtered through a 50 μm

disposable CellTrics filter (Sysmex-Partec), incubated for
10 min on ice and measured on BD Influx cell sorter (BD
Biosciences).

Immunostaining and Microscopy Analysis of
Fluorescent Signals
For analysis of CENH3 loading in homozygous mutants
and WT, 2-week-old seedlings were used. Slides were pre-
pared using a cytospin and used for immunostaining as it
was described by Ahmadli et al. (2022b). To determine the
colocalization of βKNL2-EYFP protein with CENH3, immu-
nostaining of nuclei/chromosomes with anti-CENH3 and
anti-GFP antibodies and microscopic analysis of fluores-
cent signals were performed as previously described
(Lermontova et al. 2013).

For time-lapse microscopy, seedlings of transformants
were grown in cover slip chambers (Nalge Nunc
International) for 7–10 days and analyzed with an LSM
510 META confocal laser scanning microscope (Carl
Zeiss GmbH).

To investigate the interphase nucleus and centromeric
chromatin ultrastructures at an optical lateral resolution
of �100 nm (super-resolution achieved with a 405-nm la-
ser excitation), we applied spatial structural illumination
microscopy (3D-SIM) using a 63/1.40 objective of an
Elyra PS.1 super-resolution microscope system (Carl Zeiss
GmbH; Weisshart et al. 2016; Kubalova et al. 2021) DAPI
(whole chromatin) and rhodamine (CENH3 signals) were
excited by 405 and 561 nm lasers, respectively.

Expression Profile Analyses
The Arabidopsis genome assembly and gene annotation
were downloaded from Araport11 (https://bar.utoronto.
ca/thalemine/dataCategories.do) with integrative re-
annotation (Cheng et al. 2017). The KNL2 gene models
were manually re-examined. The Arabidopsis RNA-seq
data were downloaded from previous studies (Klepikova
et al. 2016). RNA-seq data were selected from ten tissue
types in Arabidopsis, including germinating seeds, stigmat-
ic tissue, ovules from sixth and seventh flowers, young
seeds, internode, the axis of the inflorescence, flower, an-
thers of the young flower, opened anthers, and root
(NCBI SRA: SRR3581356, SRR3581684, SRR3581691,
SRR3581693, SRR3581704, SRR3581705, SRR3581719,
SRR3581727, SRR3581728, SRR3581732). Transcriptome
analysis utilized a standard TopHat-Cufflinks pipeline
with minor modification (Trapnell et al. 2012).
Transcription levels were normalized to MON1 and ex-
pressed in reads per kilobase of exon model per million
mapped reads (RPKM). Expression levels of CENH3,
CENP-C, and KNL2 normalized toMON1 in different tissues
from microarray experiments were obtained from the
Arabidopsis eFP Browser website (http://bar.utoronto.ca/
efp/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi). The corresponding gene IDs are:
CENP-C (At1g15660), αKNL2 (At5g02520), βKNL2
(At1g58210), and CENH3 (At1g01370).
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Positive Selection Analyses
PAML 4.8 software (Yang 2007) was used to test for posi-
tive selection on KNL2 homologs from Brassicaceae spe-
cies. The KNL2 gene alignments and gene trees were
used as input into the CodeML of PAML. Alignments
were manually refined as described in phylogenetic ana-
lysis. To determine whether αKNL2 and βKNL2 homologs
evolve under positive selection, random-site models were
selected. Random-site models allow ω to vary among sites
but not across lineages. We compared two models that do
not allow ω to exceed 1 (M1 and M7), and that allow ω.
1 (M2 and M8). Positively selected sites were classified as
those sites with a Bayes empirical Bayes posterior probabil-
ity .95%.

Statistical Data Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in Microsoft Excel
using FTEST and two-tailed TTEST functions
(supplementary file S8, Supplementary Material online).
Box plots were generated using the online tool BoxPlotR
(http://shiny.chemgrid.org/boxplotr/, Team RC, 2013).

Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available atMolecular Biology and
Evolution online.
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Abstract 

Double haploid production is the most effective way of creating true-breeding lines in a single 

generation. In Arabidopsis, haploid induction via mutation of the centromere-specific histone H3 

(cenH3) has been shown when outcrossed to wild-type. Here we report that a mutant of the cenH3 

assembly factor KNL2 can be used as a haploid inducer. We elucidated that short temperature stress 

of the knl2 mutant increased the efficiency of haploid induction from 1 to 10%. Moreover, we have 

demonstrated that a point mutation in the CENPC-k motif of KNL2 is sufficient to generate haploid 

inducing lines, suggesting that haploid inducing lines in crops can be identified in a naturally 

occurring or chemically induced mutant population, avoiding the GMO approach at any stage.  In 

addition, we have shown that the cenh3-4 mutant, which does not induce haploids under standard 

growth conditions, functions as a haploid inducer after exposure to short temperature stress.  

Keywords: Double haploid, centromere, cenH3, KNL2, temperature stress  

Introduction 

The haploid generation technology, followed by whole genome duplication, is an effective strategy 

for accelerating plant breeding, as it allows to obtain true-breeding lines with complete 

homozygosity in a single step. In the conventional breeding approach, these lines are obtained by 

inbreeding, and often 7 to 9 generations of inbreeding are performed over several years to achieve 

the desired level of homozygosity (Britt and Kuppu, 2016). To produce (double) haploids (DHs), 

two main approaches have been widely used such as the in vitro explantation of gametophytic 

tissues (mainly cultivation of anthers or microspores) and the selective loss of one parental 

chromosome set in vivo through interspecific or intraspecific hybridization (Kalinowska et al., 

2019). However, depending on the tissue culture or crossability of the species of interest both 

approaches can only be applied to a limited number of genotypes. Hence, alternative resource-

efficient and reliable approaches to produce DHs are strongly required. One way to improve the 

DH effectiveness is to develop efficient inducer lines that guarantee a high haploid induction rate 

(HIR) combined with a high-throughput haploid selection system. One promising approach to 

induce haploids is through centromere-mediated genome elimination (Ravi and Chan, 2010, Kuppu 

et al., 2015). 
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Centromeres are unique chromosomal regions that mediate the kinetochore protein complex 

formation and microtubule attachment during cell division (Verdaasdonk and Bloom, 2011, 

Schalch and Steiner, 2017). Most centromeres are epigenetically defined by nucleosomes 

containing the centromere-specific histone H3 variant, cenH3 (Allshire, 1997). The cenH3 protein 

contains two domains, the N-terminal tail, which is a target for post-translational modification, and 

the C-terminal histone fold domain, which interacts with DNA and other histones to form the 

nucleosome. The loading of cenH3 to centromeres initiates the assembly of the functional 

kinetochore complex. The cenH3 loading pathway can be divided into three steps: initiation 

(centromere licencing), deposition, and maintenance. The centromere licencing factor KNL2, 

identified in A. thaliana showed colocalization with cenH3 throughout the cell cycle except from 

metaphase to mid-anaphase (Lermontova et al., 2013). Furthermore, Sandmann et al., (2017) 

identified a cenH3 nucleosome binding CENPC-k motif of KNL2 at its C-terminal part. The 

complete deletion of this motif or mutating of its conserved amino acids abolished the localization 

of KNL2 at centromeres. Thus, it is evident that the CENPC-K motif is functionally required for 

centromeric localization of KNL2 in A. thaliana (Sandmann et al., 2017).  

Due to its essential function in chromosome segregation, inactivation of cenH3 has been shown to 

result in chromosome segregation errors and lethality (Ravi and Chan, 2010, Ravi et al., 2011). 

RNAi-mediated knockdown of cenH3 showed a reduction in its mRNA level (27-43%) and also 

resulted in a dwarf plant phenotype and meiotic defects in Arabidopsis (Lermontova et al., 2011). 

Recently, a mutation in cenH3 named cenh3-4 has been discovered from the genetic suppressor 

screen, which increased fertility and promoted meiotic exit in smg7-6 plants (Capitao et al., 2021). 

The cenh3-4 is a point mutation (G→A) in the splicing donor site of the 3rd exon of cenH3 showed 

a reduced amount of cenH3 at centromeres and thus, forming small centromeres. Similar to the 

cenH3 RNAi transformants, a T-DNA insertion knockout mutant of KNL2 showed a reduced 

amount of cenH3 at centromeres, decreased growth rate, fertility, and meiotic defects (Lermontova 

et al., 2013), supporting further the functional relationship of both proteins. 

Ravi and Chan, (2010) discovered that haploid plants can be obtained by pollination of a cenh3-1 

mutant of A. thaliana complemented with a GFP-tail swap construct (fusion of N-terminus of 

conventional H3 to the C-terminus of cenH3) with different wild-type accessions. This process at 

the end has resulted in haploid progenies with the genome of the wild-type parent at frequencies as 

high as 25-45%. If a wild-type female was crossed to a GFP-tail swap male, the proportion of 
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haploid plants was lower. In recent studies, haploids also were achieved by introducing point 

mutations or small deletions in Arabidopsis cenH3 (Karimi-Ashtiyani et al., 2015, Kuppu et al., 

2015, Kuppu et al., 2020). Marimuthu et al. (2021) showed that cenH3 variants complementing 

the cenh3-1 mutant are selectively removed from centromeres during reproduction. Additionally, 

the authors have demonstrated that the null mutant of VIM1 (VARIANT IN METHYLATION 1) 

enhances haploid induction frequencies of the complemented cenh3-1 mutant. The cenH3-based 

haploid induction approach was successfully extended from Arabidopsis to crop plants, but using 

of homozygous cenh3 mutant complemented with an altered variant of cenH3 resulted in an 

average haploid induction frequency below 1% in maize (Kelliher et al., 2016). However, recently 

it has been reported that the use of heteroallelic cenH3 mutation combinations, which are 

characterized by reduced transmission in female gametophytes, has increased the HIR in maize to 

5% (Wang et al., 2021). Application of a similar haploid induction approach to wheat resulted in 

HIR up to 8% (Lv et al., 2020).  

In accordance with previous studies, an altered cenH3 protein would be sufficient for haploid 

induction in Arabidopsis, but whether an alteration of cenH3 assembly factors such as KNL2 could 

also be used as a haploid inducer has not been studied yet. Therefore, in this study, we show that a 

T-DNA knockout mutant of KNL2 is an effective haploid inducer when crossed with Arabidopsis

wild-type plants. We demonstrate that short-term exposure of knl2 to heat stress leads to an increase 

of the haploid induction efficiency from 1% to 10%. Moreover, the stress treatment regime defined 

for the haploid induction process with the knl2 mutant also appeared to be effective for the cenh3-

4 mutant. Additionally, we showed that the introduction of a point mutation in the CENPC-k motif 

of KNL2 is sufficient to create a haploid inducer line.  

Results 

A short temperature stress of the knl2 mutant increases the efficiency of haploid induction 

The T-DNA knockout mutation of the cenH3 loading factor KNL2 (knl2 mutant) results in a 

decreased amount of cenH3 protein, suggesting an essential role of KNL2 in the loading of cenH3 

at centromeres (Lermontova et al., 2013). Therefore, we assumed that the crossing of knl2 mutant 

with wild-type Arabidopsis might generate haploids similarly to the cenH3 based haploid induction 

process. To test this hypothesis, the knl2 mutant was crossed reciprocally with Arabidopsis wild-

type accession Landsberg erecta grown under standard conditions. Flow cytometric analysis (FC) 
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of pools of up to six seeds revealed 1% haploid progeny when knl2 was used as the female parent 

(Figure 1, Table 1). 

Figure 1 | Analysis of haploid seed pools from flow cytometry histograms.  

a-c Flow cytometry histogram of 6-seed pools containing only diploid (a), haploid and diploid (b), 

aneuploid, and diploid (c) seeds. The presence of haploid/aneuploid seeds within the pools was determined 

by evaluating the PI fluorescence intensity on a linear scale. From the seed pools, we considered only one 

haploid seed per pool compared to the diploid population since the precise number of haploids/aneuploids 

per pool cannot be measured. Thus, the number of haploids/aneuploids is an underestimation rather than an 

overestimation. 

Our previous RNAseq data analysis revealed a large number of stress-responsive genes that are 

differentially expressed in knl2 seedlings and flower buds compared to wild-type (Boudichevskaia 

et al., 2019). We therefore hypothesized that knl2 mutant plants may be more sensitive to stress 

treatment than control plants and that exposure of knl2 to the stress may increase HIR in its crosses 

with the wild-type. To support this assumption, the expression of cenH3 and cenH3 assembly 

factors KNL2, CENP-C, NASP under different stress conditions were analyzed. The gene 

expression data were retrieved from the Arabidopsis transcriptome data platform 

(http://ipf.sustech.edu.cn/pub/athrdb/). The results showed that these genes were significantly 

down-regulated in response to various stress treatments like heat, NPA (1-Naphthylphthalamic 

acid), and fluctuating light (Supplemental Table S1, Figure S1). Thus, increased temperature and 

light intensity has a strong effect on the expression of cenH3, KNL2 and other key kinetochore 

components. 

To test the impact of stress on knl2 growth and development and the induction of haploids, it was 

exposed to either high temperature or high light intensity before crossing. The usage of the gl1-1 
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mutant as a crossing partner allows identifying haploids or double haploids based on its trichome-

less phenotype (Kuppu et al., 2015). First, all plants were cultivated for three weeks under long-

day standard conditions (ST) at a temperature of 21/18°C day/night and light intensity at 100 µmol 

m-2sec-1. Then, one part of the plants remained under standard growth conditions while others were

transferred either to a higher temperature (25/21°C day/night) or high light intensity (400 µmol m-

2sec-1) (Figure 2a). For each growth condition, about 25 knl2, 15-20 wild-type, and 15-20 gl1-1 

plants were cultivated. At higher temperatures or light intensity, the phenotypic difference between 

the wild-type and the knl2 mutant became more pronounced than under standard growth conditions 

(Figure S2). Reciprocal crosses were performed between knl2 mutant plants and gl1-1 cultivated 

under growth conditions as described above. The FC analysis of seed pools or trichome less gl1-1 

phenotype analysis of F1 plants revealed no increase in haploid induction efficiency in either type 

of continuous stress conditions (Table 1 and 2).  

Figure 2 | Schematic representation of the crossing of the knl2 mutant with the gl1-1 marker 

line under temperature stress. 
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(a) The knl2 and gl1-1 plants were grown under standard growth conditions (21/18°C day/night and 100

µmol m-2sec-1 light intensity) for three weeks, then the knl2 mutant plants and gl1-1 plants were transferred 

to a growth chamber with constantly increased temperature (25/21°C day/night) or light intensity (400 µmol 

m-2sec-1) for 3-4 weeks. The independent crossing of knl2 and gl1-1 was carried out for increased

temperature and light intensities and the plants have remained at the same conditions. (b) Similarly, knl2 

and gl1-1 plants were grown under standard growth conditions until flowering. Afterward, knl2 plants were 

moved to high temperatures (25-21°C day/night) for 3 days followed by short temperature stress (30/25°C 

day/night) for 2-3 days, while the gl1-1 L. erecta marker line was left under standard growth conditions. 

Then, the knl2 and gl1-1 plants were crossed and placed back to 30/25°C day/night for 1-2 days. The 

temperature was reduced stepwise: first to 25/21°C day/night for three days and then to the standard 

conditions.  

Table 1 | Ploidy analysis of seeds derived from the reciprocal crosses of knl2 with wild-type 

A. thaliana or gl1-1

¹ The plants treated under temperature stress for short time before crossing 

Assuming that we did not get an increase in HIR due to adaptation of the knl2 mutant to continuous 

stress, the experimental setting was changed and knl2 mutant plants were exposed to high 

temperature (30°C) for a short period (2-3 days) before crossing (Figure 2b), while the gl1-1 

crossing partner remained under standard conditions. The temperature was increased and decreased 

stepwise, as shown in Figure 2. The reciprocal crosses were repeated at least three times in two 

different growth chambers. FC analysis of seed pools and gl1-1 mutant phenotype analysis of F1 

plants (Figure 3), displayed a similar haploid induction efficiency of 7.4% and 10%, respectively, 

when heat-stressed knl2 was used as the female. As the FC analysis of seeds was performed in 

pools of six seeds and counted only one haploid seed per pool, the number of haploids is  compared 

to the diploid population, which resulted in an underestimation of the number of haploids. No 

haploids were detected when heat-stressed knl2 was used as a pollen donor (Table 1 and 2).  
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Table 2 | Phenotype-based selection of plants derived from the reciprocal cross of knl2 with 

gl1-1 

¹ The plants treated under temperature stress for short time before crossing 

The trichomeless plants were much smaller than the corresponding diploids (Figure 3a,b). The 1C 

nuclei of selected gl1-1 plants revealed a maximum of 5 chromocenters (Figure 3c) and further, 

immunostaining of cenH3 also showed 5 chromocenter-localized signals, thus confirming haploidy 

(Figure 3d). Moreover, a sample flow histogram plot of haploids produced from knl2 and gl1-1 

crosses and diploid control was shown (Figure 3e).  
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Figure 3 | Haploid progenies obtained by genome elimination in crosses of knl2 with the 

trichome-less gl1-1 marker.  

(a) Comparison of the haploid plant without trichomes (left) and diploid hybrid phenotype with trichomes

(right). Scale bar = 1 cm. (b) Phenotype of haploid gl1-1 and diploid knl2, gl1-1 hybrid plants during the 

generative development stage. Scale bar = 5 cm. (c) DAPI stained nuclei isolated from haploid and diploid 

plants showing a maximum of 5 and 10 heterochromatic chromocenters, respectively. (d) Anti-cenH3 

labelled nuclei isolated from haploid and diploid plants showing a maximum of 5 and 10 immunosignals (in 

red), respectively. The scale bars represent 5 μm. (e) Histogram analysis of nuclei by flow cytometry for a  

gl1-1 haploid offspring and control diploid. 

Besides haploids, 5% of aneuploid seeds were detected by FC (Table 1). However, the control 

crosses of wild-type Col-0 with gl1-1 Ler under the same conditions did not produce haploid plants. 

Thus, short temperature stress increases the haploidization frequency if knl2 was used as a female 

crossing partner. 

A point mutation at the CENPC-k motif of KNL2 results in haploid induction on outcrossing 

We previously identified a conserved CENPC-k motif in the KNL2 protein and showed that 

deletion of this motif or mutagenesis of its conserved amino acids Arg-546 and Trp-555 abolishes 

the centromeric localization of KNL2 (Sandmann et al., 2017). To test whether the introduction of 

a point mutation into the CENPC-k motif would be sufficient for haploid induction, the genomic 

KNL2 fragment with the endogenous promoter was cloned into the pDONR221 vector. To 

substitute the conserved Thr-555 by Arg, PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis was performed 

(Figure 4). The resulting clone and wild-type KNL2 were subcloned into pGWB640 vector in 

fusion with EYFP and used for the transformation of the knl2 mutant. The selected transgenic plants 

were analyzed for the subcellular localization of KNL2-EYFP fusion protein. In knl2 mutant 

complemented with the unmodified KNL2-EYFP construct, fluorescence signals were detected in 

the nucleoplasm and at chromocenters (Figure 4a), while in knl2 expressing KNL2-EYFP with the 

point mutation within the CENPC-k motif, the EYFP signals were detected only in the nucleoplasm 

(Figure 4b). Immunostaining of root tip nuclei of both variants of transformants with anti-KNL2 

antibodies confirmed the centromeric localization of unmutated KNL2 and the nucleoplasmic 

localization of the variant with a point mutation (Figure 4). Three transgenic lines per construct 

were selected for the haploid induction experiment under the 30°C degree short temperature stress 

condition as female crossing partners.  
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Figure 4 | Substitution of the amino acid Trp by Arg within the conserved CENPC-k motif 

abolished centromeric localization of KNL2.   

a-b Schematic representation of the genomic KNL2-EYFP fusion construct (upper parts) unmodified (a) or

carrying the W to R mutation within the CENPC-k motif (b) and the subcellular localization of the 

corresponding fusion proteins in root tip nuclei of Arabidopsis immunostained with anti-KNL2 antibodies 

(lower parts, panels 1-3) or analyzed by confocal microscopy (lower parts, panel 4). The unmutated KNL2-

EYFP fusion protein showed centromeric and nucleoplasmic localization (a) while the variant with point 

mutation can be detected only in the nucleoplasm (b). The scale bars are 5 µm. 

The haploid induction efficiency of the knl2 mutant complemented by KNL2-EYFP with the point 

mutation varied from 0.8 to 5.6%. In contrast, no haploids were detected in the case of knl2 

expressing the wild-type KNL2 control construct was used (Table 3). 

Table 3 | Phenotype-based selection of plants derived from the reciprocal cross of knl2 mutant 

with gl1-1 
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¹The plants treated under temperature stress for short time before crossing 

Analysis of the paternal haploid plants did not reveal any traces of the maternal genome 

Next, a PCR-based marker analysis of three double haploid plants was performed to confirm 

whether only the chromosomes of the pollen donor remained. One genotype-specific marker per 

chromosome was employed (Figure S3), and in all cases, PCR amplicons were found 

corresponding to the gl1-1 mutant. To exclude the presence of small chromosome fragments as a 

byproduct of the haploidization process as reported by (Tan et al., 2015), a Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphism (SNP) analysis was performed based on Next-Generation Sequence (NGS) reads of 

DNA samples isolated from three double haploids, one hybrid, and two parental plants. The SNP 

analysis clearly showed that gl1-1 double haploid plants do not contain any residues of the maternal 

knl2 chromosome complement (Figure 5). The hybrid, by contrast, was heterozygous throughout 

its genome. A read depth analysis did not show any chromosomal aberrations as observed by (Tan 

et al., 2015)(Figure S4). 

Figure 5 | Confirmation of haploid progeny obtained by crossing of knl2 with the trichome-

less gl1-1 mutant.  

Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) analysis of three gl1-1 double haploids, knl2, gl1-1 hybrid, gl1-1, 

and Col plants. The results displayed that the hybrid plants were completely heterozygous whereas gl1-1 

double haploid plants do not contain any residues of the maternal knl2 mutant genome.  
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Plants exposed to high-temperature show reduced seed setting as a result of increased mitotic 

and meiotic abnormalities 

In Arabidopsis wild-type and knl2 mutant, exposure to high temperature (30°C) using the regime 

indicated (Figure 2b) resulted in decreased seed setting and an increased number of aborted seeds 

after selfing. However, this effect was more pronounced in knl2 mutant compared to wild-type 

(Figure 6). Thus, after exposure to high temperature, the average seed number per silique was 

reduced from 53 to 33 in Col and 45 to 14 in knl2 mutant, while the number of aborted seeds was 

increased from 2 to 4 in Col and 5 to 9 in knl2 mutant, respectively. To address whether the 

reduction in fertility was based on defects during meiosis, male meiotic chromosome spread 

analysis was performed in wild-type and knl2 plants exposed to the same growth conditions as 

mentioned above.  

Figure 6 | Exposure of Arabidopsis knl2 mutant and wild-type to high temperature resulted 

in a decreased seed setting and an increased number of aborted seeds.  

Seed setting analysis was performed on selfed plants either continuously grown under standard growth 

conditions or exposed for 4 days to 30/25°C (day/night) as it is indicated in Figure 2b.  

No meiotic defects were observed neither at 21°C nor at 30°C (two plants each) in wild-type plants, 

i.e. homologous chromosomes undergo synapsis at pachytene, five bivalents are inevitably found

at metaphase I, homologous chromosomes segregate during the first meiotic division, and the sister 

chromatids are separated during the second meiotic division (Figure 7). In knl2 plants grown at 

21°C (2 out of 4 plants) and 30°C (4 out of 4 plants), meiotic defects were detected including 
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synapsis defects (asynapsis and interlocks), as well as lagging chromosomes and chromosome 

fragmentation during the first and second meiotic divisions (Figure 7).  

Figure 7 | Mitotic and meiotic defects under high temperature in the knl2 mutant 

Male meiosis and mitosis (from tapetum cells) in wild-type and knl-2 plants grown at 21°C or exposed to 

30°C as it is indicated in Figure 2b. In wild-type plants grown at either temperature show no errors in meiosis 

and mitosis progress. During meiosis, homologous chromosomes undergo synapsis at pachytene, form five 

bivalents at metaphase I, segregate to opposite poles at anaphase I/dyad, and separate sister chromatids 

during anaphase II. During mitosis, sister chromatids separate to opposite poles. In knl2 plants, meiotic and 

mitotic defects are found, including asynapsis and interlocks during pachytene (arrows), lagging 

chromosomes (arrowhead), and chromosome fragmentation (asterisks) during mitotic and meiotic divisions. 

The chromosomes were stained with DAPI (blue). The bar represents 5 µm. 

The degree of observed defects varied among plants and was more pronounced at 30°C than at 

21°C (Figure 8). Due to observed meiotic chromosome fragmentation, mitotic divisions of tapetum 

cells from the same plants were studied. Similar to meiosis, mitotic defects were observed in knl2 
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plants grown at 21°C (2 out of 4 plants) and 30°C (3 out of 4 plants), which include lagging 

chromosomes, anaphase bridges, and chromosome fragmentation (Figure 7) and were more 

pronounced at a higher temperature. No obvious mitotic defects were found in wild-type grown at 

either temperature (two plants each). In a nutshell, mitotic and meiotic defects were found to 

varying degrees in knl2 plants that were more frequent in plants grown at 30°C, while no noticeable 

defects were observed in wild-type plants at both temperature regimes. 

Figure 8 | Meiotic and mitotic phenotype of independent wild-type and knl-2 plants at 21°C 

and 30°C.  

The percentage of observed cells with defects per independent plant (meiosis: synapsis defects, lagging 

chromosomes, and chromosome fragmentation; mitosis: lagging chromosomes, anaphase bridges, and 

chromosome fragmentation) and the number of cells analyzed were indicated.  

A cenh3-4 mutation induces haploid formation under temperature stress 

The cenh3-4, a point mutation of cenH3 (G→A amino acid substitution in the third exon of cenH3) 

showed a substantially reduced level of cenH3 at the centromere and causes defects in the mitotic 
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spindle. Nevertheless, the reduced level of cenH3 induced haploid plants only with a very low 

frequency (0.2%) when crossed with wild-type plants. Thus the smaller centromere size was not 

efficient to trigger haploidization in Arabidopsis (Capitao et al., 2021). Considering the effect of 

heat stress on the knl2 mutant, we tested the haploid induction rate with cenh3-4 mutants cultivated 

under heat stress. In our initial experiment, cenh3-4 plants were exposed to  increasing temperatures 

for a longer period before pollination, but transferred to standard conditions (22°C) immediately 

after the pollination. The cenh3-4 mutant and trichome-less gl1-1 plants were grown under 22°C 

for two weeks, plants at the earlier rosette stage were transferred to the chambers containing 

different temperatures varying from 16ºC to 30ºC and cultivated for additional two to three weeks 

until they formed flowers (Table 4). Then, the cenh3-4 mutant plants were pollinated with pollen 

from trichome-less gl1-1 plants grown under 22°C, and the pollinated plants were transferred to 

22°C. The haploid induction rate was determined based on the trichome-less phenotype. Out of 

181 progeny plants grown at 26ºC and 253 plants grown at 30ºC, one and two haploid plants were 

identified, respectively (Table 4). No haploid plants were found among more than 3197 progeny 

plants at lower temperatures (16, 22, 24°C). This data supports the notion that increased 

temperature promotes haploid induction in centromere-impaired plants. 

Table 4 | Analysis of haploid induction in cenH3 mutants based on phenotype and ploidy 

levels by flow cytometry 

¹cenh3-4 plants treated under temperature stress continuously and analyzed based on phenotypic differences 

²cenh3-4 plants treated under temperature stress shortly before crossing and analyzed by flow cytometry 

³cenh3-4 plants treated under temperature stress shortly before crossing and analyzed based on phenotypic differences 

Nevertheless, the HIR in cenh3-4 plants at continuous heat stress regime was substantially lower 

than the one achieved with knl2 mutants using heat treatment described in Figure 2a. Therefore, 
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we recapitulated the experiment using the same conditions as for the knl2 plants. The cenh3-4 

plants were subjected to 30°C for 2 days (Figure 2b), then pollinated with gl1-1 pollen, cultivated 

for additional 2 days at 30°C followed by 3 days at 25°C before transferring to standard conditions. 

Analysis of 56 seed pools (6 seeds per pool) with a total of 336 seeds by flow cytometry revealed 

a haploid and aneuploid induction rate of 3.3% and 2.7%, respectively (Table 4). Moreover, the 

haploid induction frequency of 4.1 % was determined based on the trichomeless phenotype of gl1-

1 (Table 4). This result indicates that sustaining the temperature stress for several days after 

pollination further improves HIR.    

Additionally, cenH3 RNAi transformants that revealed a substantial reduction of cenH3 at 

centromeres (Lermontova et al., 2011) were tested as haploid inducers in combination with heat 

stress. Reciprocal crosses of RNAi with gl1-1 were performed under short-term 30°C-stress 

conditions (Figure 2b). In contrast to cenh3-4, FC analysis of seeds did not reveal either haploids 

or aneuploids (Table 4). 

Discussion  

In most eukaryotes, kinetochore assembly is primed by cenH3 and multiple kinetochore protein 

complexes are required for accurate chromosome segregation. We showed that the disruption of 

the cenH3 loading machinery via the inactivation of the centromere licensing factor KNL2 of 

Arabidopsis resulted in the generation of haploids (HIR – 1%) on outcrossing with wild-type. To 

enhance the efficiency of haploid induction, the knl2 mutant plants were subjected to various stress 

conditions, such as increased temperature and light intensity as we found that deregulated 

expression of KNL2 leads to differential expression of many stress-responsive genes 

(Boudichevskaia et al., 2019). However, cultivation of knl2 plants under long-term stress 

conditions (25/20°C day/night, 100 µmol m-2sec-1 light intensity or 21/18°C day/night and 400 

µmol m-2sec-1 light intensity) did not increase HIR in the reciprocal crosses of knl2 with wild-type. 

Assuming that the applied cultivation regimes either did not cause severe stress or that the plants 

had adapted to the long-term treatment, short-term treatment with high temperature (30/25°C 

day/night) has been applied for 2-3 days prior to the crossing experiments. Indeed, exposure of 

knl2 to high temperatures for a short period allowed us to increase the HIR to up to 10 %.   

Moreover, the same heat stress treatment applied to the cenh3-4 mutant (Capitao et al., 2021) 

resulted in an increase in HIR from 0.2% under standard conditions to 4.1%. Interestingly, our data 
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also show that the more efficient HIR is achieved when heat stress is prolonged to the 

postfertilization period. This indicates that the haploid induction in centromere impaired mutants 

is conditioned by temperature stress during both ovule development as well as early embryogenesis. 

Originally, it was thought that haploids could only be obtained by crossing the cenh3 mutant lines 

complemented by a modified version of cenH3 with the wild-type, as the elimination of one of the 

genomes is caused by competition between two structurally different cenH3 variants for the 

deposition to centromeres (Ravi et al., 2014, Thondehaalmath et al., 2021). To understand the 

mechanism of genome elimination in such crosses, Marimuthu et al. (2021) analyzed the 

distribution of the altered cenH3 (GFP-tail swap) variant in gametes and at different developmental 

stages of hybrid zygotes. It has been shown that altered cenH3 is selectively removed from mature 

Arabidopsis eggs and early hybrid zygotes while at the later zygotic stages, cenH3 and GFP-tail 

swap preferentially can be loaded into the centromere of the wild-type parent, whereas the cenH3-

depleted mutant chromosomes are not able to reconstitute new cenH3 chromatin and undergo 

elimination. However, Wang et al. (2021) and Lv et al. (2020) have demonstrated that 

heterozygous cenH3 mutants of maize and wheat, respectively, can also function as efficient 

haploid inducers in crosses with the wild-type in both directions, despite the lack of competition 

between the two structurally different cenH3 variants. In these cases, it was assumed that weak 

centromeres are formed due to cenH3 dilution that occurs as a result of postmeiotic divisions in 

gametogenesis. Since female haploid spores undergo three mitotic divisions and male only two, 

the level of cenH3 in female gametes is expected to be lower (Wang et al., 2021). When a 

heterozygous cenh3-1 mutant of Arabidopsis was used as an HI in crosses with wild-type, haploids 

could be generated at a frequency of ~1%, indicating that also in Arabidopsis haploids can be 

produced without alteration of cenH3 (Marimuthu et al., 2021).  

Using knl2 and cenh3-4 mutants of Arabidopsis, we further demonstrated that a competition of 

structurally different variants of cenH3 is not always a prerequisite for haploid induction. Thus, 

similar to maize and wheat, the centromere size model of  (Wang and Dawe, 2018) can be applied 

to the haploid induction approach based on knl2 and cenh3-4 mutants. We suggest that applying 

temperature stress to knl2 and cenh3-4 mutants can weaken their centromeres additionally 

compared to standard growth conditions and therefore lead to an increase in HIR (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9 | A model comparing a uniparental chromosome elimination mechanism in crosses 

of the knl2 mutant × wild-type under standard (a) and heat stress condition (b). 

Model explains the elimination of uniparental chromosomes in haploid inducer knl2 mutant crossed with 

wild-type under standard condition (left panel) and heat stress condition (right panel). (a) In standard 

conditions, the combination of small size centromeres of the haploid inducer (knl2 mutant) with 'normal' 

wild-type centromeres in the hybrid zygote leads to centromere competition, followed by complete or partial 

elimination of the genome and formation of haploid (1%) and aneuploid (0.5%) progeny of wild-type, 

respectively. (b) Under heat stress conditions, the haploid inducer (knl2) chromosomes have severe mitotic 

and meiotic defects as shown in (Figure 7), which leads to the centromere inactivity and making very small 

centromeres. Therefore, the haploid induction rate was increased to 10% when heat stressed knl2 mutant 

crossed with wild-type plants.  

The bioinformatic analysis revealed a reduced expression of genes coding for the kinetochore 

proteins such as cenH3, KNL2, and CENP-C under stress conditions. And while this reduction is 

not critical in the wild-type, in knl2 and cenh3-4 it amplifies the effect of mutations. This suggestion 

can be supported by our data showing that the frequency of mitotic and meiotic defects in knl2 can 

be increased after short-term heat stress treatment while wild-type plants cultivated under the same 

conditions did not show any mitotic or meiotic abnormalities. Our RNAseq data analysis has 

revealed that a high number of transposable elements was activated in seedlings and flower buds 

of the knl2 mutant cultivated under standard growth conditions (Boudichevskaia et al., 2019). Thus, 

it can be assumed that exposure of knl2 to heat stress might result in even an increased number of 

active transposons compared to the standard conditions and disturb chromatin organization 

consequently (Probst and Mittelsten Scheid, 2015). These are some of the possibilities behind the 

temperature stress-induced haploid formation but, a clear mechanism is still needed to be elucidated. 

It is important to understand why haploids cannot be obtained when heat-treated mutants are used 

as pollen donors. There are relatively few examples in which the effects of temperature stress on 

female reproductive organs have been investigated, but much more is known of the effects of 

temperature stress on male reproductive structures (Hedhly et al., 2009). Using tomato male-sterile 

and male-fertile lines, (Peet et al., 1998) have demonstrated that stress applied to the pollen donor 

plant before and during pollen release decreased seed number and fruit set more severely than heat 

stress applied to the developing ovule. Thus, heat stress treatment of knl2 and cenh3-4 mutants as 

pollen donors can lead to a decrease in pollen viability and the inability to fertilize the egg. At the 
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same time, fertilization of the ovule with viable pollen will not lead to the process of genome 

elimination. In contrast, heat stress treatment of mutants as maternal crossing partners can only 

lead to a weakening of the centromeres but does not affect the viability of the ovules. 

The most notorious phenotypes in the knl2 mutant plant’s meiosis were the presence of lagging 

chromosomes and fragmentation. Lagging chromosomes could appear as a consequence of weaker 

or defective centromere activity in knl2 plants. Fragmentation appeared during mitosis and meiosis. 

Interestingly, two plants grown at 30°C showed fragmentation in anthers during the first meiotic 

division, and the other two plants showed during the second meiotic division. This suggests that 

fragments could be originated by different mechanisms. One possibility is that interlocks observed 

during pachytene are not properly repaired and another would be the defective DNA repair in 

pathways involving both inter-sister and inter-homolog events. Besides, anaphase bridges were 

also observed due to the effect of heat stress in the knl2 mutant. In a recent publication describing 

the comparative analysis of seedlings and flower bud transcriptomes of knl2 mutant and wild-type, 

it has been shown that genes coding for proteins involved in DNA repair were overrepresented 

among down-regulated knl2 genes (Boudichevskaia et al., 2019).  

Figure 10 | Effect of DNA repair pathway in wild-type and knl2 mutant under normal (a) and 

heat stress conditions (b) 

In standard growth conditions (left panel), knl2 mutant shows a reduced expression of genes encoding the 

DNA repair proteins (Boudichevskaia et al., 2019) that might correlate with the mitotic and meiotic 
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abnormalities in the mutant. Exposure of knl2 and wild-type to heat stress (right panel) results in increased 

DNA damage. In wild-type, this is accompanied by increased expression of DNA repair genes (Han et al., 

2020), whereas in knl2 these genes are down-regulated under standard growth conditions and therefore, 

their expression under heat stress cannot be sufficiently increased. In the knl2 mutant, heat stress increases 

DNA damage, mitotic and meiotic abnormalities, and reduced expression of cenH3 and other kinetochore 

related genes. These factors could be the reason for the increase in HIR when heat stressed knl2 mutant used 

as a haploid inducer. 

For instance, the down-regulated genes were KU70 (AT1G16970), KU80 (AT1G48050), and 

LIGASE 4 (AT5G57160), the key players participating in the canonical non-homologous end 

joining, RAD51 (AT5G20850), essential for meiotic repair of DSBs caused by AtSPO11-1 (Li et 

al., 2004), DMC1 (AT3G22880), known to promote interhomolog recombination, SMC6A 

(At5G07660) and SMC6B (At5G61460), two components of the SMC5/6 complex, engaged in 

DNA repair, meiotic synapsis, genome organization, and stability. Previously it was shown that 

high temperatures disturb genome integrity by causing strand breakages and impending DNA 

repair (Kantidze et al., 2016) and crosstalk between heat stress and genotoxic stress in Arabidopsis 

has been demonstrated  Han et al. (2020). We speculate that because of reduced expression of 

genes encoding components of the DNA repair mechanism, the knl2 mutant cannot cope with heat-

induced DNA damage as efficiently as the wild-type and therefore increased mitotic and meiotic 

defects in knl2 after exposure to high temperature has been detected (Figure 10).  

In principle, we can expect that the cenH3 RNAi transformants with strongly reduced cenH3 levels 

can also work as efficient haploid inducers (Lermontova et al., 2011). However, subjecting cenH3 

RNAi transformants to heat stress did not result in haploid formation when crossed with the 

untreated wild-type. Previously, it has been shown that the level of cenH3 in the cenH3 RNAi 

transformants was strongly reduced in leaves than in root tips enriched in meristematic cells 

(Lermontova et al., 2011). Based on previously published data, we hypothesized that this may be 

due to a decreased activity of the CaMV 35S promoter (Holtorf et al., 1995) and suppression of 

post-translational gene silencing in meristems, which may cause the ineffective function of the 

RNAi machinery in these tissues (Mitsuhara et al., 2002). Using maize cenH3 RNAi lines 

complemented by the AcGREEN-tail swap-CENH3, Kelliher et al. (2016) have demonstrated that 

in crosses with wild-type these lines can generate 0.24% maternal and 0.07% paternal haploids. 
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Thus, the method of obtaining haploid inducers through reduction of cenH3 levels in plants by 

expressing cenH3 RNAi constructs appeared to be inefficient. 

The introduction of point mutations into cenH3 and the conserved CENPC-k motif of KNL2 has 

shown to be sufficient to generate haploid inducer lines. Thus, knl2 and cenh3 mutants for crop 

species can be obtained via the chemical ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis to avoid using 

transgenic plants at all steps of haploid production. Alternatively, mutants can be produced by 

targeted mutagenesis using the CRISPR-Cas9 approach. In either case, complementation with 

altered cenH3 variants is not required, making the production of haploid inducers much easier. 

Moreover, under standard growth conditions, the growth rate of the cenh3-4 mutant is similar to 

that of the wild-type, while the growth rate of knl2 is slightly reduced. Thus, we believe that 

obtaining vigorous haploid inducers and short-term exposure of them to heat stress before crossing 

with the wild-type has great potential for application in plant breeding.  
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Materials and Methods 

Plasmid construction, plant transformation, and plant growth conditions 

To analyze whether complementation of the knl2 mutant with the genomic KNL2::KNL2-EYFP 

fusion construct would abolish the ability of knl2 to induce haploids, genomic KNL2 fragment (464 

up to +2513 relative to the transcriptional KNL2 start site) was amplified by PCR from Col-0 

genomic DNA using KNL2-attB1gensh and KNL2-attB2 primers (Supplemental Table S2) and 

cloned into the pDONR221 vector. These constructs were used to generate KNL2:KNL2-EYFP 

fusion construct using the pGWB640 vector (https://novoprolabs.com/vector/Vgy4dmna). The 

substitution of conserved amino acid Trp by Arg within the CENPC-k motif of KNL2 was 

performed by PCR using the Phusion site-directed mutagenesis kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). A 
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KNL2::KNL2-EYFP/pDONR221 construct was PCR mutagenized using the following primer 

pairs: KNL2gen_W_R_f and KNL2gen_W_R_r for the substitution of Trp by Arg (Supplemental 

Table S2). Arabidopsis thaliana plants were transformed according to the flower dip method 

(Clough and Bent, 1998). T1 transformants were selected on Murashige and Skoog medium 

containing 20 mg L-1 phosphinothricin (PPT). The plants were propagated under short- or long-

day conditions in a cultivation room at 8 h light/20°C:16 h dark/18°C and 16 h light/20°C:8 h 

dark/18°C, respectively.  

Immunostaining and microscopy analysis of fluorescent signals 

Immunostaining of nuclei/chromosomes was performed as described previously (Sandmann et al., 

2016). Wide-field fluorescence microscopy was used to evaluate and image the nuclei preparations 

with an Olympus BX61 microscope (Olympus, Tokio, Japan) and an ORCA-ER CCD camera 

(Hamamatsu, Japan). For the life cell imaging, Arabidopsis seeds of lines harbouring mutagenized 

KNL2::KNL2-EYFP/pGWB640 variants or non-mutagenized control were germinated in agar 

medium in coverslip chambers (Nalge Nunc). Roots growing parallel to the coverslip bottom were 

analyzed in an LSM 510META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) using a 63x oil immersion 

objective (NA 1.4). EYFP was excited with a 488-nm laser line and fluorescence was recorded 

with a 505- to 550-nm band-pass filter. Images were analyzed with the LSM software release 3.2.  

Whole-mount preparation 

Siliques of different developmental stages were fixed in ethanol-acetic acid (9:1) overnight at 4°C 

and dehydrated in 70% and 90% ethanol, for 1 h each. The preparation was then cleared in chloral 

hydrate (chloral hydrate:water:glycerol=8:2:1) overnight at 4°C. Seeds in siliques were counted 

under a binocular (Carl Zeiss, Germany). 

Cytogenetic techniques 

A. thaliana inflorescences were fixed in freshly prepared ice-cold ethanol: acetic acid 3:1 and

stored at 4°C for chromosome preparations by spreading technique (Armstrong et al., 2009). After 

cell wall digestion, individual buds were dissected on slides, treated with 60% acetic acid, and 

spread for 30 seconds on a hot plate at 45°C stirring the meiocytes suspension. Post-fixation was 

done by applying ice-cold 3:1. Air-dried slides were counterstained with DAPI and mounted in 

Vectashield. Images were acquired in a Nikon Eclipse Ni equipped with a Nikon DS-Qi2 camera 

and a NIS Elements v. 4.60 software. 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) analysis 
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Next-Generation Sequencing of genomic DNA was carried out by Eurofins Genomics Europe 

Shared Services GmbH (Konstanz, Germany) using a Genome Sequencer Illumina NovaSeq 6000 

Sequencing System with approximately 5x106 reads for each sample. After adapter trimming with 

cutadapt (Martin, 2011) version 1.15, next-generation sequence reads were aligned to the TAIR10  

assembly with minimap2 (Li, 2018) version 2.17. Alignment records were converted to BAM 

format with SAMtools (Li et al., 2009) and sorted with Novosort 

(http://www.novocraft.com/products/novosort/). SNP calling was done with BCFtools (Li, 2011) 

version 1.9 (command ‘mpileup’ and ‘call’) using the parameters ‘-a DP,DV’ to record allelic 

depths. Only reads with a mapping quality >= Q20 were considered for variant calling. Allelic 

depths for each sample at bi-allelic SNP sites with a quality score >= Q40 were written to tabular 

format and read into R (R Core Team, 2017) for further processing. Homozygous genotypes call 

for the reference (alternative) allele were made if <= 10 % (>= 90 %) of reads supported the variant 

allele. Heterozygous calls were made if 40-60 % of reads supported the variant allele. If allelic 

ratios were outside these ranges or the total read depth was < 5, genotype calls were set to missing. 

SNPs at which the parents carried opposite homozygous alleles were selected to plot graphical 

genotypes of the progeny along the genome. 

Gene expression analyses 

The transcriptome data was retrieved from the Arabidopsis RNA-seq Database available on 

(http://ipf.sustech.edu.cn/pub/athrdb/) (Zhang et al., 2020). The gene expression profiles of cenH3, 

CENP-C, KNL2, and NASP were extracted for different stress treatments including temperature 

and light stress. Down-regulated treatments among these genes were used for comparative co-

expression analysis. 

Flow cytometric ploidy measurements of seeds 

To measure the ploidy of seeds, six seeds per pool were chopped together in 500 μl nuclei isolation 

buffer (Galbraith et al., 1983) supplemented with propidium iodide (50 µg/ml) and DNase-free 

RNase (50µg/ml) in a Petri dish using a sharp razor blade. The resulting nuclei suspensions were 

filtered a 50 µm mesh (CellTrics, Sysmex-Partec) and measured on a CyFlow Space flow 

cytometer (Sysmex-Partec), a FACSAria cell sorter (BD Biosciences), or an Influx cell Sorter (BD 

Biosciences). The presence of haploid/aneuploid seeds within the pools was determined by 

evaluating the PI fluorescence intensity on a linear scale. Since the precise number of 

haploids/aneuploids per pool cannot be determined unequivocally, we considered only one seed 
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per pool as being deviating from the diploid status if in addition peak was found. Thus, the number 

of haploids/aneuploids is an underestimation rather than an overestimation.  
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8 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

bp  Base pair 

BAMM Bayesian analysis of macroevolutionary mixtures 

BI Bayesian inference 

BiSSE Binary state speciation and extinction 
ChIP Chromatin immunoprecipitation  

cp Chloroplast 

DAPI 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 

FISH Fluorescent in situ hybridization 

GMO Genetically modified organisms 

GS Genome size 
HGP Human genome project 

Hi-C High-throughput chromosomal conformation capture 

IGS Intergenic spacer 

INT Integrase 
IR Inverted repeat 

ITR Interstitial telomeric repeat 
ITS Internal transcribed spacer  

KNL2 KINETOCHORE NULL2 

LINE Long interspersed nuclear element 

LTR Long terminal repeat 

Mb Megabase pairs 

MCMC Markov chain Monte Carlo 

ML Maximum likelihood 
mtDNA Mitochondrial DNA  

NGS Next-generation sequencing 

NJ Neighbor-joining 

NOR Nucleolar organizer region 

ONT Oxford Nanopore Technologies 

PacBio Pacific Biosciences 

PBS Primer binding site 

PCG Protein-coding gene 
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PPD Post-polyploid diploidization 

PPT Polypurine tract 

PROT Proteinase 

RH Ribonuclease H 

RT Reverse transcriptase 
SINE Short interspersed nuclear element 

SSC Small single copy  

SSR Simple sequence repeat 

TAREAN Tandem repeat analyzer 
TE Transposable element 

TRF Tandem repeat finder 

WGD Whole genome duplication 

WT Wild-type 
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